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Chapter 2

The Transition Between X-ray
Emission Regimes in the M34
Open Cluster

Ph. Gondoin

European Space Agency, ESTEC - Postbus 299, 2200 AH Noordwijk, The
Netherlands

Abstract. I report on a correlation between the saturated and non-
saturated regimes of X-ray emission and the rotation sequences that have
been observed in the M34 open cluster from extensive rotation periods sur-
veys. An interpretation of this correlation in term of a transition between
different dynamo regimes in the early stage of evolution on the main sequence
is proposed.

1. Introduction

The present paper summarises the results of a study of the X-ray coronal emission
in the M34 open cluster. M34 (NGC 1039) is located at a distance of about 470
pc (Jones et al. 1996). Its metallicity is close to solar (Schuler et al. 2003). Its
age between 177 Myr (Meynet et al. 1993) and 251 Myr (Ianna & Schlemmer
1993) is intermediate between that of the Pleiades (∼ 125 Myrs) and that of the
Hyades (∼ 625 Myrs).

While stars in the Pleiades rotate at rates between 0.2 and 10 days (Hartman
et al. 2010), stars in the Hyades are in general much slower rotators (Delorme
et al. 2011). During the ∼ 500 Myrs time interval that separates these two
clusters, late-type stars such as those present in M34 thus undergo significant
changes in their surface rotation rate. These changes are the visible signature
of modifications of their internal rotation profiles. These, in turn, could affect
the dynamo processes that operate in their interiors, possibly altering the level
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Figure 1.: Combined MOS1, MOS2, and PN image of NGC 1039 in the 0.5 to
4.5 keV band.

of magnetic activity in their outer atmospheres. The purpose of the study was
to look for the X-ray signatures of such possible modifications.

2. Observations

M34 was observed with the EPIC pn and the two EPIC MOS cameras on board
the XMM −Newton space observatory (Jansen et al. 2001) The EPIC pn and
MOS exposure times were 42 ksec and 39 ksec, respectively (see Fig. 1). A
“thick” aluminum filter was used in front of the cameras to reject visible light
from the stars. Detection was made of 189 X-ray sources that are listed in the
XMM −Newton Serendipitous Source Catalog (Watson et al. 2009).

The X-ray data were complemented with recent measurement results of stel-
lar rotation periods. The XMM −Newton X-ray source list was first correlated
with the list of 83 kinematic and photometric late-type M34 cluster members
with known rotation periods established by Meibom et al. (2011). It was then
correlated with the results of a time series photometric survey of M34 in the V-
and i- bands reported by Irwin et al. (2006). Finally, the list was correlated with
the list of 55 solar-type stars in M34, whose rotation periods were derived from
differential photometry by James et al. (2010). In total, 41 stellar members of
the M34 open cluster have been found that have known rotational periods and
for which X-ray emission has been detected.

X-ray fluxes were derived from the source count rates using energy conver-
sion factors (ECF). These ECFs were calculated using the Portable, Interactive,
Multi-Mission Simulator (Mukai 1993) in the 0.5-4.5 keV range for optically thin
plasmas with temperatures comparable to those found in the spectral fitting of
active stellar coronae (Gondoin 2006). The absorbing hydrogen column density
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Figure 2.: Rotation periods vs. (B−V) indices of the M34 sample stars. The
solid line represents the I sequence defined by Barnes (2007). The dashed line
represents the C sequence determined by Meibom et al.(2011). M34 stars repre-
sented as blue circles and red squares were classified as I and C sequence stars,
respectively. Grey triangles represent gap stars assumed to be evolving from the
C to the I sequence.

towards M34 was estimated from the reddening correction EB−V = 0.07 (Can-
terna et al. 1979) to about 3.4 × 1020 cm−2. For absorbing hydrogen column
densities lower than 1021 cm−2, the energy conversion factor of the EPIC pn
camera equipped with a thick filter in the 0.5-4.5 keV band is flat and well ap-
proximated by ECF = 3.7 × 1011 counts erg−1 cm2 for plasma temperatures in
the range (4-25) × 106 K (Gondoin 2006). The X-ray fluxes were then converted
into stellar X-ray luminosities assuming a distance of 470 pc (Jones et al. 1996).

3. Analysis

The X-ray luminosities of F5 through M5 main-sequence stars relative to their
bolometric luminosities have been found to depend on their Rossby numbers
(Patten & Simon 1996); (Randich 2000). This number (Ro = Prot/ τc) is an
important indicator in hydromagnetic dynamo theory that measures the extent
to which rotation can induce both helicity and differential rotation, which are
considered essential for a solar-type dynamo. While the stellar rotation period
Prot can be directly measured, τc is sometimes derived from the mixing-length
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Figure 3.: X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratio vs Rossby number of the sample
stars compared with a model of X-ray activity evolution (Gondoin 2013) for stars
with masses between 0.4 and 1.2 M� having an initial period of rotation of 1.1
days on the ZAMS.

theory (Kim & Demarque 1996) and usually empirically determined. A relation-
ship between stellar mass and convective turnover time was recently derived by
Wright et al. (2011) that is valid over the range 0.09 M� < M < 1.36 M�. It
is scaled such that values of τc for solar-mass stars match those of Noyes et al.
(1984) for the Sun. This relationship was used to estimate the Rossby numbers
of the sample stars.

Young stars tend to group into two main sub-populations that lie on narrow
sequences in diagrams where the measured rotation periods of the members of
a stellar cluster are plotted against their B − V colors (Barnes 2003); (Meibom
et al. 2009). One sequence, called the I sequence, consists of stars that form a
diagonal band of increasing period with increasing B − V color. In young clusters,
another sequence of ultra-fast rotators called the C sequence, is also observed,
bifurcating away from the I sequence towards shorter rotation periods. Some
stars lie in the intervening gap between the I and C sequences.

Figure 2 shows the rotational periods Prot of the sample stars as a function
of their reddening corrected (B − V)0 indices. It also displays the rotational
isochrones of the I and C sequences. Their functional forms were first introduced
by Barnes (2003a). For the I sequence, I used the form subsequently modified
by Barnes (2007) in line with the gyrochronology analysis of M34 performed by
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(Meibom et al. 2011). The proximity of the M34 data points to these curves was
used to determine their membership to the C and I sequences or the gap between
them.

Figure 3 displays the X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratio vs Rossby number
diagram of the M34 sample stars, distinguishing members of the I sequence, of
the C sequence and of the gap. It shows a correlation between the X-ray emission
regimes and rotation sequence classification. Indeed, members of the C sequence
have small Rossby numbers (Ro < 0.1) and X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratios
close to the 10−3 saturation level. Members of the I sequence, in contrast, have
larger Rossby numbers (Ro ≥ 0.17) and X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratios
significantly smaller than the saturation limit.

Gap stars occupy an intermediary position in the LX/Lbol vs. Ro diagrams.
On the one hand, gap stars have Rossby number (Ro ≥ 0.17) in the same range
as those of some I sequence stars. They would therefore be expected to operate
in a non-saturated regime of X-ray emission. On the other hand, their X-ray to
bolometric luminosity ratio is similar to those of C sequence stars, i.e., close to
the saturation level.

4. Discussion

A correlation between rotation sequences (see Fig. 2) and X-ray emission regimes
(see Fig.3) is observed among main sequence stars in the M34 open cluster. A
steep transition in the LX/Lbol ratio is detected between the C sequence and gap
stars that emit close to the 10−3 saturation level, and the I sequence stars, whose
LX/Lbol ratio is significantly lower. The LX/Lbol ratio is a lower limit of the
ratio between the surface magnetic flux and the outer convective flux (Gondoin
2012). A decrease of this ratio around Ro ≈ 0.14 - 0.4 is thus indicative of a drop
in dynamo efficiency.

Independently from any specific model of stellar rotation evolution, the clus-
tering of main-sequence stars in M34 into fast and slow rotation sequences in
period vs colour index diagrams, and the low density of stars in the gap indicate
that stars spend less time in this part of the diagram than on the C and I se-
quences. The transition from the C to the I sequence thus constitutes an evidence
for a brief phase of strong surface rotation deceleration among some of the late-G
and K type stars in M34. Such a decay is most likely due to rotational braking
by stellar wind. If the magnetic field lines that sling charged particles from the
wind into space are rooted in the photosphere, the convective envelope rotation
should be decelerated by the wind torque more efficiently than the radiative core
which is kept in rapid rotation by the conservation of angular momentum . Young
stars shall thus develop a strong gradient in angular velocity at the base of the
convection zone. Such a gradient is an essential ingredient for the generation of
an interface dynamo at the base of the convection zone (Spruit 2002).

According to a scenario described in Gondoin (2013), the correlation be-
tween rotation sequences and X-ray emission regimes would thus result from the
co-existence of two dynamo processes among M34 stars, i.e. a boundary-layer
interface dynamo and a convective envelope turbulent dynamo. This last pro-
cess dominates in rapidly rotating C sequence stars. As the shear between the
fast spinning radiative interior and the convective envelope increases during the
transition of gap stars from the C to the I sequence, another process strengthens
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in which dynamo action occurs in the boundary region between the radiative
core and the convective envelope. This dynamo process relies on differential ro-
tation, but also induces important redistributions of angular momentum. As the
stars reach the I sequence and the rotation of their convective envelope decays,
the turbulent dynamo is quenched and the interface dynamo becomes dominant,
decreasing progressively at later stages of evolution when rotation dies away.

Acknowledgements. I am grateful to the Organising Committees of the ”Cool Stars 18”
workshop for allowing me to present this work.
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Chapter 3

Lithium Abundance and
Rotation in the Pleiades and
M34 Open Clusters

Ph. Gondoin

European Space Agency, ESTEC - Postbus 299, 2200 AH Noordwijk, The
Netherlands

Abstract. K-type stars of similar effective temperatures in clusters
younger than about 250 Myrs are characterised by a wide dispersion in
lithium abundance whose origin is not understood.

Photometric monitoring programs indicate that young stars tend to
group into two main populations that lie on narrow sequences in diagrams
where the measured rotation periods of the members of a stellar cluster are
plotted against their (B - V) colours.

I report on the results of a study that investigated the dependence of
lithium abundance with effective temperature distinguishing stars that be-
long to different rotation sequences in the Pleiades and M34 open clusters.

1. Introduction

Photometric monitoring programs have produced a large number of rotation pe-
riod measurements in open clusters, including the Pleiades (Hartman et al. 2010)
and M34 (Meibom et al. 2011). These measurements have shown (Barnes 2003)
that members of young stellar clusters tend to group on narrow sequences in dia-
grams where the measured rotation periods are plotted against masses or B − V
colour indices. I revisited the connection between Li abundance and rotation in
the Pleiades and M34 open clusters in light of these new rotation rate measure-
ments (Gondoin 2014).
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2. Li abundances and stellar rotation periods measurements

2.1 The Pleiades

Recently, Hartman et al. (2010) conducted an extensive photometric time-series
survey of the Pleiades based on the membership list of Stauffer et al. (2007).
Rotation periods were measured on 368 stars with 0.4 ≤ M/M� ≤ 1.3. I cross-
matched these data with lithium abundance measurements in the Pleiades re-
trieved by King et al. (2000). The colour indices of the resulting 64 sample stars
are in the range 0.5 < (B−V)0 < 1.33 which corresponds to late-F, G, and early-
K spectral types and to masses between 0.7 and 1.3 M�. All these stars have
reached the main sequence since their Kelvin-Helmholtz contraction timescales is
shorter than their age of about 100−150 Myrs (Stauffer 2010).

2.2 The M34 open cluster

Lithium abundances in M34 were derived by Jones et al. (1997) from a high
resolution spectroscopy study of stars with high membership probabilities. I
correlated these data with the list of 83 kinematic and photometric late-type
M34 cluster members with known rotation periods established by Meibom et al.
(2011), with the results of a time series photometric survey of M34 reported by
Irwin et al. (2006), and with the list of 55 solar-type stars in M34, whose rotation
periods were derived from differential photometry by James et al. (2010). In
total, 23 stellar members of the M34 open cluster have been found that have
known rotational periods and Li abundances. Their colour indices in the range
0.55 < (B−V )0 < 1.23 and age estimate between 177 Myrs (Meynet et al. 1993)
and 251 Myrs (Ianna & Schlemmer 1993) indicate that these stars have reached
the main sequence.

3. Analysis

3.1 Classification into rotation sequences

Observations of main sequence stars with G and K spectral types in young open
clusters (∼ 100-200 Myrs) show clear evidence for two distinct sequences of fast
and slow rotators in period vs mass or (B−V ) colour index diagrams (Hartman et
al. 2010). These rotation sequences are called hereafter the C and the I sequence
along the paradigm advanced by Barnes (2003).

Figure 1 (bottom) plots the rotational periods P of the M34 sample stars
as a function of their reddening corrected (B − V )0 indices. It also displays
functional forms of the I and C sequences that were first introduced by Barnes
(2003). For the I sequence, I used the form subsequently modified by Barnes
(2007) in line with the gyrochronology analysis of M34 performed by Meibom
et al. (2011). From the data point positions relative to these curves, the M34
sample stars were classified as lying on the C sequence, on the I sequence, or in
the gap between these two sequences.

Hartman et al. (2010) compared the mass-period diagrams, which are equiv-
alent to colour-period diagrams, of the Pleiades and four other open clusters with
similar ages. They noted that the mass-period diagram of the Pleiades is remark-
ably similar to that seen by Meibom et al. (2009) for the M35 open cluster which
gyro-age ranges from 134 Myrs to 161 Myrs. Figure 1 (top) shows the colour-
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Figure 1.: Rotation periods of the Pleiades (top) and M34 (bottom) sample stars
as a function of their (B−V)0 colour indices compared with C and I isochrones.

period diagram of the Pleiades sample stars with known Li abundances. It also
displays functional forms of the I and C rotation isochrones derived from the
gyrochronology analysis of M35 performed by Meibom et al. (2009). I classified
the Pleiades sample stars as members of the C sequence, of the I sequence or of
the gap based on their proximity to the 125 Myrs C and I isochrones.

Four stars in the Pleiades and one star in M34 with (B−V )0 < 0.7 could not
be classified and are marked by crosses in Fig. 1. These blue and bright objects
are most likely close binaries in which the active component is locked into high
rotation by synchronisation with the orbital period due to tidal effects.
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Figure 2.: Lithium abundance vs effective temperature for the Pleiades (top) and
M34 (bottom) sample stars.

3.2 Lithium abundance and rotation

The lithium abundances of the Pleiades and M34 sample stars are plotted as
a function of their effective temperatures in Fig. 2. The lithium abundance
decreases with effective temperature by nearly three orders of magnitude between
6000 K and 4000 K. This well-known decay is expected from standard models of
stellar evolution that predict the attrition of Li as a function of stellar mass, and
age. According to these models, pre-main sequence stars with low masses evolving
down the Hayashi track develop high enough temperatures at the base of their
convection zone for energetic protons to destroy Li there, thereby depleting their
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surface Li abundance. Reversely, little Li depletion is expected for stars reaching
the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) as A, F, or G dwarfs (Pinsonneault 1997).
Since Li depletion ceases as the surface convection zone recedes toward the surface
and its base cools, standard models of stellar evolution also predicts that no
further Li depletion occurs on the main-sequence for A, F, and G dwarfs (Proffitt
et al. 1989); (Deliyannis et al. 1990); (Swenson 1990), whereas K and M dwarfs
should continue to deplete Li as they evolve beyond the ZAMS. This prediction
is consistent with Fig. 2. Indeed, G-type stars have similar Li abundance in the
Pleiades and M34 while K-type stars have in average lower Li abundance in the
older M34 cluster. This comparison is justified since the two clusters have similar
metallicities (Schuler et al. 2003); (Taylor 2008).

However, standard models also predict that 7Li depletion in a star is a unique
function of age, mass, and metallicity. Figure 2, in contrast, shows that stars with
the same Teff in the Pleiades or in M34 have significantly different Li abundances.
The scatter in the star-to-star Li abundance is particularly large in the 5500−4000
K temperature range as noted by Jones et al. (1997) in M34 and by Soderblom
et al. (1993a), Jones et al. (1996), and King et al. (2000) in the Pleiades. A com-
parison of the observed scatter in Li abundances with the estimated uncertainties
indicates that this spread is statistically significant. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows
that, at any given temperature below 5500 K, C sequence and gap stars in the
Pleiades have significantly higher lithium abundances than I sequence stars with
the same effective temperature.

4. Discussion

Independently from any specific model of stellar rotation evolution, the clustering
of young main-sequence stars into fast and slow rotation sequences in period vs
colour index diagrams, their later evolution through the gap towards a single
sequence, and the low density of stars in the gap indicate that stars spend less
time in this part of the diagram than on the C and I sequences. The transition
from the C to the I sequence thus constitutes an evidence for a brief phase of
strong surface rotation deceleration among rapidly rotating late-G and K type
stars in their early phase of evolution on the main sequence.

The fact that the transition from the C to the I rotation sequence in the
Pleiades and M34 is correlated with a drop in Li abundance suggests that the as-
sociated decay of the rotation rate is accelerating the depletion of lithium in young
late-G and K-type stars. Rotational braking by stellar winds is the commonly
accepted explanation for the decay of stellar rotation on the main sequence. Since
the magnetic field lines that sling charged particles from the wind into space are
rooted in the photosphere, the wind torque is expected to decelerate the envelope
rotation while the conservation of angular momentum should keep the radiative
core in rapid rotation. Gap stars in young open clusters should thus develop a
large shear at the base of their convection zone that triggers various instabilities.
Studies indicate that these instabilities drive mass motions or gravity waves that
redistribute angular momentum and mix the stellar material enhancing light-
element depletion (Chaboyer et al. 1995); (Charbonnel & Talon 2005); (Talon
2008).

The dispersion in surface Li abundance observed among K stars in young
open clusters could thus result from an acceleration of the Li depletion in rapidly
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rotating K stars due to shear instabilities at the bottom of the convection zone
during a brief episode of strong rotational braking by stellar wind in their early
evolution on the main sequence. This scenario explains that no lithium dispersion
is observed in the Hyades and Praesaepe star clusters (Soderblom et al. 1993b)
since, by the age of these clusters (∼ 700 Myrs), observations show a clear con-
vergence in the angular momentum evolution of all F, G, and K dwarfs towards a
single sequence of slow rotators. All the stars have by then experienced a strong
rotational braking that accelerated Li depletion and the coolest stars (Teff < 5000
K) have fully depleted their lithium.

Acknowledgements. I am grateful to the Organising Committees of the ”Cool Stars 18”
workshop for allowing me to present this work.
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Moira Jardine shows the way with stellar activity timescales.

Emily Rice and Lil’ Brown Dwarf taking a break.



Chapter 4

Line Bisector Variability in the
Sun as a Star

Mark Giampapa1, Luca Bertello1 & Alexei Pevtsov1
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Abstract. We utilize spectra obtained with the Integrated Sunlight Spec-
trometer (ISS) instrument of the NSO SOLIS facility on Kitt Peak, AZ to
perform a preliminary study of the variability of line asymmetries in the Mn
I line at 539.5 nm and the nearby Fe I line at 539.3 nm, respectively. We
derive the line bisector for these photospheric features from daily spectra of
the Sun as a star acquired since January 2007, and characterize the vari-
ability of a measure of bisector amplitude with the solar cycle. A simple
two-component model of the solar magnetic field is investigated as a possible
origin for the variation in line depth with time of the magnetically sensitive
Mn I feature.

1. Introduction

The intrinsic asymmetry in spectral lines in the Sun and late-type stars arises
from the velocity-brightness correlation between hotter and brighter upward
(blueshifted) moving granules and downward (redshifted) flowing plasma in the
intergranular lanes (Gray 1988). Thus, natural line asymmetries are a diagnostic
of the nature of global velocity fields in the solar-stellar atmosphere as seen in
spatially integrated spectra.

We utilize spectra obtained with the Integrated Sunlight Spectrometer (ISS)
– an instrument of the NSO SOLIS (Synoptic Long-term Investigation of the
Sun) facility on Kitt Peak, Arizona – to conduct a preliminary investigation
of the variability of line asymmetries in selected solar photospheric lines since
2007. The SOLIS facility with its suite of instruments is described by Keller et
al. (2003). Additional details about ISS observations are given by Bertello et al.
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Figure 1.: The spectral region of the Fe I and Mn I lines (left). The spectrum is
from 3 May 2009 (solid black line). Overplotted (dashed red line) is the spectrum
from 3 May 2014. Note the slight filling in of the line cores in the spectrum from
2014 (dashed-red). The Ca II K time series for the 1-Å core emission index in the
Sun observed as a star is displayed for reference (right). The spectral resolution
is about R = 300,000

(2011). The ISS spectra discussed herein were calibrated according to procedures
described by Pevtsov et al. (2014). We display in Fig. 1 spectra obtained in the
region of interest during the extended solar minimum in 2009 and the current
rise toward the maximum of Cycle 24 in 2014. Also shown for reference is the
time series of the 1 Å index in the core of the Ca II K line. We adopt the line
bisector as a measure of the line asymmetry and calculate its velocity span, or
amplitude, in the Mn I line at 539.47 nm and the nearby Fe I feature at 539.32
nm, respectively. We discuss general features of the variability of the profiles
with the solar cycle of activity. We also refer the reader to Bertello et al. (2014;
these Proceedings) for a complementary discussion of variations in photospheric
line parameters in the Sun as a star.

2. Line Bisector Construction

We followed the approach described by Povich et al. (2001) in their analysis of
stellar line bisectors in the spectra of hosts of exoplanet systems. Specifically,
we start with the point nearest the central wavelength position and then step
up the blue side of the profile point by point. We determine the line center
position through a spline fit to the (relatively broad) core. The line bisector was
derived by using points on the blue side of the profile without any interpolation
and performing a linear interpolation between wavelength positions on the red
side at the same relative intensity. We then determined the midpoint of the
corresponding segment with the bisector constructed by connecting the midpoints
of all the line segments. This procedure typically yielded a bisector consisting of
21 points in these high-resolution solar spectra.
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Figure 2.: The line bisectors corresponding to the photospheric lines in Figure 1.
(Left) Bisectors for the Mn I line. The solid line is the bisector from the 2009
spectrum obtained during the extended minimum of Cycle 23 while the dashed
line is the bisector acquired in 2014 during the current Cycle 24 rise to maximum.
(Right) Similarly but for the Fe I feature. Note the relative complexity of the
bisector for the Mn I line and its apparent variation from solar minimum to solar
maximum. By contrast, the Fe I line exhibits comparatively little change
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Examples of line bisectors for the Mn I line and the Fe I feature displayed
in Fig. 1, respectively, are given in Fig. 2. Bisectors of both lines exhibit
the characteristic ”C-shape” arising from the velocity-brightness correlation of
granular motions. However, the Mn I bisector is characterized by a complex
structure with less of an overall C-shape in 2014 compared to that from 2009.
Livingston et al. (1999) have attributed the reduced velocity span of the C-shape
to magnetic effects on the velocity field in the line formation region. By contrast,
the Fe I bisector is more smooth and exhibits little variation from solar minimum
to the current maximum.

Given the complexity of the Mn I bisector, we adopted the approach of
Povich et al. (2001) in deducing the velocity span by calculating an average
velocity displacement from line center utilizing three evaluation points at relative
intensities (0.60, 0.75, 0.90). By adopting the average of three evaluation points,
the uncertainties in individual velocity spans are minimized. This method yielded
a time series of bisector amplitudes derived from 1,704 near-daily spectra obtained
from 2007 January – 2014 May. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the time series
of velocity spans did not yield any significant peaks at solar rotation periods.
Thus, variations in the bisector amplitude are not dominated by major active
region complexes that could be expected to exhibit a rotational modulation signal,
analogous to that seen in the Ca II K line. Therefore, the line bisector amplitude
must be affected by a longer-period variation in the background global solar
magnetic field (in the region of line formation). The implicit assumption in this
supposition is that variability in the line bisector is due primarily to magnetic
field-induced effects and not purely hydrodynamical effects.

3. Two-component Magnetic Model of Line Profile Variations

The variation in the core relative intensity is likely a manifestation of the inter-
play between enhanced heating and Zeeman sensitivity arising from the increase
in the globally averaged magnetic flux with the solar-stellar cycle. This effect
can be reproduced by simple single-component thermal models. We present an
additional perspective that recognizes that enhanced heating occurs in the pres-
ence of magnetic fields combined with a consideration of the magnetic sensitivity
of, in this case, the Mn I 539.467 nm line, which is characterized by an effective
Landé g-factor of 1.857 (indicative of moderate magnetic sensitivity). Following
Giampapa et al. (1983), we adopt a two-component model where the observed
stellar profile is a combination of profiles from quiet (nonmagnetic) and active
(magnetic) regions weighted by the filling factor of active regions, or

M(λ) = (1− f)Q(λ) + Af [Z(λ − ∆H ) + Z(λ + ∆H )] + BfZ(λ) ,

where M is the observed profile, Q is the reference quiet profile, Z is the unsplit
profile, and A and B are constants that depend on the line-of-sight to the field
lines. In this approach we have approximated the hyperfine splitting in the Mn I
line with a simple Zeeman triplet representation. The Zeeman splitting is given
by ∆H = 4.7 × 10−13 gHλ2 in units of Å, where H is the magnetic field in
Gauss and g is the effective Landé g-factor. Upon Fourier transforming with k
as the transform variable and averaging over all possible line-of-sight angles we
obtain
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Figure 3.: (Left) The observed Mn I line profiles recorded during the Cycle
23 minimum (solid) and the current Cycle 24 rise to maximum (dashed). The
slight filling in of the line core with increasing globally averaged chromospheric
activity is evident in these high signal-to-noise spectra. (Right) The same Mn I
profile from solar minimum (solid) along with the line profile resulting from the
application of a simple two-component model (dashed) as described below

g(k) = (1− f) + 1
4
M
Q f [1 + 3 cos(∆Hk)] .

Multiplying the transform of the solar-minimum Mn I profile by the function
g(k) and inverse transforming yields the dashed profile in the right panel of Fig.
3, where we adopted a filling factor f = 0.3 and a field strength of H = 500 G.
The similarity of the resulting profile derived from the application of the above
model to the quiescent profile is consistent, at least qualitatively, with the results
of Vitas et al. (2009). In particular, these investigators claim on the basis of
extensive modeling that the sensitivity of the Mn I 539.47 nm line to activity
is due entirely to its hyperfine structure. The nearby Fe I 539.317 nm line with
an effective Landé g-factor of 1.5 also is sensitive to magnetic fields. The above
model could be equally applied to this feature to account for the slight change in
core depth noted in Fig. 1. However, the marked difference in the line bisector
shapes between the Mn I and the Fe I 539.317 nm lines (Fig. 2) would seem to
reinforce the conclusion by Vitas et al. (2009) that it is the hyperfine structure
of the Mn I line in the presence of magnetic fields that is the dominant factor in
the determination of changes in the line profile shape in the spatially integrated
spectrum of the Sun as a star. Our simplified approach is illustrative of the
additional perspectives that can be obtained on the variation of magnetically
sensitive lines with atmospheric heating and the associated magnetic field regions.

Acknowledgements. We thank the organizers of the 18th “Cool Stars” Workshop for a
productive and enjoyable meeting. This work utilizes SOLIS data obtained by the NSO
Integrated Synoptic Program (NISP). NISP is managed by the National Solar Observa-
tory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,
Inc., under a cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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Abstract. A long and thorough investigation of chemical abundances of
planet-hosting stars that lasted for more than a decade has finally beared
fruit. We explore a sample of 148 solar-like stars to search for a possible
correlation between the slopes of the abundance trends versus condensa-
tion temperature (known as the Tc slope) both with stellar parameters and
Galactic orbital parameters in order to understand the nature of the peculiar
chemical signatures of these stars and the possible connection with planet
formation. We find that the Tc slope correlates at a significant level (at more
than 4σ) with the stellar age and the stellar surface gravity. We also find
tentative evidence that the Tc slope correlates with the mean galactocentric
distance of the stars (Rmean), suggesting that stars that originated in the
inner Galaxy have fewer refractory elements relative to the volatile ones. We
found that the chemical peculiarities (small refractory-to-volatile ratio) of
planet-hosting stars is merely a reflection of their older age and their inner
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Galaxy origin. We conclude that the stellar age and probably Galactic birth
place are key to establish the abundances of some specific elements.

1. Introduction

Dozen of studies during the last decade explored the connection between stellar
and planetary properties. Naturally, this connection is found to be bidirectional:
stellar properties play an important role on planet formation and evolution (e.g.
stellar metallicity-giant planet frequency - Gonzalez (1997); Santos et al. (2001)),
and the planet formation may have an impact on stellar properties (e.g. extra
depletion of lithium in planet-hosting stars - Israelian et al. (2009); Delgado Mena
et al. (2014)).

After the first planets discovered, astronomers have been also trying to un-
derstand if the stars hosting planets are chemically peculiar (in terms of indi-
vidual elements) and even to search for chemical signatures of planet formation
on the hosting stars atmospheres. For the first part the most significant result
was recently obtained by Adibekyan et al. (2012a,b) who found that most of the
metal-poor planet hosts are enhanced in α-elements. For the second part (chem-
ical imprints of planet formation) the results are still feeding a lively debate.

Several studies suggested that the chemical abundance trend with the con-
densation temperature, Tc, is a signature of terrestrial planet formation (e.g.
Meléndez et al. 2009; Ramı́rez et al. 2009). In particular, that the Sun shows
”peculiar” chemical abundances because of the presence of the terrestrial planets
in our solar system (Meléndez et al. 2009). Although these conclusions have been
strongly debated in other studies (e.g. González Hernández et al. 2010, 2013,
hereafter GH10,13), the main reason of the observed chemical peculiarities was
not identified.

Here we explore the origin of the trend observed between [X/H] (or [X/Fe])
and Tc using a sample of 148 solar-like stars from GH10,13. The more detailed
analysis and complete results are presented in Adibekyan et al. (2014).

2. Data

Our initial sample is a combination of two samples of solar analogs (95 stars) and
“hot” analogs (61 stars) taken from GH10,13. We have cross-matched this sample
with the Geneva-Copenhagen Survey sample (GCS- Nordström et al. 2004), for
which Casagrande et al. (2011) provides the Galactic orbital parameters, the
space velocity components, and the ages of 148 of the stars considered in our
study1. Fifty-seven of these stars are planet hosts, while for the remaining 91 no
planetary companion has been detected up to now.

1Throughout the paper, BASTI expectation ages are used as suggested by Casagrande et al.
(2011).
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The stellar atmospheric parameters and the slopes of the ∆[X/Fe]SUN−star
versus Tc were derived using very high-quality HARPS spectra2. Twenty-five
elements from C (Z = 6) to Eu (Z = 63) have been used for this analysis. These
slopes are corrected for the Galactic chemical evolution trends as discussed in
GH10,13.

The stars in the sample have effective temperatures 5604 K ≤ Teff ≤ 6374
K, metallicites -0.29 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0.38 dex, and surface gravities 4.14 ≤ log g ≤
4.63 dex. Throughout the paper we defined solar analogs as stars with; Teff =
5777±200 K; logg = 4.44±0.20 dex; [Fe/H] = 0.0±0.2 dex. Fifteen out of 58 solar
analogs in this sample are known to be orbited by planets.

3. Correlations with Tc slope

We searched for possible correlations between the Tc slope and, in turn, atmo-
spheric parameters, and also Galactic orbital parameters and age, in order to
understand which is/are the main factor(s) possibly responsible for the abun-
dance trends with Tc.

3.1 Tc slope against stellar parameters and age

After a detailed analysis, we found that the Tc trend strongly relates (at more
than 4σ) with the surface gravity and stellar age (see Figure 1): old stars are
more depleted in refractory elements (smaller refractory-to-volatile ratios) than
their younger counterparts. At the same time we found no significant correlation
of the Tc slope with other stellar parameters.

Since for FGK dwarf stars in the main sequence one does not expect signif-
icant changes in their atmospheric chemical abundances with age, we are led to
believe that the observed correlation is likely to reflect the chemical evolution in
the Galaxy. We note that this is the simplest assumption we can make based on
our limited current knowledge of stellar evolution, and we caution the reader that
there might be other effects that could severely affect the composition of stars as
a function of age .

3.2 Tc slope and Galactic orbital parameters

Moving one step further, we found a tentative evidence that the Tc slopes corre-
late also with the mean galactocentric distance of the stars (Rmean), which we use
as a proxy of the birth radii (see Figure 2)3. This trend is indicating that stars
which have originated in the inner Galaxy have less refractory elements relative
to the volatiles. This result qualitatively agrees with the recent observations of
Galactic abundance gradients by Lemasle et al. (2013), where the authors used
young Galactic Cepheids for the gradient derivations.

2Zero slope means solar chemical composition, and a positive slope corresponds to a smaller
refractory-to-volatile ratio compared to the Sun.

3Several studies have shown that the mean of the apo- and pericentric distances, Rmean, are good
indicators of the stellar birthplace (e.g. Grenon 1987; Edvardsson et al. 1993)
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3.3 Tc slope and planets

Following our definition of solar analogs, we found that the average of the Tc

slope for planet hosting solar analogs is greater (0.012±0.31) than that of their
non-host counterparts (-0.16±0.34). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistics
predict the ≈ 0.21 probability (PKS) that these two subsamples came from the
same underlying distribution for Tc slope. At the same time, the same statistics
predict a PKS ≈ 0.20 probability that they stem from the same underlying age
distributions. The latter can be seen in Figure 1: most of the planet-hosting stars
tend to be relatively old (> 5 Gyr). Moreover, planet host and non-host samples
show a different distribution of Rmean – PKS ≈ 0.007. As can also be seen in
Figure 2, 66% planet hosts have Rmean smaller than 7.5 kpc (where slopes are
usually high) and only 37% of stars without detected planets have similarly low
Rmean values. Clearly the two subsamples are not consistent with respect to the
mean galactocentric distance and age. Interestingly, Haywood (2009) has already
shown that (giant) planet host stars tend to have smaller Rmean and probably
originate in the inner disk, which follow the same direction as our findings.

These results suggest that the difference in Tc slopes observed for solar
analogs with and without planets is then probably due to the differences in their
“birth places” and birth moment.

4. Conclusion

Our findings lead us to two interesting conclusions i) The solar analogues with
planets in the solar neighborhood mostly come from the inner Galaxy (because
of still unknown reason) and ii) the age and galactic birth place are the main
factors responsible for the abundance ratio of refractory to volatile elements in
the stars.
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Figure 1.: Tc slopes versus ages for the full sample (top) and for the solar analogs
(bottom). Gray solid lines provide linear fits to the data points.
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Figure 2.: Tc slopes versus Rmean for the full sample (top) and for the solar
analogs (bottom). Gray solid lines provide linear fits to the data points.
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Abstract. The identification of the most promising targets for exoplanet
hunting is a crucial first step to ensure an efficient use of the CARMENES
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guaranteed time. To achieve this, we obtained low-resolution (R ∼ 1500)
spectra of 752 M (and late K) dwarfs mostly fainter than J = 9 mag with
CAFOS. For all of them, we derived spectral types with 0.5 subtypes ac-
curacy. We also studied metallicity and surface gravity through spectral
indices, and activity from pEW (Hα). Next, we observed over 600 M dwarfs
at higher resolution (R = 30 000–48 000) with FEROS, CAFE and HRS. We
determined rotational velocities, v sin i (±0.2–0.5 km s−1), and radial veloc-
ities, Vr (±0.1–0.2 km s−1), of the observed stars. From our observations,
we identified high-activity, low-metallicity and low-gravity stars, single- and
double-lined spectroscopic binaries and, specially, fast rotators, which should
be discarded from any target list for exoplanet searches. Here we present pre-
liminary results.

1. The CARMENES Input Catalogue

CARMENES1 is an exoplanet survey instrument being built by a collaboration
of several Spanish and German institutions and the Calar Alto Observatory. Its
main goal is to find exoearths around M dwarfs by the radial velocity technique
(Quirrenbach et al. 2012).

CARMENCITA is the CARMENES Input Catalogue. It contains almost
2 200 M dwarfs from a number of references (Reid et al. 1995, 2002; Hawley et
al. 1996; Gizis et al. 2002; Bochanski et al. 2005; Caballero 2007; Gatewood &
Coban 2009; Lépine et al. 2009; Lépine & Gaidos 2011; Johnson et al. 2010;
Irwin et al. 2011; Avenhaus et al. 2012; Deacon et al. 2012; Newton et al. 2014).
This catalogue includes information on spectral type, photometry, multiplicity,
v sin i, activity, X-ray, etc., and helps us to select the 300 brightest, latest, less
active, single M dwarfs observable from Calar Alto that will be monitored during
CARMENES guaranteed time. Since many stars lack some of that information,
we fill that gap by compiling it from the literature or by measuring it by ourselves.
The first step of our preparatory observations was to take accurate low-resolution
spectroscopy of M dwarf candidates with not well determined spectral types, as
a complement to current spectroscopic surveys (Lépine et al. 2013; Gaidos et al.
2014). The second step was to take high-resolution imaging (Cortés-Contreras et
al. 2014) and spectroscopy in order to discard binaries, fast rotators with high
v sin i and very active M dwarfs.

2. Low-resolution spectroscopy

From November 2011 to April 2013, we used the CAFOS spectrograph at the
2.2 m Calar Alto telescope to observe 752 M (and late K) stars, including stan-
dard stars. With a spectral resolution R ∼ 1 500, a wavelength range of 4 300–
8 300 Å and a signal-to-noise larger than 50 near Hα, we covered the whole main
features of M dwarfs in the optical. The processing of the spectra, including
instrumental response correction, was done with IRAF. We determined spectral

1http://carmenes.caha.es
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types, measured pEW (Hα), studied gravity sensitive features and calculated the
Lépine et al. (2007) metallicity-sensitive index ζ.

For spectral typing, we defined a grid of 19 “prototype” and 52 “standard”
stars from K3.0 V to M8.0 V (Fig. 1). We derived spectral types based on 31
spectral indices (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 1991; Reid et al. 1995; Mart́ın et al.
1996) and from best-fit and χ2 matches (Klutsch et al. 2012). Uncertainties were
of only 0.5 subtypes.

We used the pEW (Hα) measurements to study the influence of activity on
the spectral types indices and identify possibly accreting stars (White & Basri
2003; Barrado y Navascués & Mart́ın 2003). We picked up unidentified giant
stars with the ratio C (Na i λλ8183,8195 Å; Kirkpatrick et al. 1991; Fig. 2)
and subdwarf candidates with the ζ index (Fig. 3) All the results outlined in
this section, including the spectral typing for more than 700 M dwarfs, will be
presented in a forthcoming paper (Alonso-Floriano et al. in prep.).

3. High-resolution spectroscopy

We are using FEROS at the MPG 2.2 m La Silla telescope (Fig. 4), CAFE at the
2.2 m Calar Alto telescope and HRS at the Hobby Eberly Telescope for obtaining
high-resolution (R ∼ 30 000–48 000) spectra of M dwarfs. We are measuring rota-
tional and radial velocities (Fig. 5), with accuracies of 0.2–0.5 and 0.1–0.2 km s−1,
respectively, and pEW (Hα)s for over 600 M dwarfs. Some of them are new
spectroscopic binaries, based on their double peaks in cross-correlation functions
(CCFs; Fig. 6).

Acknowledgments. Based on observations made at the 2.2 m telescope of the
Centro Astronómico Hispano-Alemán (CAHA) at Calar Alto, operated jointly
by the Max-Planck Institut für Astronomie and the Instituto de Astrof́ısica
de Andalućıa (CSIC), and at the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope at the La Silla
Paranal Observatory under programmes 090.A-9003(A), 090.A-9029(A), 091.A-
9004(A), 092.A-9005(A) and 093.A-9001(A). Also based on observations at the
Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET), which is a joint project of the University of
Texas at Austin, the Pennsylvania State University, Stanford University, Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität München, and Georg-August-Universität Göttingen. Fi-
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Figure 1.: CAFOS spectra of our prototype stars. From top to bottom: HD 50281
(K3 V), 61 Cyg A (K5 V), η Cas B (K7 V), HD 79210 (M0.0 V), BD+45 2743
(M0.5 V), GX And (M1.0 V), HD 36395 (M1.5 V), GJ 2066 (M2.0 V), Ross 905
(M2.5 V), HD 173739 (M3.0 V), Luyten’s star (M3.5 V), V1352 Ori (M4.0 V),
GJ 1256 (M4.5 V), V388 Cas (M5.0 V), LP 469–067 (M5.5 V), CN Leo (M6.0 V),
DX Cnc (M6.5 V), vB 8 (M7.0 V) and V1298 Aql (M8.0 V).
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Figure 2.: Ratio C vs. PC1 diagram. The PC1 index is a spectral type proxy. A
T Tauri star (open red star) and all objects below the dashed line (open squares
and rhombs) have very low surface gravities typical of giant stars.

Figure 3.: CaH bands vs. TiO 5 diagram. The stars under the “isometallicity
curve” ζ=0.825 are low-metallicity candidates.
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Figure 4.: Three representative examples of spectra taken with FEROS. The
main optical lines and telluric bands are indicated.
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Figure 5.: Radial velocity values from the bibliography compared with our radial
velocity measurements. The blue dashed line is the one-to-one line. Error bars
are showed
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Figure 6.: Cross-correlation functions. Top: Slow rotator star. Bottom: New
double-lined spectroscopic binary. Dashed lines are CCFs for several v sin i values
obtained from the artificially broadened of the template spectrum. The solid lines
are the CCF of the target star, shifted by its own radial velocity.
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Abstract. Stellar surface processes represent a fundamental limit to the
detection of extrasolar planets with the currently most heavily-used tech-
niques. As such, considerable effort has gone into trying to mitigate the
impact of these processes on planet detection, with most studies focusing
on magnetic spots. Meanwhile, high-precision photometric planet surveys
like CoRoT and Kepler have unveiled a wide variety of stellar variability
at previously inaccessible levels. We demonstrate that these newly revealed
variations are not solely magnetically driven but also trace surface convection
through light curve “flicker.” We show that “flicker” not only yields a simple
measurement of surface gravity with a precision of ∼0.1 dex, but it may also
improve our knowledge of planet properties, enhance radial velocity planet
detection and discovery, and provide new insights into stellar evolution.

1. Introduction

Most planets are observed only indirectly, through their influence on their host
star. The planet properties we infer therefore strongly depend on how well we
know those of the stars. Our ability to determine the surface gravity (log g)
of field stars, however, is notoriously limited: broadband photometry, while effi-
cient, yields errors of ∼0.5 dex; spectroscopy suffers from well known degeneracies
between log g, Teffand metallicity (Torres et al. 2010) while having log g errors
of 0.1–0.2 dex (Ghezzi et al. 2010); and asteroseismology, the gold standard for
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stellar parameter estimation with log g errors of ∼0.01 dex (Chaplin et al. 2011,
2014), is time and resource intensive and, particularly for dwarfs, is limited to
the brightest stars.

Meanwhile, high precision photometric surveys like CoRoT and Kepler have
surveyed over ∼200 000 Sun-like stars in their hunt for exoplanets, revealing
stellar variations that have previously only been robustly observed in the Sun
and a handful of bright Sun-like stars — and also variations that were previously
unknown but, as we show, encode a simple measure of stellar log g. In what
follows, I describe our analysis of the newly unveiled high frequency photometric
variations, which we term “flicker” (or F8) and which enable us to measure log g
with an accuracy of ∼0.1 dex. I summarize our work thus far in using F8 to
study granulation in Sun-like stars, to examine the impact of granulation in radial
velocity planet detection, and to improve size estimates of transiting exoplanets.

2. Photometric “Flicker:” a Tracer of Granulation and a Simple Mea-
sure of Stellar Surface Gravity

Using light curves from NASA’s Kepler mission, we discovered that stellar log g
reveals itself through F8 a measure of photometric variations on timescales of <
8hr — and may hence be used to measure log g with errors of ∼0.1 dex, even for
stars too faint for asteroseismology (Bastien et al. 2013, Fig. 1). The measurement
of log g from F8 only requires the discovery light curves, and this measurement
not only yields a result with an accuracy that rivals spectroscopy, it also does so
very quickly and efficiently, requiring only a simple routine that can be executed
by anyone in just a few seconds per star.

In Bastien et al. (2013), we ascribed F8 to granulation power, which is known
to depend on the stellar log g (Kjeldsen & Bedding 2011; Mathur et al. 2011).
Recent independent simulations and asteroseismic studies have examined the ex-
pected photometric manifestations of granulation (Samadi et al. 2013a,b; Mathur
et al. 2011), nominally through the Fourier spectrum from which it can be dif-
ficult to extract the granulation signal. We used the simulations to predict the
granulation-driven F8, and we find excellent agreement with our observed F8,
demonstrating that the F8 is indeed granulation-driven (Cranmer et al. 2014).
We also determined an empirical correction to the granulation models, particu-
larly for F stars which have the shallowest convective outer layers. Indeed, our
results suggest that these models must include the effects of the magnetic sup-
pression of convection in F stars in order to reproduce the observations. This
work can ultimately help to develop our technique of granulation asteroseismol-
ogy, enabling the precise determination of a larger number of stellar, and hence
planetary, parameters.

3. Stellar “Flicker” Suggests Larger Radii for Bright Kepler Planet
Host Stars

The speed and efficiency with which one can determine accurate log g solely with
the discovery light curves translates directly into a rapid assessment of the dis-
tribution of bulk planet properties — in particular, with greater accuracy and
fewer telescopic and computational resources than similar studies (Batalha et al.
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Figure 1.: Stellar surface gravity manifests in a simple measure of brightness
variations. Asteroseismically determined log g shows a tight correlation with F8.
Color represents the amplitude of the stars’ brightness variations; outliers tend
to have large brightness variations. Excluding these outliers, a cubic-polynomial
fit through the Kepler stars and through the Sun (large star symbol) shows a
median absolute deviation of 0.06 dex and a r.m.s. deviation of 0.10 dex. To
simulate how the solar log g would appear in data we use to measure log g for
other stars, we divide the solar data into 90-d “quarters”. Our F8–log g relation
measured over multiple quarters then yields a median solar log g of 4.442 with a
median absolute deviation of 0.005 dex and a r.m.s. error of 0.009 dex (the true
solar log g is 4.438). From Bastien et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.: Distributions of log g for the TRILEGAL simulated sam-
ple (black) and KOI host stars with F8-based log g (red) and broadband
photometry/spectroscopy-based log g (“NEA”; cyan curve). We limit the Teff

range here to 4700–6500 K, for which the Kepler targets should be representative
of the field. Vertical lines indicate the range of log g corresponding to subgiants.
We find that F8 reproduces the expected underlying distribution, and, in partic-
ular, recovers the expected population of subgiants, while the NEA parameters
are preferentially pushed towards the main sequence. Adapted from Bastien et
al. (2014b).

2013; Burke et al. 2014) that of necessity relied on broadband photometric mea-
surements to determine stellar properties. We therefore applied our F8 technique
to a few hundred bright (Kepler magnitudes between 8 and 13) planet candidates
in the Kepler field, and we find that these stars are significantly more evolved
than previous studies suggest (Bastien et al. 2014b). As a result, the planet radii
are 20–30% larger than previously estimated. In addition, we find that the high
proportion of subgiants we derive (48%) is consistent with predictions from galac-
tic models of the underlying stellar population (45%), whereas previous analyses
heavily bias stellar parameters towards the main sequence and hence yield a low
subgiant fraction (27%; Figs. 2,3).

We expand upon this work by tailoring our initial F8 relation to be more
directly useful to the exoplanet community by deriving a relationship between
F8 and stellar density (Kipping et al. 2014). This relation, which can yield the
stellar density with an uncertainty of ∼30%, can help to constrain exoplanet
eccentricities and enable the application of techniques like astrodensity profiling
to hundreds of exoplanet host stars in the Kepler field alone.

4. RV Jitter in Magnetically Inactive Stars is Linked to High Fre-
quency “Flicker” in Light Curves

RV planet detection, particularly of small planets, requires precise Doppler mea-
surements, and only a few instruments are able to achieve the precision needed to
observe them. Key to the success of RV planet campaigns is the avoidance of “RV
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Figure 3.: H-R diagram of KOI host stars with log g derived from F8 (mid-
dle) and broadband photometry/spectroscopy (bottom), and as predicted by a
TRILEGAL (Girardi et al. 2005) simulation (top). Colored curves represent the
theoretical evolutionary tracks (masses labeled in M�). Vertical lines demarcate
the range of stellar Teffconsidered in this study. The horizontal lines demarcate
the range of log g for subgiants (3.5 < log g < 4.1). A representative error bar on
log g for each stellar sample is in the upper right of each panel. We find that the
F8-based log g distribution more closely matches expectation than previous log g
measurements, particularly in the subgiant domain, perhaps because F8involves
no main-sequence prior on the F8-based log g values. From Bastien et al. (2014b).
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Figure 4.: Comparison between RV jitter (RV RMS) and F8-based log g: RV
jitter shows a strong anti-correlation with F8-based log g, with a statistical con-
fidence of 97% derived from a survival analysis. A similar trend was found by
Wright (2005). F8 measures granulation power (Bastien et al. 2013), indicating
that the RV jitter of magnetically inactive stars is driven by convective motions
on the stellar surface whose strength increases as stars evolve. Adapted from
Bastien et al. (2014a).

loud” stars — those likely to exhibit large levels of RV jitter that can impede and
sometimes even mimic planetary signals (Queloz et al. 2001). Most RV surveys
therefore focus their attention on magnetically quiet stars, as magnetic spots tend
to drive the largest amount of RV jitter. Nonetheless, magnetically inactive stars
can exhibit unexpectedly high levels of RV jitter (Wright 2005; Galland et al.
2005), and even low jitter levels can impede the detection of small planets. The
drivers of RV jitter in inactive stars remain elusive (Dumusque et al. 2011a,b;
Boisse et al. 2012), continuing to plague RV planet detection and, in the case of
F dwarfs, resulting in the outright avoidance of whole groups of notoriously RV
noisy stars, even in transit surveys with large ground-based follow-up efforts like
Kepler (Brown et al. 2011).

Given the breadth of stellar photometric behavior newly revealed by ultra-
high precision light curves, and the new insights that they are giving into stellar
surface processes, we compared different ways of characterizing this photometric
behavior with RV jitter for all stars with both ultra-high precision light curves
and high precision, long term RV monitoring (Bastien et al. 2014a). These stars
have very low photometric amplitudes (less than 3 ppt), a previously unexplored
regime of both photometric variability and RV jitter. We find that the RV jitter
of these stars, ranging from 3 m s−1 to 135 m s−1, manifests in the light curve
Fourier spectrum, which we then use to develop an empirical predictor of RV
jitter. We also find that spot models grossly under-predict the observed jitter
by factors of 2–1000. Finally, we demonstrate that F8 itself is a remarkably
clean predictor of RV jitter in magnetically quiet stars (Fig. 4), suggesting that
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the observed jitter is driven by convective motions on the stellar surface and is
strongly tied to log g.

5. Summary

We find that surface convection in cool stars manifests as the high frequency
“flicker” observed in high precision, long time-baseline light curves, such as those
from Kepler. We show that it yields a simple measure of stellar surface gravity
and density, and we use it to place empirical constraints on granulation models.
We use it to perform an ensemble analysis of exoplanet host stars, finding that
the exoplanet radii are larger than previous studies suggested. Finally, we find
that it is a clean predictor of RV jitter in magnetically inactive stars and can
hence be used to identify promising targets for RV follow-up campaigns and RV
planet searches.

More generally, we show that stellar variability — traditionally considered
a major noise source and nuisance, particularly in exoplanet detection — can be
used to enhance both exoplanet science and our understanding of stellar evolution.
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Abstract. We investigate solar-cycle related changes in the profile of sev-
eral photospheric spectral lines taken with the Integrated Sunlight Spec-
trometer (ISS) operating at the National Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak
(Arizona). ISS, which is one of three instruments comprising the Synoptic
Optical Long-term Investigations of the Sun (SOLIS) facility, is designed to
obtain high spectral resolution (R = 300,000) observations of the Sun-as-
a-star in a broad range of wavelengths (350 nm - 1100 nm). Daily mea-
surements were obtained since December 2006, covering the decline of solar
cycle 23 and the rising phase of cycle 24. We present time series of line
parameters and discuss their correlation to indices of solar magnetic activ-
ity. Because of their different response to variations in the thermodynamic
and magnetic structures of the solar atmosphere, the measured line shape
parameters provide an excellent tool for disentangling thermal and magnetic
effects occurring during different phases of the solar cycle. The results of this
analysis may also help with developing a better understanding of magnetic
cycles of activity in other solar-like stars.
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1. Introduction

The diagnostic value of the Fraunhofer spectral lines to probe the conditions of
the solar atmosphere was established a long time ago. Changes in the observed
profile of these lines provide significant information about the velocity fields and
properties of the magnetized plasma in the atmospheres of the Sun and other
stars. For example, convective motions in the photospheres of the Sun/stars
produce asymmetries in spectral lines because brightness differences are coupled
to the flow velocities (e.g., Voigt 1956; Ridgway & Friel 1981). A standard metric
for measuring the asymmetry of spectral lines is given by its bisector. The bisector
is defined as the line half-way between points of equal intensity on the line profile.
The details of bisector shapes vary across the H-R diagram (e.g., Gray 2005b).
A curvature reminiscent of a distorted letter C is common for stars on the cool
half of the H-R diagram, while bisectors for hotter stars have a reversed-C shape
(Gray & Toner 1986; Gray 2005a).

Variations in the shape of magnetically sensitive lines can be used to detect
changes in the thermodynamic properties of the plasma and global magnetic field
(e.g. Fabbian et al. 2010; Livingston et al. 2007; Penza et al. 2004; Criscuoli et
al. 2013). However, these changes are particularly difficult to detect in Sun-as-
a-star and stellar observations due to the very small magnitude of these effects.

The Integrated Sunlight Spectrometer (ISS) operating at the National Solar
Observatory at Kitt Peak (Arizona) is designed to obtain high spectral resolution
(R ∼= 300,000) observations of the Sun-as-a-star in a broad range of wavelengths
(350 nm -1100 nm). Beginning December 1, 2006, the ISS has been taking daily
observations in nine spectral bands centered at the CN head band at 388.40 nm,
Ca ii H at 396.85 nm, Ca ii K at 393.37 nm, C i at 538.00, Mn i at 539.41
nm, H-α at 656.30 nm, Ca ii at 854.19 nm, He i at 1083.02 nm, and NaD1 at
589.59 nm. Beginning January 7, 2008, C i 538.00 nm spectra superimposed with
reference lines from an iodine vapor cell have been additionally included. Table
1 lists currently observed spectral lines.

Additional information about ISS, including transmission characteris-
tics of the fiber optics, the instrument’s block diagram, and its me-
chanical and optical layout are available from the SOLIS web site at
http://solis.nso.edu/ISSOverview.html. Daily observations can be accessed from
http://solis.nso.edu/0/iss.

Criscuoli et al. (2013) have investigated the effect of magnetic features on
the shape of two Fe i magnetically sensitive lines (630.2 nm and 617.3 nm) using
high-resolution spectro-polarimetric data acquired with the Interferometric Bidi-
mensional Spectrometer (IBIS; Cavallini 2006) at the Dunn Solar Telescope (NSO
at Sacramento Peak). Their results show that the central intensity of these lines
is sensitive to both temperature and magnetic flux density variations, the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) is mostly affected by magnetic field changes,
and the equivalent width (EQW) is mostly sensitive to temperature. This implies
that it is possible to disentangle magnetic from purely thermodynamic effects by
comparing time series of these parameters. The objective of our investigation is
to extend this idea to disk-integrated solar measurements and possibly determine
a correlation between temporal variations in the solar global magnetic field and
corresponding variations in line shape parameters. The outcome of this study
may offer important clues about possible new approaches to determining the
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Table 1.: Spectral bands measured by the ISS instrument

Spectral band λ0, nm ∆λ, nm dλ/dx, pm/pixel Start date

CN 388.40 0.58 0.564 December 4, 2006
Ca ii K 393.37 0.55 0.541 December 1, 2006
Ca ii H 396.85 0.53 0.522 December 4, 2006
C i 538.00 0.84 0.824 December 4, 2006
C i (with iodine lines) 538.00 0.84 0.824 January 7, 2008
Mn i 539.41 0.83 0.816 December 4, 2006
NaD1 589.59 0.98 0.956 March 23, 2011
H-alpha 656.30 1.14 1.12 August 31, 2007
Ca ii 854.19 1.61 1.58 December 13, 2006
He i 1083.02 1.65 1.61 December 4, 2006

Notes to Table 1.: Each spectral band is centered at λ0, with a bandwidth given
by ∆λ. The average linear dispersion over time, dλ/dx, is also given. The start
date (fifth column) indicates the first day ISS began to observe in that particular
spectral band.

magnetic field properties in other stars. We present here some very preliminary
results from this investigation.

2. Data Analysis

For this study, we investigated the temporal behavior of a set of photospheric
lines extracted from the ISS bands centered at C i 538.00 nm and Mn i 539.41 nm
spectral lines. Figure 1 shows typical ISS observations taken in these two bands,
where the lines investigated here are marked by a number. The set includes
spectral lines of different strength and magnetic sensitivity, as listed in Table 2.

The wavelength- and flux-calibration of both the ISS C i and Mn i data
were performed following the approach described in Pevtsov et al. (2014), using
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Figure 1.: ISS C i (left) and Mn i (right) bands. The spectral sampling is about
8.2 mÅ. The numbers refer to the spectral lines used in this study and their
properties are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2.: List of spectral lines

no. λ0 Elem. Transition Low EP High EP geff Icore EQW
(nm) (eV) (eV) (mÅ)

1 537.6833 Fe i b1D22 - v3P◦1 4.29 6.60 0.750 0.85 13
2 537.7612 Mn i z4P◦5/2- e4S3/2 3.83 6.12 1.300 0.65 45

3 537.9579 Fe i b1G24 - z1H◦5 3.69 6.00 1.000 0.49 56
4 538.0323 C i 1P◦1 - 1P1 7.68 9.99 1.000 0.87 26
5 538.1026 Ti ii b2D23/2 - z2F◦5/2 1.57 3.87 0.900 0.52 56

6 538.3379 Fe i z5G◦5 - e5H6 4.31 6.61 1.083 0.23 204
7 539.3174 Fe i z5D◦3 - e5D4 3.24 5.54 1.500 0.26 153
8 539.4672 Mn i a6S5/2 - z8P◦7/2 0.00 2.30 1.857 0.51 74

9 539.5218 Fe i z5G◦2 - g5F1 4.45 6.74 0.500 0.81 20

Notes to Table 2.: λ0 is the reference wavelength, the central intensity Icore

is the median value determined from all the ISS measurements, and EQW
is the equivalent width. The effective Landé factor geff was computed using
the formula given in Landi Degl’Innocenti (1982), while the other quantities
are from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) website
(http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/asd.cfm).

the NSO Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS; Wallace, Hinkle & Livingston
2007) spectral atlas as a reference. In brief, a second order (i.e., linear disper-
sion) wavelength solution was obtained by cross-correlating the regions of the
ISS and FTS spectra with absorption features. Simultaneously, a third order
flux-calibration curve was fit via least-squares minimization of the spectra within
continuum windows between those features.

For each line listed in the table we extracted from the observed profile a set of
parameters and studied their behavior with respect to the solar cycle of activity.
The parameters are: FWHM, EQW, core intensity (Icore), and line asymmetry.
The bisector of a spectral line is routinely used to characterize its asymmetry.
For this study, we used the wavelength position of the bisector at three different
relative intensity levels (25%, 50%, and 75% from the core intensity). The core
intensity is determined from a 9-point quadratic fit of the bottom of the profile,
while the FWHM and bisector were computed via cubic spline interpolation at
the proper intensity levels. The EQW is determined by numerically integrating

EQW =

∫
(1− Iλ)dλ

over a selected wavelength range of interest centered on the line core, and with the
assumption that the continuum intensity is equal to one. Since we are interested
in relative variations of EQW, the actual extension of this range is not critical.
Finally, it is important to point out that, because of the adopted calibration,
the central wavelength positions of these lines is constrained to be the same as
those of the FTS spectrum used as a reference. That is, these central wavelength
positions will not change with time.
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3. Results
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Figure 2.: Variations in core residual intensity (Icore), FWHM, and equivalent
width (EQW) for four of the nine spectral lines investigated in this study. Data
were averaged in 60-day intervals, and the variations are computed with respect
to the median value of the original time series. The error bars are 3-σ of the
mean.

Figure 2 shows the variations with the cycle of solar activity of three of the
four line parameters investigated. For clarity, we plot here only the results for
some of the strongest lines in the set. These lines exhibit a systematic increase
in Icore of about 4-5% (e.g., line #7) and a systematic decrease in EQW of about
1% during the rising phase of cycle 24. On the other hand, the FWHM does
not present any significant long-term trends with the cycle of activity. Shallow
lines (e.g., #1, #4, and #9), not shown here, exhibit very little or insignificant
variations in these parameters. One interesting feature shown in Figure 2 is the
presence of an annual modulation in the Icore and FWHM time series, quite visible
during the period ∼2008 - 2011.

This modulation seems to be in phase with the annual variation of the B0

angle - the heliographic latitude of the centre of the solar disk - as shown in
Figure 3, suggesting that it may be caused by the Earth’s orbital motion around
the Sun. This effect is more prominent during periods of minimal solar activity
when the poloidal field is the major magnetic contributor affecting the line shape
and at times of extreme B0 angle values (when one of the Sun’s poles is observed).
Once the overall level of magnetic activity rises and the toroidal field becomes
predominant, the activity moves to lower latitudinal bands and the sensitivity to
variations in the B0 angle is strongly reduced. The fact that the annual variations
disappear after 2011 indicates that these variations are of solar origin, and not
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Figure 3.: Comparison between variations in the FWHM of one of the strongest
lines used in this investigation (red points) and the net magnetic flux computed at
630.15 nm from SOLIS Vector Spectromagnetograph observations (green points).
Data were averaged in 60-day intervals, and the error bars for both sets of points
are the standard deviation of the mean. Also shown in blue, as a reference, are
the variations of the heliographic latitude of the central point of the solar disk
(B0).

caused by the Earth’s orbital motion. The rise in solar activity can explain the
quasi-systematic increase in FWHM after 2011. To further validate this idea, we
also plot in Figure 3 the average values of the net magnetic flux computed from
daily SOLIS VSM full-disk magnetograms taken in the Fe i 630.15 nm spectral line
for the same period of time covered by the ISS observations. Although not quite
as evident as for the case of the FWHM, the net magnetic flux exhibits a similar
modulation around zero during the years 2008 to 2011. After 2011, the net flux
is mostly negative until it reverses its sign around the middle of 2013. The good
overall agreement between the behavior of the FWHM and the net magnetic flux
is another indication that some of the line shape parameters investigated here,
as measured by the ISS instrument, are very sensitive to variations in the solar
global magnetic field.

Figures 4 shows the results from the analysis of the line bisector. All the
lines investigated here preserve their asymmetry during the cycle of activity up
to about a 50% level of their residual intensity. A slight change of asymmetry
(fraction of mÅ) is detected at higher intensity levels. Some of these changes
may be due to the contamination of nearby telluric lines that typically have
seasonal variations. However, there is a clear systematic change in asymmetry
close to the continuum occurring around the middle of 2011. The change in sign
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Figure 4.: Variations in the line bisector for the same four lines discussed in Fig-
ure 2. The wavelength position of the line bisector is computed at three different
relative intensity levels: Ii = fi(1 - Icore) + Icore, with fi = {0.25, 0.50, 0.75}. Cor-
responding variations are computed from the formula ∆λbis(Ii, t) = λbis(Ii, t) −
median(λbis(Ii, t)). Data are averaged in 60-day intervals.

of ∆λbis(75%), from positive to negative, indicates that the line profiles tend to
become more symmetric with the overall increase in solar activity.

Of the pool of spectral lines examined in this study, the Mn i 539.467 nm
line is one that has received considerable attention in the past (e.g. Livingston &
Wallace 1987; Malanushenko et al. 2004; Livingston et al. 2007). This spectral
line presents an unusual sensitivity to solar activity, due, most likely, to its exces-
sive hyperfine structure (Vitas et al. 2009). For example, Livingston & Wallace
(1987) have noted that the EQW of this line correlates quite well with the chro-
mospheric Ca ii K core intensity during the period 1976 to 1985. Figure 5 show
a very similar trend with the solar cycle between the intensity variations in the
core of Mn i 539.467 nm and the Ca ii K 1-Å emission index. While Fig. 5 would
appear to suggest that the variations in Mn i are a direct result of chromospheric
heating, Vitas et al. (2009) pointed out that variability in the Mn I 539.467
nm line is in fact dominated by magnetic concentrations that constitute on-disk
network and plage combined with the its Zeeman sensitivity but is not affected
by chromospheric heating. Therefore, the correlation in Fig. 5 is the result of
the separate correlations of the Ca ii K core and the Mn i core, respectively, with
magnetic field strength and area coverage.
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Figure 5.: Intensity variations in the core of Mn i 539.467 nm and their correlation
with the chromospheric ISS Ca ii K 1-Å emission index (EM). Error bars in both
sets are 3 standard deviations of the mean value. The good correlation between
these two parameters indicates that the core of this line is a good proxy for
monitoring chromospheric activity in the Sun and, maybe, in solar-like stars.

4. Conclusions

Shallow lines show very little or insignificant variations in the line core relative
intensity with respect to the cycle of solar activity, while stronger lines exhibit a
systematic increase of about 4-5% (e.g. line #7). The EQW shows a systematic
decrease of about 1% for the strongest lines during the rising phase of cycle 24.
This dependency of the line profile parameters on the magnetic field is consistent
with the results published in Criscuoli et al. (2013). The analysis of the line
bisectors indicates that all the lines maintain their asymmetry during the cycle
of activity, at least up to the 50% level of their residual intensity. A slight change
of asymmetry (fraction of mÅ) is detected at relative intensity levels closer to the
continuum.

During the period ∼2008-2011, the variations in FWHM are quite well cor-
related with the variations in B0 and anticorrelated with the net magnetic flux.
This is mainly because of the contribution of the polar fields. After ∼2012, the
FWHM increases with the rising level of solar activity. One line from our set, Mn
I 539.467 nm, exhibits properties in its core intensity that are very similar to the
behavior of the 1-Å emission index of the well studied Ca ii K chromospheric
line. Finally, from a visual inspection of the top panel of Figure 2, we note that
the strong spectral line Fe i 539.3174 nm (line #7) shows the largest variations
in its core intensity among all the lines investigated by this study.
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Abstract. Knowing the chromospheric and magnetic activity in Young
Solar Analogs (YSAs) gives us an insight into the conditions in the early solar
system when life was establishing a foothold on the earth. To complement
an 8-year history of monitoring 31 YSAs on long and medium timescales, a
program of high-cadence, high signal-to-noise spectroscopy started in 2013.
Initial, spectacular results for flares are presented, together with flickering.

1. Introduction

The Young Solar Analogs (YSAs) Project is designed to answer a number of
fundamental questions about the early Sun. Did the early Sun exhibit a sunspot
cycle? How did the early Sun vary on time scales from minutes to years? How
did the solar flux across the visible spectrum vary with solar activity? To answer
these questions we are monitoring 31 young (0.3-1.5 Gyr) solar-type stars (F8-K2)
both photometrically and spectroscopically.

The monitoring has been going on for eight years with telescopes at the Dark
Sky Observatory, NC. Its long- and medium-duration phenomena are presented,
with methods, in the Gray et al. (2014) and Saken et al. (2014) papers in these
same Cool Stars 18 proceedings.
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High-cadence spectroscopic observations, on timescales of minutes to hours,
complement the above monitoring. These observations started in early 2013 at
VATT, a 1.8-m telescope situated on Mt. Graham, AZ, where they are being
carried out with VATTSpec. The camera is a 2688x512 pixel, back illuminated
STA0520A CCD. An Hg-Ar comparison lamp is used for wavelength calibrations.
With a 1200 g/mm grating, VATTSpec delivers for these YSA stars spectra of
high signal-to-noise at a rate of one every 1 or 2 minutes, having a resolution of
1Å in the region containing Ca II K & H and the G-band. These features detect,
respectively, chromospheric activity and large-scale magnetic structure changes
in the photosphere on timescales of minutes to hours. We shall be addressing
the question of the energy output and frequency of flares on a subset (10) of our
program stars. Here initial, spectacular results for flares are shown, together with
flickering.

2. Flares

A powerful white-light flare in HD 76218 near the end of the 2011/12 season is
shown in three photometric bands observed at the Dark Sky Observatory (Figure
1). The mid-flare was detected in the piggy-back data, but it appears that the
robotic telescope picked up the end of the flare. Typical precisions in the Johnson
bands are 0.005-0.007 mag.

Spectroscopic observations with the VATT of HD 82885 for one hour a night
for four separate nights captured a flare on the second night (Figure 2). S2 is
VATTs instrumental version of chromospheric activity, based on Ca II K & H. It
will be calibrated with the Mount Wilson SMW index after sufficient observations
have been made on different nights of Mount Wilson stars (Baliunas et al. 1995).

In a similar way, a flare for HD 101501, with an abrupt onset but this time
with a slower and nearly linear decay, was captured on the third night of obser-
vations with the VATT (Figure 3).

3. Flickering

Figure 4 shows the instrumental S2 variations for three active YSA stars over
as long a period as possible during a single night, i.e., up to 7 hours. One
inactive star, HD 207978, was observed on the same night as the observations for
HD 130322. It is included in the lower-left plot for a control. This plot represents
monitoring over about half an hour and, while its MJD scale is appropriately
short, it has the same S2 range as the others. The scatter in S2 is ±0.0004,
indicating the very small instrumental error achieved.

HD 16673, upper left, showed little variation, save a slight decline in activity
level. However, the right-hand pair of stars enjoyed considerable flickering, with
scatters in S2 of ±0.0016 for HD 76218 and ±0.0015 for HD 130322. The flickering
amplitude for HD 76218 even increased. Long-term data from our monitoring
suggests this star, which in Figure 1 had almost a superflare, is returning to an
uniform distribution of spots with longitude on its surface.

Micro-variability, or flickering, in stars in not well-understood, though it is
ascribed to variations in surface granulation. It is receiving considerable interest
since it occurs on timescales similar to exoplanet transits and can mask the signal
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Figure 1.: Photometric observations in three bands of a powerful white-light flare
in HD 76218. Data from the piggy-back photometer are the green symbols, the
robotic data the red.

from these (e.g., Aigrain et al. 2004). We are continuing this high-cadence, many
hours monitoring on VATT for a subset of 10 YSAs.
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Figure 2.: VATT’s short-term spectroscopic Ca II K & H observations of
HD 82885 capture, on the second night, a flare with an abrupt onset and decay.

Figure 3.: Similar to Figure 2 but for a flare on the third night for HD 101501.

Figure 4.: VATTs short-term spectroscopic observations of three active and one
inactive star, HD 207978
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Abstract. With the help of CARMENCITA, the CARMENES Cool dwarf
Information and daTa Archive, we investigate the multiplicity of M dwarfs in
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the solar neighbourhood observable from Calar Alto to prepare and charac-
terize the final sample of CARMENES stars. Our multiplicity study covers
a wide range in projected physical separations, from 0.5 to 55 000 au. The
inner range is covered with a lucky-imaging survey of 385 M dwarfs with
FastCam at the 1.5 m Telescopio Carlos Sánchez, complemented with a liter-
ature search. We explore visual or physical companions from 0.15 to 18 arcsec
around our targets. These observations are important to discard very close
companions that may induce spurious variations in the radial velocity of the
primary and mimic the presence of planets. The outer range is covered with
a detailed analysis of Washington Double Stars catalogue data and optical
images taken by us with TCP and CAMELOT at the 0.8 m IAC80 telescope,
and an astrometric study of all-sky public images and catalogues. We review
the main results of our searches and derive the multiplicity of M dwarfs at
close and wide physical separations.

1. Introduction

The CARMENES instrument is a next-generation radial-velocity instrument op-
timized for planet searches of mid- to late-type M dwarfs for the 3.5 m telescope
at the Calar Alto Observatory, which is beeing built by a consortium of several
Spanish and German institutions (Quirrenbach et al. 2012).

CARMENCITA is a comprehensive database of almost 2 200 M stars that
contains information on all relevant properties of the potential targets, such as
spectral type, photometry, multiplicity, v sin i activity, X-ray, etc., useful to se-
lect the least-active, brightest, latest M dwarfs with no companions at less than
5 arcsec (a separation at which the flux of any visual of physical companion could
affect the radial-velocity measurement of the main target) observable from Calar
Alto. To this purpose, we take high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy in order
to identify and discard very close binaries, fast rotators and very active stars. In
particular, in this proceeding, we look for unknown resolved binaries with new
high- and low-resolution imaging and virtual observatory data.

2. Lucky imaging of close pairs with FastCam at 1.5 m TCS

FastCam is a lucky imaging instrument with a pixel scale of 42.3 mas/pix at the
1.5 m Telescopio Carlos Sánchez (TCS) at the Observatorio del Teide (Oscoz et
al. 2008) used to obtain I-band imaging of 385 mid- to late-M dwarfs on 19 nights
since Oct 2011 to May 2014. For each target, we took 10 000 frames of 50 ms. We
aligned and combined all of them, as well as the best 1, 10 and 50 % raw frames,
using the brightest pixel (Fig. 1).

About 69 % of the targets were single, 21 % had confirmed or probable phys-
ical companions in the range 0.15–17.70 arcsec and the remaining 10 % had pos-
sible background sources or artifacts that needed extra analysis. We provide new
astrometric epochs for over 70 pairs (of which two are discordant with published
values) and discover eight new pairs. Twenty physical companion candidates
(including three new) have estimated periods shorter than 10 years.
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Figure 1.: FastCam I-band images. Left panel: close pair in the quadruple
AD Leo system (GJ 388). Middle and top right panels: previously known triple
M-dwarf systems G 190-028 (GJ 4337) and BD-21 1074 (GJ 3331). Bottom right
panel: possible physical companion of G 183-010 (GJ 4032).

3. Imaging of wide pairs with TCP (and CAMELOT) at 0.8 m IAC80

With the Tromsø CCD Photometer (TCP, 0.537 arcsec/pix) and the Cámara
Mejorada Ligera del Observatorio del Teide (CAMELOT, 0.304 arcsec/pix) we ob-
served in R-band 54 pair candidates with at least one M dwarf during a semester
in 2012 (Fig. 2). After a comprehensive astrometric analysis, we confirm the
physical binding of 52 pairs for which we provide projected physical separations,
individual masses, reduced orbital periods and binding energies (Cortés-Contreras
et al., in prep.).

Figure 2.: False-color composite images of two high proper-motion pairs, LP 057–
041 AB and V1581 Cyg AB (blue: POSS-I 1950, red: POSS-II 1990, green:
IAC80 2012). The right pair shows a clear relative movement, which is useful to
track orbital variations.
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Figure 3.: Spectral type distribution of close and wide binaries and multiple
systems. The colored vertical bar to the right indicates the projected physical
separations coverage of the instruments used in this study and of the sample.

4. The CARMENCITA sample

4.1 Multiplicity

Projected physical separations covered with FastCam, TCP and CAMELOT are
in the range 2–5 000 au (Fig. 3). Accounting also for previously known pairs
(Giclas et al. 1978; Luyten 1997; Beuzit et al. 2004), the total multiplicity
fraction of the more than 2100 M dwarfs of CARMENCITA is 26 %, in agreement
with given values in similar works (Janson et al. 2012, 2014; Jódar et al. 2012).

4.2 Parameters

For all multiples in CARMENCITA separated by over 5 arcsec, we measured an-
gular separations. Closer angular separations were taken from the Washington
Double Star catalogue or other sources. For those stars without parallax determi-
nation, we estimated spectro-photometric distances (d) from our own MJ -spectral
type relation derived from 2MASS photometry, parallactic measurements from
Hipparcos and spectral types determined mostly by Alonso-Floriano et al. in
prep.

We computed projected physical separations (s) in the range from 0.5 to
55 000 au. Only 55 systems have s < 10 au and just seven have s > 10 000 au.
Masses (M1, M2) of the components were estimated with the NextGen models
from Baraffe et al. 1998, assuming a typical age interval of τ ∼ 1–5 Gyr. Grav-
itational potential energies (U∗g ) and periods (P ) were estimated from the total
mass M1 + M2 (Fig. 4). While there are no ultra-fragile systems in our sample
(Caballero 2009; Dhital et al. 2012), there are however some interesting close
pairs for which one could easily derive dynamical masses.
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Figure 4.: Binding energy vs. total mass in logarithmic scale of a representative
sample of CARMENCITA M-dwarf multiple systems. There is a U∗g threshold

at -1033 J. The right color bar indicates projected physical separations, also in
logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5.: Miriam Cortés in front of her CARMENES poster during the CS18
meeting (left) and during the poster pop-up presentation of the splinter session:
”Portraying The Hosts: Stellar Science From Planet Searcher” (right)
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Abstract. Differential spectroscopy during exoplanet transits permits to
reconstruct spectra of small stellar surface portions that successively become
hidden behind the planet. The center-to-limb behavior of stellar line shapes,
asymmetries and wavelength shifts will enable detailed tests of 3-dimensional
hydrodynamic models of stellar atmospheres, such that are required for any
precise determination of abundances or seismic properties. Such models can
now be computed for widely different stars but have been feasible to test in
detail only for the Sun with its resolved surface structure. Although very high
quality spectra are required, already current data permit reconstructions of
line profiles in the brightest transit host stars such as HD 209458 (G0 V).

1. Context

Three-dimensional and time-dependent hydrodynamic simulations are now estab-
lished as realistic descriptions for the convective photospheres of various classes of
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stars, and must be applied in any more precise determinations of chemical abun-
dances, oscillation properties, or atmospheric structure. Such models can now be
produced for stars with widely different properties, ranging from white dwarfs to
red supergiants, and with all sorts of metallicities (Freytag et al. 2012; Magic et
al. 2013; Tremblay et al. 2013); Fig. 1. Although, in principle, such simulations do
not have freely tunable physical parameters, their complexity implies that they
must apply various physical, mathematical, and numerical approximations to be
manageable. Such models do well reproduce the details of solar spectral line pro-
files as well as the fine structure (granulation) observed across the solar surface,
its time evolution, as well as its interaction with magnetic fields. However, the
verification (or falsification) of such models is more challenging for other stars,
where surface structures cannot be spatially resolved.

Figure 1.: Simulations of 3-dimensional hydrodynamics in stellar atmospheres:
Examples of emergent intensity during granular evolution on the surface of a
12,000 K white dwarf (left) and a 3,800 K red giant. The areas differ by many
orders of magnitude: 7×7 km2 for the white dwarf, and 23×23 R�

2 for the giant.
It has become possible to model widely different stars, but the observational
means for verifying such simulations remain limited, except for the Sun.

Using the output from such simulations as temporally and spatially varying
model atmospheres, synthetic spectral line profiles can be computed as temporal
and spatial averages over the simulation sequence (Beck et al. 2013; Holzreuter &
Solanki 2013; Pereira et al. 2013). Details of the atmospheric structure and dy-
namics are reflected in the exact profiles of photospheric absorption lines and in
their center-to-limb variations. Line asymmetries and wavelength shifts originate
from the statistical bias of an often greater number of [spectrally blueshifted]
photons from hot and rising surface elements (granules) than from the cooler
and sinking ones. Center-to-limb changes depend on the relative amplitudes of
horizontal and vertical velocities, whose Doppler shifts contribute differently to
the line broadening. These changes also depend on the amount of ‘corrugation’
across the stellar surfaces: if those are ‘smooth’ (in the optical-depth sense),
convective blueshifts should decrease from disk center towards the limb, since
vertical convective velocities become perpendicular to the line of sight, and the
horizontal velocities that contribute Doppler shifts appear symmetric. However,
stars with ‘hills’ and ‘valleys’ should show an increasing blueshift towards the
limb, where one will predominantly see the approaching (thus blueshifted) ve-
locities on the slopes of the ‘hills’ facing the observer. The depth dependence
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of atmospheric properties causes dependences on parameters such as the line’s
oscillator strength, its excitation potential, ionization level, and the wavelength
region. Obviously, such types of spectral data could open up stellar surface struc-
ture to rather detailed observational study (Dravins & Nordlund 1990; Dravins
et al. 2005).

2. Stellar physics from exoplanet transits

Exoplanet transits offer a possibility to disentangle spectra from small portions
across the stellar surface. During transit, an exoplanet hides successive seg-
ments of the stellar disk and differential spectroscopy between epochs outside
transit, and those during different transit phases, provide spectra of those par-
ticular surface segments that were then hidden behind the planet (Fig. 2). If the
planet would happen to cross a starspot, even spatially resolved spectra (with
their magnetic signatures) of such stellar surface features could become attain-
able, provided sufficient spectral fidelity can be reached. Knowing the precise
‘background’ stellar spectrum at different disk positions, also measurements of
exoplanet atmospheres during transit would be better constrained.

Figure 2.: The difference between the flux recorded outside, and during exoplanet
transit, yields the signal of the temporarily hidden stellar surface segment.

Although the method is straightforward in principle, it is observationally
very challenging since exoplanets cover only a tiny fraction of the stellar disk
(no more than ∼1% for main-sequence stars). If a desired signal-to-noise in the
reconstructed spectrum would be on order S/N = 100, say, extracted from only
∼1% of the total stellar signal, that would require a S/N in the latter on the order
of 10,000 or more. This may appear daunting, but the method actually turns out
to be (at least marginally) feasible for the brightest exoplanet host stars already
with current spectrometers (e.g., UVES on VLT). In the near future one can
expect it to become more potent; both because ongoing exoplanet surveys are
likely to find brighter planet hosts, and because forthcoming higher-performance
spectrometers (e.g., PEPSI on LBT or ESPRESSO on VLT) will enable such
studies for also fainter and rarer stellar types.

3. Synthetic spectral lines from 3-D modeling

Examples of synthetic spectral lines computed from CO5BOLD models (Freytag
et al. 2012) illustrate what types of signatures to expect (Figs. 3-4). The sim-
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ulations are made for a certain spatial area on the star, and run for sufficiently
many timesteps, so that the output is statistically stable. Spectral line profiles
are then computed for each spatial location across the simulation area, for each
timestep, and for different inclination angles to produce representative spatial
and temporal averages for different center-to-limb positions. Since such spectro-
scopic measures are insensitive to (modest amounts of) spatial smearing, they
can be compared to observations with modest spatial resolution; already spectra
from a small number of center-to-limb positions will provide unique information.

Figure 3.: Synthetic Fe I lines at stellar disk center (µ = cos θ = 1.0) from a
CO 5BOLD model of a giant star with approximate spectral type K0 III (Teff=
5000 K, log g [cgs] = 2.5). Thin lines are averages over the spatial simulation area
for each of 20 timesteps; bold curves are their temporal averages. Five different
line strengths are shown; λ = 620 nm, χ = 3 eV.

Fig. 3 illustrates some characteristic features of spectral lines formed in con-
vective atmospheres. The lines generally become asymmetric and wavelength-
shifted and these effects depend on line-strength; e.g., the weaker lines display a
stronger convective blueshift. Fig. 4 shows other dependences, now also includ-
ing that on excitation potential, and the position across the stellar disk. Clearly,
such data encode a wealth of information.

4. Synthetic spectral lines across stellar disks

We now examine what types of spectral-line signatures one may expect across
stellar disks. Fig. 5 shows a center-to-limb sequence for synthetic line profiles
in a main-sequence star with solar metallicity, and Teff = 6800 K, including the
line bisectors (on an expanded scale). Close to disk center, there is a sudden
change in the bisector shape near continuum intensity, the curve suddenly turn-
ing to the blue, i.e. a ‘blueward hook’. This has been previously observed for the
F-type star Procyon and theoretically traced to the extended Lorentzian wings
of the stronger, saturated, and blueshifted line components. Their contribution
in one flank of the spatially averaged line also affects the intensity in the oppo-
site flank, in contrast to Gaussian-like components, whose absorption disappears
over a short wavelength distance. The steeper temperature gradients in the ris-
ing and blueshifted granules produce stronger absorption lines, which therefore
tend to first saturate and develop Lorentzian damping wings in those spatial lo-
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Figure 4.: Synthetic time-averaged photospheric Fe I lines for a solar model.
Left: Disk center (µ = cos θ = 1.0); five different line strengths, each for the
three excitation potentials χ = 1, 3, and 5 eV. Right: Same for disk position µ =
cos θ = 0.59. The decreased intensity reflects the limb darkening at λ=620 nm
while increased linewidths reflect that average horizontal velocities are greater
than vertical ones, contributing more Doppler broadening towards the limb.

cations; Allende Prieto et al. (2002). Such signatures thus reveal differences in
line-formation conditions in different inhomogeneities across the stellar surface.

Figure 5.: Sequence of synthetic Fe I line profiles across the stellar disk, computed
from a CO 5BOLD model of a main-sequence star of solar metallicity, Teff = 6800
K. The line asymmetries and wavelength shifts are shown by the bisectors.

5. Simulated line changes during exoplanet transit

As already noted, the spectrophotometric fidelity required for the corresponding
observations is quite challenging. An examination of various options in retrieving
spatially resolved stellar spectra suggests that a ratio method appears to be the
one least sensitive to systematic and random noise. Fig. 6 shows the expected
line-profile ratios during (half of) an exoplanet transit across the stellar equator.
The red solid curves show the ratios of line profiles relative to that outside transit.
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This simulation sequence from a CO 5BOLD model is for an Fe I line (λ 620 nm,
χ = 3 eV) during the transit by a ‘bloated’ Jupiter-size exoplanet moving in a
prograde orbit across the stellar equator, covering 2% of this main-sequence star
with solar metallicity, Teff = 6300 K, rotating with V = 5 km s−1.

Figure 6.: Simulated line changes during the first half of an exoplanet transit
across the equator of a Teff = 6800 K main-sequence star. Red: Ratios of line
profiles relative to the profile outside transit.

5.1 Simulated Rossiter-McLaughlin Effect

There are other measures that can be observed during a transit, e.g., the change
of the star’s apparent radial velocity. This ‘Rossiter-McLaughlin effect’ occurs
because the exoplanet successively hides different portions of a rotating star with
locally either blue- or redshifted Doppler components, tipping the disk-averaged
wavelength slightly towards longer or shorter values.

Fig. 7 shows the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect simulated for the same model
as that for Fig. 6. The concept of ‘wavelength’ (not unique for asymmetric
spectral lines) is here defined as fits of Gaussian functions to the synthetic line
profiles. The values are negative (i.e., shorter than laboratory values) because of
the convective blueshift. It can also be noted that the curves before and after
mid-transit (µ = cos θ = 0.21, 0.59, 0.87) are not exact mirror images of one
another due to intrinsic stellar line asymmetries.

Exoplanet transit geometry

The geometry of the exoplanet transit must be known in order to fully interpret
any observed line-profile variations (only in rare cases will the transit occur along
the stellar equator). This can be constrained through the Rossiter-McLaughlin
effect, enabling the planet’s position and path across the stellar disk to be deter-
mined; e.g., Torres et al. (2008).

6. Observations with current facilities

The demanding signal-to-noise requirements (e.g., the line-ratio amplitudes seen
in Fig. 6 have amplitudes of only 0.5%) limit usable data to the very highest-
fidelity spectra from high-resolution spectrometers at very large telescopes. Al-
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Figure 7.: Simulated Rossiter-McLaughlin effect for a Teff = 6800 K star rotating
with equatorial velocity = 5 km s−1, and a transiting planet covering 2% of she
stellar disk. The spectral-line ‘wavelengths’ were here obtained as Gaussian fits
to the synthetic (and asymmetric) line profiles.

though very many transiting planets are known, realistic targets include only
such where the exoplanet is large (Jupiter-size or bigger) and the star among the
brightest hosts found so far. Of course, these are the very objects of which ex-
tensive observations have been carried out in order to characterize the exoplanet
and its atmosphere, and where numerous spectra are available in observatory
archives. For some dozen such candidates, many hundreds of archive spectra
were retrieved from several different observatories and examined for their suit-
ability within the present project. The particular data shown in the following
figures originate from one observation night with the UVES spectrometer (Dekker
et al. 2000) on the VLT Kueyen telescope of ESO on Paranal as part of an inves-
tigation of the atmosphere of the exoplanet HD 209458b, for which other results
were documented in Albrecht et al. (2009) and Snellen et al. (2011). The nominal
random signal-to-noise values, as computed by the ESO data pipeline, reached
values exceeding 500 in the centers of the best-exposed echelle orders. Exposure
times were 400 seconds during and outside the three-hour transit, with nominal
spectral resolution λ/∆λ ≈ 65,000. This is a large planet (‘bloated hot Jupiter’,
with R = 1.38 RJup), covering some 1.5 % of the stellar surface, close to the max-
imum for a solar-type main-sequence star. Exoplanets are not expected to get
much larger, but some might well be found around smaller red (or even white)
dwarfs, which would make these studies easier (but at the cost of a lower relative
spatial resolution on the star).

Fig. 8 shows preliminary data for reconstructed Hβ line profiles on various
positions across the disk of HD 209458. The star is close to the Sun in spectral
type (G0 V, sometimes also classified as F9 V; Teff = 6100 K, log g [cgs] =
4.50; [Fe/H] = 0; Vrot = 4.5 km s−1, and sin i = 1 if the star rotates in the
same plane as its transiting planet). The solid curve shows the spectrum outside
transit, obtained as an average over numerous recordings, and the dashed curves
show the extracted spectrum behind the exoplanet during various phases of the
transit: longer-dashed during earlier parts, and shorter-dashed curves from later
parts of the transit. As can be seen, the line gradually shifts towards longer
wavelengths, as appropriate for a planet in a prograde orbit. In a sense, this is
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the spatially resolved version of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect, directly revealing
the magnitude of the stellar rotational velocity vector.

Figure 8.: Reconstructed Hβ profiles for different positions across the disk of
HD 209458 using spectra recorded with the UVES spectrometer at ESO/VLT.

Figure 9.: Reconstructed Hα profiles across the disk of HD 209458. The apparent
‘emission’ in the longward part is an artifact from varying telluric water vapor
lines during the hours of transit and outside it.

Fig. 9 shows analogous reconstructions around the Hα line. Besides the
same sequence of gradually shifting signatures of stellar rotation, this illustrates
another challenge in such reconstructions. Around λ 656.5 nm, some spurious
‘emission’ appears. This was identifies as an artifact originating from variations
in the strength of telluric water vapor lines during the several hours of transit
and the period outside it. The reconstruction obtains that line profile, which
is required to make its intensity-weighted summation with the observed transit
profile, equal to the profile from outside transit. Already a small change of
telluric line strengths between the transit and out-of-transit epochs implies that
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the deduced spectrum from behind the exoplanet must carry all this change.
Since it carries only a small weight corresponding to its tiny area coverage, this
spectrum must then be significantly modified to account for it all. Even if water
vapor effects are most prominent in the red part of the spectrum (like here around
Hα), this exemplifies the need to control systematic errors.

Strong chromospheric lines such as these Balmer ones do not obtain their
widths from photospheric motions, and their relative center-to-limb changes are
expected to be rather smaller than for photospheric ones. A further aspect is
that these strong lines are also those where some contribution from the extended
atmosphere of the exoplanet may be expected. However, their large widths makes
them less challenging to reconstruct, which is the reason why they were chosen
for these first data samples. A somewhat narrower line is represented by the
Na I D doublet (also studied in the context of the exoplanet atmosphere). Its
greater intensity gradients makes it more susceptible to noise, with the photomet-
ric limitations illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. The average profiles for earlier
and later parts of the transit do again clearly show the stellar rotation signature
with amplitude on order 5 km s−1, consistent with rotational estimates from full-
disk photospheric line broadening. The sequences in Figure 11 of the ratios of
successive 400-second exposures to the reference spectrum from outside transit
illustrate how line profile changes can be followed during transit well above the
noise level seen in out-of-transit spectra, however not by a very large margin.
The pattern of stable differences in the transit spectra are believed to originate
from differences in telluric water-vapor lines between the hours of transit and the
times of recording out-of-transit spectra.

Figure 10.: Reconstructed Na I D1 profiles across the disk of HD 209458. The
noise level in current UVES spectra starts to become marginal for these narrower
Na I D lines. Shown are average profiles for earlier and later parts of the transit.

These examples show that: (i) Already with data from existing facilities, it
is feasible to reconstruct stellar line profiles from tiny portions of a stellar disk
although (ii) for individual single lines, observed during only one transit, the very
high signal-to-noise level required permits this to be done only for the broadest
and strongest chromospheric ones. At these S/N levels, also close attention has
to paid to possible sources of systematics, such as variable telluric absorption in
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Figure 11.: Spectral fidelity around Na I D1: Successive exposures compared to
the reference spectrum from outside transit. Line profile changes can be followed
during the exoplanet transit (top) with the noise level illustrated by analogous
data outside transit (bottom). Changes during the observing night in telluric
line-strengths are believed to cause the stable ratio patterns outside the Na I
line.

some spectral regions, the stability of spectrometer calibration, of its software
routines, and other.

The longer-term aim is to retrieve narrow photospheric line profiles, such as
shown in Figure 5. Although, with current facilities and current stellar targets,
this appears not practical for individual spectral lines, it may well be possible
taking advantage of the multitude of physically similar ones (an option not avail-
able for the strong but few and mutually different chromospheric lines). However,
already from just Fe I, the visual spectrum of solar-type stars contains on the
order of 1000 measurable photospheric lines, of which perhaps one half can be
classified as reasonably ‘unblended’. These can then be subdivided into perhaps
five groups of differently strong ones, with ∼100 lines per group. For lines with
similar formation conditions, their profiles are shaped in a similar fashion and the
information content in their line profiles is basically redundant. Thus, a suitable
averaging of lines in such groups must be able to increase the data amount by a
factor of ∼100, correspondingly reducing the noise level. There is a requirement
of sufficiently high spectral resolution but not necessarily of a very small stellar
rotational velocity. Even if the lines appear rotationally broadened and blended
in the integrated disk spectrum, their spatially resolved reconstructions will have
no such broadening. Such averaging over numerous – different but physically
similar – lines has been made for the solar spectrum (Dravins 2008), permitting
to identify also subtle patterns of line asymmetries, otherwise hidden in noise for
individual lines. Work in this direction is currently in progress.

7. Future observations

As demonstrated above, retrieval of stellar spectral lines from small portions
across stellar disks is feasible already with current facilities, and for current stellar
targets. Both of these parameters are about to change in the near future, likely
offering much improved possibilities for spatially resolved stellar spectroscopy.
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One limiting parameter comes from the photometric noise that can be
reached with existing telescopes and instruments. The data shown above orig-
inated from observations with the ESO 8.2 m VLT Kueyen telescope, with its
UVES spectrometer entrance slit opened up to 0.5 arcseconds to maximize pho-
tometric precision at the cost of spectral resolution. Such a compromise was
dictated by the limited brightness of the target star, HD 209458, of visual magni-
tude V = 7.6. Although brighter transiting planet hosts are currently not known
(e.g., HD 189733, K0 V, is of a similar magnitude), numerous surveys are in
progress or being planned, both from ground and from space, to survey brighter
stars for possible exoplanet transits. This is a highest-priority activity for exo-
planet studies since the possibilities for exoplanet characterization likewise are
strongly dependent on the host star brightness. Given the known statistics of
exoplanet occurrence, it is highly likely that suitable transiting planets will soon
be found around also brighter hosts. Once a target star of visual magnitude V =
5, say, is found, that will improve the signal by one order of magnitude.

Another limiting parameter comes from the telescope + spectrometer com-
bination. Here, very promising developments are in progress (Dravins 2010). The
PEPSI spectrometer (Strassmeier et al. 2004, 2008) is in the process of becoming
operational at the Large Binocular Telescope with its two 8.4 m apertures. Of-
fering extended spectral coverage with resolutions λ/∆λ up to 320,000, this has
fully sufficient performance to reveal photospheric line asymmetries and other
signatures of stellar photospheric structure and dynamics of convection. Also in
progress is the ESPRESSO spectrometer for the combined focus of the four VLT
unit telescopes of ESO on Paranal (Pepe et al. 2013, 2014). Observing time for
such studies is virtually guaranteed since the detailed spectroscopy of exoplan-
ets during transit of bright stars is also one of the highest-priority projects of
exoplanet research, and the data required for stellar analyses will be obtained
concurrently. In the somewhat more distant future, we can look forward to the
proposed HIRES instrument at E-ELT, the European Extremely Large Telescope
(Maiolino et al. 2013). This may not reach higher spectral resolution that its pre-
decessors, but the order-of-magnitude increase in the telescope’s collecting area
should enable to reach also fainter and rarer stars, perhaps metal-poor, chemically
peculiar and magnetically special ones.
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Abstract.
Young intermediate-mass stars have become high-priority targets for

direct-imaging planet searches following the recent discoveries of planets or-
biting e.g. HR 8799 and Beta Pictoris. Close stellar companions to these
stars can affect the formation and orbital evolution of any planets, and so
a census of the multiplicity properties of nearby intermediate mass stars is
needed. Additionally, the multiplicity can help constrain the important bi-
nary star formation physics. We report initial results from a spectroscopic
survey of 400 nearby A- and B-type stars. We search for companions by
cross-correlating high resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio echelle spec-
tra of the targets stars against model spectra for F- to M-type stars. We have
so far found 18 new candidate companions, and have detected the spectral
lines of the secondary in 4 known spectroscopic binary systems. We present
the distribution of mass-ratios for close companions, and find that it dif-
fers from the distribution for wide (a & 100 AU) intermediate-mass binaries,
which may indicate a different formation mechanism for the two populations.

1. Introduction

Recent radial-velocity searches for massive planets orbiting 1−2M� subgiant “re-
tired A-stars” (Johnson et al. 2011) have indicated that intermediate-mass stars
may be more likely to host planets than solar-type and low-mass stars. This
finding, in combination with the direct-imaging detections of massive planets on
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very wide orbits around young A-type stars (e.g. Marois et al. 2008, 2010; La-
grange et al. 2010), has spurred an increased interest in intermediate-mass stars
as potential planet hosts. Especially interesting are the young intermediate-mass
stars, where a planet on a wide orbit will be bright enough to be directly imaged
and characterized. However, since stellar multiplicity increases with mass (Zin-
necker & Yorke 2007) and decreases with age (Duchêne & Kraus 2013), the same
young intermediate-mass stars that are attractive targets for planet searches may
very often host a close stellar companion that can impact the planet formation
process. Since close companions that may not be resolvable by current imaging
systems are likely to have the largest impact on planet formation, a spectroscopic
multiplicity survey of nearby intermediate-mass stars is needed.

The multiplicity of A- and B-type stars can also help constrain the binary
star formation mechanism and the relevant physics involved during and after
the formation of the secondary. The dominant mode of binary star formation
is thought to be molecular core fragmentation (Boss & Bodenheimer 1979; Boss
1986; Bate et al. 1995) in which a collapsing cloud of gas fragments into two or
more stars. The ratio of masses is set largely by the turbulent power spectrum,
density structure, angular momentum, and magnetic field in the pre-stellar core.
Low-mass stars may also form directly via gravitational instabilities (Kratter &
Matzner 2006; Stamatellos & Whitworth 2011) in the massive disk surrounding
a forming intermediate-mass star. This alternate formation scenario will only
act within ∼ 100 AU, and may create an observationally distinguishable inner
mass-ratio distribution. Observational studies of the multiplicity, mass-ratio dis-
tribution and separation distribution in a population of stars provide a benchmark
against which future star formation models and simulations must agree.

The intermediate-mass binary population has been well-mapped for wide
orbits (a & 50 AU) with imaging studies in the young Scorpius-Centaurus OB
associations (Kouwenhoven et al. 2007) and recently for field A-star primaries (De
Rosa et al. 2014). These studies have both found a preference for binary systems
with low mass-ratios q (q ≡ Ms/Mp, where Ms and Mp are the secondary and
primary mass, respectively), and are consistent with a power law f(q) ∼ qΓ with
Γ = −0.4. While there does not appear to be a difference between close and wide
binary systems for solar-type and low-mass primaries (Reggiani & Meyer 2013),
there is some evidence that intermediate-mass binaries have a flatter mass-ratio
distribution inside ∼ 100 AU (De Rosa et al. 2014). This radius is the same order
of magnitude as a circumstellar disk, and seems to imply that the disk around
an intermediate-mass protostar plays a more crucial role in binary formation
and evolution than it does for solar-type and low-mass stars. It may be a sign
that disk fragmentation is capable of producing a distinct population of binary
companions when there is enough disk mass, or could be an effect of increased or
preferential accretion onto the secondary star if it forms near the gas-rich disk.

Most of the systematic studies searching for companions to intermediate-
mass stars to date have used imaging, and so miss low-mass companions within
a few tens of AU from the primary star. Thus, a spectroscopic study is necessary
to derive the true mass-ratio distribution for close binary systems and compare
it to that of wide binary systems. We have begun such a survey, using high
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) echelle spectra to directly detect the spectral lines of
secondary stars orbiting 400 nearby Main Sequence A- and B-type stars.
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2. Observations and Methods

We have observed 292 of a total sample of 400 A- and B-type stars. The sample
was chosen from the Simbad database, and includes all main-sequence A- and
B-stars with v sin i > 80 km s−1, mV < 6, and no spectral peculiarities. We
have observed these stars with the CHIRON spectrograph on the 1.5m telescope
at Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory, the Tull coude spectrograph on the
2.7m telescope at McDonald Observatory, and the High Resolution Spectrograph
on the Hobby Eberly Telescope at McDonald Observatory. The data were bias-
subtracted, flat-fielded, and extracted with the optimal extraction method using
standard IRAF tasks. The extracted spectra were wavelength-calibrated using
Th-Ar lamps taken the same night as the data. All three instruments are visible
echelle spectrographs with similar resolution and wavelength ranges.

After extraction, the data were corrected for telluric absorption lines using
the TelFit package (Gullikson et al. 2014). Several frames were taken for each
star, and each frame was telluric-corrected separately to better account for the
changing airmass and atmospheric conditions over the course of the exposures.
The corrected frames for each target were added together before further analysis,
resulting in spectra with a typical peak S/N ratio per pixel of 500.

As a final pre-processing step, we removed the rotationally broadened spec-
tral lines of the primary star by fitting a cubic Savitzky-Golay (Savitzky & Golay
1964) smoothing spline with a window size of 0.8v sin i, where the v sin i came
from the most recent literature value in the Simbad database. The factor of 0.8
was chosen to give the best fit to the data while leaving the high frequency com-
ponents intact. We divided the data by the smoothing spline, in effect passing it
through a high-pass filter.

To search for companions, we cross-correlated the processed spectra against
the following grid of Phoenix model spectra (Hauschildt & Baron 2005)

– 3000K < Teff < 7000K, in 100 K steps

– −0.5 < [Fe/H] < +0.5, in 0.5 dex steps

– log g = 4.5

– v sin i = 10, 20, 30, 40 km s−1

Figure 1 demonstrates the cross-correlation method for a secondary star
that is just barely detectable “by eye,” but is unambiguously detected in the
cross-correlation function. This method can detect fainter companions which
are not visible in the spectrum but are evident in the cross-correlation function;
by injecting artifical signals into the data, we have found that companions with
Teff & 3500 K (spectral types earlier than about M2-M3) are detectable in most
of our data.

3. Preliminary Results and Discussion

After searching for companions in all of our data to date, we have found 18 new
candidate companions, and have detected the spectral lines of the secondary in
4 previously single-lined spectroscopic binaries. Since the new detections require
follow-up observations to confirm, we do not report them here. However, we list
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Figure 1.: Example of the cross-correlation based technique described in section
2. Left: One order of a spectrum of HIP 32607, an A8V star. The observed
spectrum is in black, with a 5200 K model spectrum in red. Some of the spectral
lines of the secondary are barely visible in the spectrum, most notably the line
near 732.7 nm. Right: The cross-correlation function of all orders of the same
observation against the same 5200 K model. The strong peak indicates a clear
detection of the secondary.

the companions to known single-lined binaries in Table 1. Since we only have
single-epoch data for these stars, we cannot fit an orbital solution. We report
the spectral type of the secondary star in Table 1, which is determined from the
temperature which gives the most significant cross-correlation function detection.

Star Name Primary Spectral Type Secondary Spectral Type
HIP 106786 A7V G7
HIP 32607 A8V K0
HIP 109521 A5V K2
HIP 22833 A3V G9

We also show the mass-ratio distribution that we derive from the candidates
so far detected in Figure 2. To determine the mass of the secondaries, we first find
the temperature that gives the most significant cross-correlation function peak.
That temperature is the best match to the observed spectrum, and so we take it
as the true temperature of the candidate companion star. We then interpolate
Baraffe stellar evolutionary tracks (Baraffe et al. 1998) at the age of the system
to find the secondary star mass. Masses for the primary stars come from main
sequence relationships. We do not have ages for most of our sample at this time,
and use the main sequence lifetime of the primary star for the system age. Doing
so will tend to slightly overestimate the mass of the secondary; however, since
we chose only main sequence targets, we don’t expect the age to change by much
more than a factor of 2 and so the secondary masses should not be significantly
affected in most cases. In the near future, we intend to use the observed spectra to
measure the effective temperature, gravity, and metallicity of the primary stars,
and use that information to better constrain the age of the system and mass of
the primary star.

The mass ratio distribution we show in Figure 2 is consistent with a flat
distribution, similar to the results that De Rosa et al. (2014) find for field A-
type stars inside 125 AU. Notably, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that it is
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Figure 2.: Mass-ratio distribution for the stars we have so far observed. The
distribution is complete down to q ∼ 0.15, and includes both known and new
binary systems. The 1σ binomial confidence interval is shown for each bin.
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inconsistent with a power law with slope Γ = −0.4 (p = 7.4 x 10−6). These results
seem to indicate that disk physics are important in forming intermediate-mass
binaries systems.
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Abstract. For several decades the potential field source surface (PFSS)
approximation has proven helpful in the description of the large-scale coronal
magnetic fields of the Sun and of cool single stars. Here, we extend the
PFSS technique to systems with two objects, to investigate the magnetic
field structure of close binary stars. We describe the deviation of the two-
centre extrapolation technique and demonstrate its applicability in the case
of the close pre-main sequence binary system V4046 Sgr. Our results reveal
a joint magnetosphere with complex field structures connecting both stellar
components. The binary extrapolation method is also applicabe to the case
of magnetic interaction between a host star and a close-in hot Jupiter.

1. Introduction

Magnetic fields have a decisive influence on the structural, dynamical and thermal
properties of the coronae of cool stars. Since even in the case of the Sun direct
observations of coronal magnetic fields are difficult to accomplish, extrapolation
methods are frequently used to infer them from magnetic field distributions ob-
served in the photosphere. Introduced by Schatten et al. (1969) for the case of the
Sun, the potential field source surface (PFSS) extrapolation technique has since
been used numerous times to describe the magnetospheres and wind zones of cool
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Figure 1.: Schematic binary system. The region of interest (grey) is bounded at
the outside by the source surface (dotted line) and inside by the stellar surfaces.

stars. It accounts for the existence of stellar winds through the assumption of
magnetic fields becoming purely radial at some distance above the photosphere.
Albeit more sophisticated extrapolation methods have been developed since (e.g.,
Wiegelmann & Sakurai 2012, and references therein), the PFSS approach remains
significant, since the resulting magnetic field represents the stable, lowest-energy
state of the magnetosphere which is consistent with boundary conditions given
in the photosphere.

We extend the PFSS technique to close binary stars and demonstrate the
applicability of the new method with the case of the close PMS binary V4046
Sgr, for which magnetic surface maps for both stellar components have been re-
constructed based on Zeeman-Doppler imaging observations (Donati et al. 2011).
Our extrapolation method is applicable also to star-planet and planet-moon sys-
tems, and easily expandable to N-body systems.

2. Binary field extrapolation technique

We consider a binary system consisting of a primary star, S1, with radius a1

located (with respect to the center of mass, CM) at point ~r′1 and a secondary star,
S2 with radius a2 at point ~r′2. The source surface S0, with radius a0 and centred
in CM, marks the location at which the magnetic field becomes purely radial
through the effect of winds from both stellar components. In the case of the Sun,
a standard value is a0 = 2.5R� (e.g. Schatten et al. 1969), whereas for single stars
the position of the source surface is empirically determined through, for example,
through a comparison of reconstructed emission measures with empirical values
based on X-ray observations (Jardine et al. 2002).

The region of interest, shaded grey in Fig. 1, is taken to be current free. The

magnetic field, ~B = −∇Ψ, is therefore given by the gradient of a scalar potential

function, Ψ, which, owing to the solenoidal condition ∇ · ~B = 0, satisfies the
Laplace equation, ∇2Ψ = 0. The joint magnetesphere of the binary system is
thus determined by solving the Laplace equation, subject to boundary conditions
specified on the surfaces of both stellar components and on the source surface.
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The potential Ψ is expanded in terms of regular and irregular solid spherical
harmonics (SSH),

Rml (~r) = (−1)m
rl

(l +m)!
Pml (cos θ)eimφ (13.1)

Sml (~r) = (−1)m
(l −m)!

rl+1
Pml (cos θ)eimφ , (13.2)

respectively (Steinborn & Ruedenberg 1973), around the origins ~r′k of the spheres
Sk, where we take into account that ~r = ~r′k + ~rk (see Fig. 1):

Ψ(~r) =
∑
l,m

c
(0)
lmR

m
l (~r0) +

∑
l,m,k>0

c
(k)
lmS

m
l (~rk) (13.3)

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (13.3) comprises the magnetic
moments of the two stellar components, whereas the the first term contains the
magnetic moments arising from the boundary condition at the source surface;
in mathematical terms, the later is realised through the assumption of mirror
sources located beyond the source surface, which in concert with the magnetic
moments of the two stars result in a radial magnetic field at S0.

The boundary conditions at S1, S2, and S0 specify expansion coefficients,

c
(k)
lm . For their determination, we make use of SSH translation theorems (e.g.

Steinborn & Ruedenberg 1973),

Rml (~r1 + ~r2) =
∑
λ,µ

(R|R)µmλl (~r1)Rµλ(~r2) =
∑
λ,µ

Rm−µl−λ (~r1)Rµλ(~r2) (13.4)

Sml (~r> + ~r<) =
∑
λ,µ

(S|R)µmλl (~r>)Rµλ(~r<) =
∑
λ,µ

(−1)λ−µSm−µl+λ (~r>)Rµλ(~r<)(13.5)

Sml (~r> + ~r<) =
∑
λ,µ

(S|S)µmλl (~r<)Sµλ (~r>) =
∑
λ,µ

(−1)λ+µ−l−mRm−µλ−l (~r<)Sµλ (~r>) ,(13.6)

which describe the contribution of a magnetic moment (l,m) of an expansion
to the magnetic moment (λ, µ) of a translated expansion shifted by translation
vector ~r1. Note that in the case of irregular SSH, one has to distinguish between
regions which are closer, Eq. (13.5), and further, Eq. (13.6), away from the shifted
centre of expansion than the applied translation vector, that is |~r<| < |~r>|.

The contributions of the stellar magnetic moments to the expansion of the
potential function on the source surface are described through Eq. (13.6), that is

Ψ(~r0)
∣∣
S0

=
∑
l,m

c
(0)
lmR

m
l (~r0) +

∑
l,m,k>0

c
(k)
lmS

m
l (~r′0 − ~r′k + ~r0) (13.7)

=
∑
l,m

c
(0)
lmR

m
l (~r0) +

∑
l,m,k>0

c
(k)
lm

∑
λ,µ

(S|S)µmλl (~r′k0)Sµλ (~r0) (13.8)

with ~r′k0 = ~r′0−~r′k. The boundary condition of magnetic fields being purely radial
implies Ψ(~r0)

∣∣
S0

= const. For the sake of simplicity, we set Ψ(~r0)
∣∣
S0

= 0, which

yields the determining equations for the coefficients

c
(0)
lm = − 1

a2l+1
0

∑
l′,m′,k>0

(S|S)mm
′

ll′ (~r′k0)c
(k)
l′m′ (13.9)
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in terms of the stellar magnetic moments c
(k)
l′m′ , k > 0.

Inserting Eq. (13.9) and Eqs. (13.4-13.5) in Eq. (13.3) yields the expansion of
the potenial on the surface Sj of stellar component j:

Ψ(~rj)
∣∣
Sj

=
∑
l,m

c
(j)
lmS

m
l (~rj) +

∑
λ,µ,j 6=k>0

c
(jk)
λµ Rµλ(~rj) (13.10)

Whereas the first term on the right side of Eq. (13.10) accounts for the con-
tributions of the magnetic moments of star j, the second term, with the new
coefficients

c
(jk)
λµ = −

∑
l′,m′

c
(j)
l′m′W

µm′

λl′ (~r′0j , ~r
′
j0, a0) (13.11)

+
∑

l,m,k 6=j
c

(k)
lm

[
(S|R)µmλl (~r′kj)−W

µm
λl (~r′0j , ~r

′
k0, a0)

]
(13.12)

subsumes the contributions of both magnetic moments of the companion star and
influence of binary winds (i.e. the source surface). In Eq. (13.12), the abbreviation

WmRmS
lRlS

(~rR, ~rS , a) =
∑
l,m

(R|R)mRmlRl
(~rR) (S|S)mmSllS

(~rS)
1

a2l+1
(13.13)

has been introduced. The boundary conditions on the stellar surfaces are given

by maps of the radial magnetic field component. The coefficients, B
(j)
l′m′ , resulting

from the expansion of these maps in terms of spherical harmonics, determine the

magnetic moments c
(j)
lm:

B
(j)
l′m′ =

l′ + 1

al
′+2
j

c
(j)
l′m′ + l′al

′−1
j

∑
l,m

Wm′m
l′l (~r′0j , ~r

′
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(j)
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−l′al′−1
j

∑
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[
(S|R)m

′m
l′l (~r′kj)−Wm′m
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′
k0, a0)

]
c

(k)
lm(13.14)

In the case of a binary system, a solution of the linear system of equations(
B

(1)
l′,m′/a

l′−1
1

B
(2)
l′,m′/a

l′−1
2

)
=

(
M∞∞ M∞∈
M∈∞ M∈∈

)(
c

(1)
l,m

c
(2)
l,m

)
(13.15)

with

M|‖ =

{
δll′δmm′(l

′ + 1)a
−(2l′+1)
j + l′Wm′,m

l′,l (~r′0j , ~r
′
j0, a0) , j = k

−l′ (S|R)m
′,m

l′,l (~r′kj) + l′Wm′,m
l′,l (~r′0j , ~r

′
k0, a0) , j 6= k

(13.16)

determines the expansion coefficients and, thus, the structure of the joint mag-
netosphere.
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Figure 2.: Surface distributions of the radial magnetic field strength on the pri-
mary (top) and secondary (bottom) component of the pre-MS binary V4046 Sgr,
reconstructed from Zeeman-Doppler imaging observations (Donati et al. 2011).
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3. Example: V4046 Sgr

We demonstrate the applicabality of our method through the reconstruction of
the joint magnetosphere of the young (∼ 13 Myr) pre-main sequence binary
V4046 Sgr. Figure 2 shows surface maps of the radial magnetic field strength
of both stellar components, based on spectropolarimetric observations using ES-
PaDOnS at the CFHT in 2009 (Donati et al. 2011; Gregory et al. 2014).

The system parameters (cf. Fig. 1) used for the reconstruction of the magne-
tosphere are given in Table 1. The source surface radius of a binary system is, as

surface Sk k position x′k[R�] radius ak[R�]

source 0 0 10.0
primary 1 4.3 1.12

secondary 2 -4.5 1.04

Table 1.: Parameter combination for the potential magnetic field extrapolation
of V4046 Sgr, shown in Fig. 3; positions, ~r′k = (x′k, 0, 0)T , along the x-axis are
relative to centre of mass, CM, of binary system (Fig. 1).

yet, observationally unconstrained, so that a0 = 10R� is somewhat arbitrarily.
This value has been chosen based on the assumption that, for the hemispheres
pointing away from the companion, the source surface is in a similar distance as
for respective single star models.

Our reconstruction reveals complex magnetic field structures in the binary
system (Fig. 3). The magnetic field in the vicinity of each star is dominated by
tilted dipoles, somewhat modified by the influence of higher magnetic moments.
Of particular interest are magnetic field structures connecting both stellar com-
ponents; some ’S’-shaped field lines can be identified which inter-connect the
dayside hemisphere of one component with the night side of the other.

4. Discussion

Close, late-type binary stars, such as RS CVn and BY Dra systems, are among
the most active stellar objects we know. Their combination of rapid rotation
and convective motions entails pronounced magnetic activity signatures which
are discernible from the visible to the X-ray spectral range. The interpretation
of, e.g., the amount and variability of coronal X-ray emission or the location
of high-energetic flaring, requires, however, some notion of the magnetic field
underlying their atmospheres. To this end, we extend the PFSS technique to close
binaries to provide, in conjunction with Zeeman-Doppler imaging observations of
photospheric magnetic fields, approximations of their joint magnetospheres.

More advanced (e.g. non-linear force-free field) extrapolation techniques are
frequently applied locally, for instance to active regions on the Sun, where high-
resolution observations permit to set up sophisticated boundary conditions. In
the stellar case, however, the less-demanding PFSS approach seems adequate,
because detailed observations of small-scale magnetic field distributions are un-
available. Disregarding electric currents and dissipation mechanisms, the PFSS
approximation provides the lowest-energy, and therefore stable, state of the global
field configuration. This allows us to address question related to the distribution
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Figure 3.: Joint magnetosphere of the pre-MS binary V4046 Sgr. Field line
tracings seen from consecutive azimuthal viewing angles, φ; for φ = 0 (top-left),
the primary is in the lower half of the picture. Colour shading of the stellar
surfaces indicate strength and polarity of the radial magnetic field component.
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of open, closed, and inter-connecting magnetic flux on the surfaces of binary stars,
the inter-binary field structure and locations of activity, and on the mass transfer
along connecting field lines. Our preliminary results for V4046 Sgr reveal, for
instance, complex field structures which connect different hemispheres of both
stellar components.

Our method of potential magnetic field extrapolation is applicable to de-
tached binary star systems, single stars with exoplanets, and single stars with
asymmetric winds (i.e. an off-centred source surface). Objects which deviate sig-
nificantly from spherical geometry such as semi-detached or contact systems are
currently excluded, since any rotational or tidal deformations are neglected. Yet
an extension of our method to systems with kmax > 2 objects is straightforeward,
so that it can easily be applied to N-body problems involving potential fields of
different kind, such as source-free magnetic, electric, or gravitational fields.

Acknowledgements. SGG acknowledges support from the Science & Technology Facilities
Council (STFC) via an Ernest Rutherford Fellowship [ST/J003255/1].
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Probing Rotational Dynamo
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Abstract. The highly modulated optical light curve of HD 79826 (spectral
types G5+M5) was discovered in the Chandra guide-star light curves, indi-
cating a period of about 0.5 days, a strong and migrating distortion wave,
and a shallow eclipse. We subsequently obtained simultaneous Chandra high
resolution X-ray spectra and optical photometry, along with contempora-
neous ground-based photometry and spectra. X-ray rotational or eclipse
modulation was totally obscured by X-ray variability and flares. X-ray
spectra are characterized by coronal emission near the saturation limit of

Lx/Lbol = 10
−3

. Optical spectra show extremely rotationally broadened fea-
tures, variable with orbital phase. Optical light curves show the modulation
to be not only rapidly migrating in phase, but also of variable amplitude.
We characterize the X-ray emission through measurements of line widths,
velocities, and fluxes, and provide coronal plasma models. This star is near
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Figure 1.: Chandra aspect camera optical light curves of HD 79826. The cyan
and red curves each cover more than two cycles (data have not been replicated
for phases greater than 1.0).

or at the limits of dynamo saturation, and since it is partially eclipsing, has
potential to be well characterized in terms of fundamental stellar parame-
ters.

1. Chandra Optical Light Curves

HD 79826 was discovered to be a short period eclipsing variable with a rapidly
migrating distortion (spot) wave in the Chandra Variable Guide Star Cataloga of
?. In 2004 it was observed twice for over two cycles each time. In 2013, it was
observed both as a guide star and as the primary X-ray target of the Chandra
High Energy Grating Spectrometer (hetg). Figure 1 shows three Chandra optical
light curves indicating the primary eclipse and the rapidly changing distortion
wave.

An estimate of the system geometry and basic parameters are shown in
Figure 2, based on the observed period and nominal spectral types.

2. Chandra/hetg X-ray Light Curves

The X-ray light curves were derived from the February 2013 Chandra/hetg ob-
servations of HD 79826 (observation identifiers 15272 and 15612) in which the star
was also used as an aspect camera guide star. Light curves were extracted from

ahttp://cxc.harvard.edu/vguide
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Figure 2.: Approximate binary system geometry and parameters, based on nom-
inal spectral types and the observed period. Axes’ units are in solar radii.

the hetg first order events in soft, hard, and full bandsb The Chandra/hetg X-
ray light curves show strong variability. However, this is primarily due to a strong
flare, seen not only in the sharp jump in count rate, but also in a hardness ratio.
Figure 3 shows the hetg light curves. The flare, unfortunately, occurred right
through primary eclipse, hiding any modulation of coronal emission by the sec-
ondary. Figure 4 shows the phased simultaneous X-ray and optical light curves.

3. X-ray Spectra

The Chandra/hetg X-ray spectrum is typical of coronal emission with a host of
H- and He-like emission lines of abundant elements, as well as Fe-L lines. Figure 5
shows mean flux for the two observations. A 3-temperature component APEC
?? model follows the data very well. The lines show no width or shift in excess of
instrumental resolution, indicating that the primary (G5 V) star dominates the
X-ray emission. ( ∆v = 25± 35 km s−1; FWHM < 280 km s−1).

The higher flux hetg spectrum is characteristic of stellar and solar flares
in the sharp rise in count rate with slower decay, as well as in spectral changes
indicative of high temperature plasmas, namely an enhanced short-wavelength
continuum (2− 10 Å) and strong lines of highly ionized iron. Figure 6 shows the
flare and low-state spectra. Discrete 3-temperature plasma model fits to the flare
and low-state spectra yield the temperature and emission measure which show

bCurves were extracted using the “aglc” package; http://space.mit.edu/cxc/analysis/aglc/.
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Figure 3.: X-ray light curves from hetg events. The time is from the start of
the first observation, and the count rate is for the sum of the heg and meg first
orders. Black (top curve) is the full hetg band, blue (middle curve) a hard band,
and red (lower) a soft band. The lower panel shows a hardness ratio, defined as
(hard− soft)/(hard+ soft).

(Figure 6, right panel) the large enhancement in high temperature plasma typical
of flares.

4. Optical Spectra

We have obtained high resolution optical spectra, monitored contemporaneously
with the X-ray spectra. Figure 7 shows two examples from the series, showing the
Hα and Hβ regions. Lines are highly broadened, as expected for rapidly rotating
stars. We will model these spectra by fitting templates and will derive radial
and rotational velocities and relative intensity weights, and thereby improve the
binary systems basic parameters.

5. Relevance

Compared to other coronally active stars, HD 79826 is among the most active,
being near or at the saturation limit, and showing no sign of “supersaturation”
at the shortest periods. Being a detached (probably) and eclipsing binary, it
can provide an important benchmark at the extreme limit of stellar magnetic
dynamos. Figure 8 shows the location of the HD 79826 among other stars.
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Figure 4.: Phased simultaneous X-ray and optical light curves from Chandra
hetg and aspect camera. Black and dark gray show the data from the two ob-
servations, while light gray is used to show duplicated data over wrapped phases.
The red cross denotes the nominal eclipse depth and width expected based solely
on the spectral types and observed period, and not an eclipsing binary light curve
solution.

Figure 5.: The hetg spectrum of HD 79826 (black histogram), an APEC model
(red histogram) and residuals (blue, lower panel). H-like lines are labeled in blue,
He-like in red. Other Fe lines are labeled in gray. The range of the y-axis range
in right panel is 10 times that of the left.
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Figure 6.: On the top is the hetg spectrum during the flares (blue; observation
shown in dark gray in Figure 4) and the low-state spectrum (orange; black in
Figure 4). The bottom panel shows the temperatures and emission measures of
3-temperature APEC model fits to the flare (blue) and low (red) states. The
inset table in the bottom panel gives integrated emission measures for each state
(other values for comparison: Capella (moderate activity): 50, and II Peg (high
activity): 800).

Acknowledgements: This work was supported by NASA through the Smith-
sonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) contract SV3-73016 for the Chandra
X-Ray Center and Science Instruments.
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Figure 7.: Example Hα (top) and Hβ spectra obtained contemporaneously with
the X-ray spectra. Lines are very broad. A bar of length 200 km s−1 is shown
for reference, which is the approximate maximum velocity separation of the two
components, though it may be difficult to detect the fainter M5 star’s signature.

Figure 8.: The location of HD 79826 is shown (big yellow star) on the distribution
of other active stars, from ?. In the right-hand panel, the x-axis is the Rossby
number, the ratio of the rotational period, P , to convective turnover time, τc.
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Abstract. Stellar activity varies on a range of timescales, from the long-
term decrease due to stellar spindown, through the shorter timescales of
magnetic cycles and the rapid fluctuations of flares and coronal mass ejec-
tions. All of these are influenced by the mass of the star. This governs the
nature of the dynamo that generates magnetic field in the stellar interior
and determines the observed large-scale magnetic structure. Stellar mass
also governs the processes (such as differential rotation) that transport flux
across stellar surfaces and drive coronal evolution and dynamics. In this re-
view I will discuss recent progress in these areas and consider the impact that
stellar activity on all these timescales may have on exoplanetary systems.

1. Introduction

Stellar activity varies on a range of time scales, from the long timescale of stellar
evolution, through the shorter variations of stellar cycles, to the rapid energy
release seen in flares and mass ejections. On the longest timescales, stars spin
down as they age and their activity decays as a result. Rather like people, stars,
when they are young, are more dynamic - they are certainly more active and
rotate faster. Unlike people however, stars tend to lose mass as they age. More
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importantly, they lose angular momentum. Thus an active and dynamic youth is
replaced by a more sedate middle age, characterised by slow rotation and more
predictable behaviour.

1.1 The long timescale of angular momentum loss

Stars achieve this transformation by losing angular momentum in a hot,
magnetically-channeled wind (Weber & Davis 1967). Angular momentum is re-
moved at a rate given by

−J̇ =
8π

3µ0

Ω

uA
(B0r

2
?)

2

and therefore depends on the stellar angular velocity Ω, the Alfvén speed uA,
and magnetic flux B0r

2
? threading the surface. If the wind is thermally driven,

then the Alfvén speed can be replaced by the sound speed. If we further assume
a linear dynamo, such that B ∝ Ω, then we can recover the Skumanich braking
law (Skumanich 1972). Of course the original formulation of this expression was
based on only 3 data points, and we can do much better nowadays. Studies of
rotation rates of stars in young open clusters (Irwin et al. 2011) show a very
characteristic behaviour as a function of time. Initially the stellar rotation rate is
held constant by the presence of a disk, but once the disk is dissipated, the star
spins up as it contracts. This generates an increasingly strong magnetic field,
and hence an increasingly powerful wind that carries away angular momentum
and spins the star down.

Over the timescale of this spin down, however, planets may form and evolve
around the star. In order to see this timescale in context, we can look at what
was happening in the solar system while the Sun was evolving in this way.

1.2 Solar system evolution

In the earliest phases, from 1 to 10 My, the gas giants formed (see Fig. 1). These
planets therefore formed when the Sun was at its most active. The rocky planets
formed later, sometime before around 100 My. Some time later, two catastrophic
events happened in the solar system. The first was that Mars, being a small
planet that cooled quickly, lost its internal convection and hence its magnetic
field (Acuña et al. 2001). Planetary magnetic fields protect the atmosphere of
the planet from the impact of the solar wind, and Mars lost its atmosphere not
very long after this (Kulikov et al. 2007). The second catastrophic event was the
Late Heavy Bombardment that showered to the inner solar system with impacts.

The very earliest evidence that we have the presence of the Earth’s magnetic
field comes from measurements taken in very ancient rocks (Tarduno et al. 2010).
We don’t know at what point the Earth began generating a magnetic field that
could protect its atmosphere, but this is the earliest measurement that we have.
It was still some time yet however before the Earth developed an oxygen rich
atmosphere that signified the presence of life.

This brief history of the solar system emphasises how many different pro-
cesses were taking place in the newly forming planets, while the Sun was steadily
becoming less active. Had the Sun been a lower mass star, however, its rotational
evolution would have been much slower, and therefore it would have maintained
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Figure 1.: Ram pressure of the solar wind (scaled to the present-day value) as a
function of time (adapted from Holzwarth & Jardine 2007).

a high level of activity for much longer, posing a greater threat to any planets
that might form around it (Khodachenko et al. 2007).

1.3 The expanding waistlines of exoplanetary magnetospheres

We can investigate the impact of stellar activity on planets by using some simple
but transparent stellar wind models. See et al (2014, submitted) have recently
used both a thermal model (Parker 1958) and one due to Cranmer & Saar that
is rather more sophisticated, but which can still be run on a laptop, without the
need of high-performance computing (Cranmer & Saar 2011). They determined,
for an Earth-like planet placed in the habitable zone of a star, what the size of
the planet’s magnetosphere would be. Using the scaling between chromospheric
activity and age, they demonstrated the expansion of planetary magnetospheres
with age. They found that most solar-like stars have magnetospheres whose sizes
lie within the historical range expected for the Earth. This is in contrast to what
is expected for M dwarfs, and suggests that for these low mass stars, planets
simply have to wait a long time before the star has spun down sufficiently to
allow the planet to maintain an Earth-sized magnetosphere (Vidotto et al. 2013,
2014).

1.4 Testing our assumptions about stellar dynamos

We are now in a position to test some of the assumptions that went into the
Skumanich model. Using average values of the large-scale magnetic field deter-
mined from Zeeman Doppler imaging, Vidotto et al. (2014) have demonstrated
that these observed magnetic fields follow a linear dynamo law. Interestingly, the
technique of Zeemen broadening, which is sensitive to both the large and small
scale fields, shows the same scaling. This may suggest that both the large and
small scales of stellar magnetic fields share the same dynamo mechanism. A plot
of the observed X-ray luminosity of these stars as a function of Rossby number
and average field strength (see Fig. 2), shows a tight correlation at low luminosi-
ties and a broad plateau at high luminosities. The X-ray luminosity scales nearly
linearly with the magnetic flux, as found by Pevtsov et al. (2003) from Zeeman
broadening measurements.
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Figure 2.: X-ray luminosity as a function of Rossby number and the average value
of the large-scale magnetic field (based on Vidotto et al, 2014).

1.5 Taking the shorter view of activity timescales

On shorter timescales still, magnetic activity can vary because of the stellar cycle.
One very well studied example is Tau Boo for which a full magnetic reversal has
been observed (Donati et al. 2008; Fares et al. 2009). An MHD wind model based
on the observed magnetic field shows that the mass loss rate and X-ray flux vary
little through the cycle, but the angular momentum loss rate varies by a factor
of two (Vidotto et al. 2012). In the case of Tau Boo, the orbiting planet is tidally
locked, such that its orbital period is the same as the stellar rotation period, and
hence the planet always orbits over the same longitude of the star. In contrast,
the orbiting planet in the HD 189733 system has an orbital period that is faster
than the stellar rotation period, and hence the planet moves through different
parts of the stellar wind and corona as it orbits. As a result, the bowshock formed
when the stellar wind impacts on the exoplanetary magnetosphere is expected to
vary both in geometry and strength throughout the planetary orbit (Llama et al.
2013). As shown by Llama et al, this may lead to a UV transit whose depth and
shape and can change from one observation to the next (Ben-Jaffel & Ballester
2013; Bourrier et al. 2013; Bourrier & Lecavelier des Etangs 2013).

1.6 Flares and coronal mass ejections

Rapid changes in stellar magnetic activity are seen through X-ray and white light
flares, and hence also possibly (although much more difficult to observe) coronal
mass ejections. The timescale for these processes is influenced by the surface
drivers, i.e. the processes that transport magnetic flux. These include diffusion,
meridional flow, and differential rotation. In the case of the Sun, the most rapid
timescale is the differential rotation. We now know that differential rotation
varies with stellar mass, such that low mass stars, which have deep convective
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zones, rotate almost as solid bodies. Stars more massive than the Sun, which have
shallower convective zones, show a higher differential rotation (Reiners 2006). In
order to explore how this variation in differential rotation might influence the
timescales for coronal activity, we have performed a simple experiment (Gibb et
al. 2014, in press). We consider a single bipole evolving in response to surface
transport processes. Using a magnetofictional approach, we determine the time
taken to form a flux rope, and thereafter, the time for that flux rope to be ejected.
We find that the formation time scales as the geometric mean of the timescales
for diffusion and differential rotation, such that

τform '
√
τDiffrotτDiffusion.

This reflects the two processes that dominate this phase of evolution. The lifetime
on the other hand, scales simply as the timescale for differential rotation, such
that

τlife ' τDiffrot.
This suggests that stars more massive than the Sun, whose differential rotation
is more rapid than the solar value, might have rapidly-evolving coronae. This
raises the interesting question: on these stars is there is time for prominences to
form, and hence for coronal mass ejections to enhance the winds of the stars in
the same way as we see on the Sun?

1.7 The hidden face of stellar activity

While these coronal mass ejections may be very important from the point of view
of habitability of exoplanets, and the erosion of exoplanetary atmospheres, they
are extremely difficult to observe. We do not, for example, know if all stars share
the same relationship between the energy in coronal mass ejections and the energy
in flares that we see on the Sun. Aarnio et al. (2012, 2013) use the solar scaling
to estimate the angular momentum that might be carried away in these mass
ejections on young stars. They suggest that this process may have a significant
contribution after about 1 million years. In a related piece of work, Drake et al.
(2013) use the solar scaling to estimate the energy carried away in coronal mass
ejections in very active stars. They show that such a scaling would predict an
unfeasibly large energy content, and hence suggest that the solar scaling breaks
down for very active stars. Certainly, estimates of mass loss rates from a range of
stars, using the enhanced absorption in the hydrogen wall of stellar astrospheres,
suggests that the most X-ray bright stars do not have correspondingly powerful
winds (Wood et al. 2002).

It seems that for some time yet, the question of the many timescales for
standard activity will continue to challenge us.

Acknowledgements. Our thanks go to the organisers of Cool Stars 18 for a great meeting.
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Abstract. We show that the coolest known object that is probably formed
in a star-like mode is a free-floating planet. We discovered recently that the
free-floating planetary mass object OTS 44 (M9.5, ∼12 Jupiter masses, age
∼2 Myr) has significant accretion and a substantial disk. This demonstrates
that the processes that characterize the canonical star-like mode of formation
apply to isolated objects down to a few Jupiter masses. We detected in
VLT/SINFONI spectra that OTS 44 has strong, broad, and variable Paschen
β emission. This is the first evidence for active accretion of a free-floating
planet. The object allows us to study accretion and disk physics at the
extreme and can be seen as free-floating analog of accreting planets that orbit
stars. Our analysis of OTS 44 shows that the mass-accretion rate decreases
continuously from stars of several solar masses down to free-floating planets.
We determined, furthermore, the disk mass (10 Earth masses) and further
disk properties of OTS 44 through modeling its SED including Herschel far-
IR data. We find that objects between 14 and 0.01 solar masses have the
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same ratio of the disk-to-central-mass of about 1%. Our results suggest
that OTS 44 is formed like a star and that the increasing number of young
free-floating planets and ultra-cool T and Y field dwarfs are the low-mass
extension of the stellar population.

1. Introduction

We have witnessed in the last decade the detection of free-floating substellar
objects with increasingly lower masses and cooler temperatures that reach the
canonical planetary regime of a few Jupiter masses and a few hundred Kelvin.
Examples are free-floating planetary mass objects in star-forming regions (e.g.,
Zapatero Osorio et al. 2000) and ultracool Y dwarfs in the field (e.g., Cushing et
al. 2011). One of the main open questions in the theory of star formation is: How
do these free-floating planetary-like objects - and brown dwarfs in general - form?
A high-density phase is necessary for the gravitational fragmentation to create
very small Jeans-unstable cores. Proposed scenarios to prevent a substellar core in
a dense environment from accreting to stellar mass are ejection of the core through
dynamical interactions (e.g., Reipurth & Clarke 2001) or photo-evaporation of the
gas envelope through radiation of a nearby hot star (e.g., Whitworth & Zinnecker
2004). Also suggested was the formation of brown dwarfs by disk instabilities in
the outer regions of massive circumstellar disks (e.g., Stamatellos & Whitworth
2009). Alternatively, brown dwarfs could form in a more isolated mode by direct
collapse. For example, filament collapse (e.g., Inutsuka & Miyama 1992) might
form low-mass cores that experience high self-erosion in outflows and become
brown dwarfs (Machida et al. 2009). A key to understanding star and brown
dwarf formation is to observationally define the minimum mass that the canonical
star-like mode of formation can produce by detecting and exploring the main
features characteristic of this process, such as disks, accretion, outflows, and
orbiting planets, for the lowest-mass objects.

The first indications for the existence of free-floating planetary mass objects
came from observations in the very young σ Orionis cluster (Zapatero Osorio et
al. 2000). While it is difficult to establish the membership to σ Ori and, therefore,
the age and mass, some very promising candidates were detected. An example is
S Ori 60, for which mid-IR excess indicates a young age (Luhman et al. 2008a).
Other candidates, however, turned out not to be members of the cluster, such as
S Ori 70 (Burgasser et al. 2004; Peña Ramirez, this volume). The coolest known
free-floating objects are Y dwarfs, of which 17 are spectroscopically confirmed to
date (Cushing et al. 2014). While we can expect many planetary mass objects
among Y dwarfs, the age and mass of these nearby field objects are in most
cases unknown. The first confirmed Y dwarf, WISE 1828+2650 (Cushing et al.
2011), was suggested to have a temperature and mass of only about 300 K and 3-
6MJup, respectively, although there are indications that the temperature might be
significantly larger (Dupuy & Kraus 2013). Very recently a remarkably cold and
low-mass object was detected in the very near vicinity of our Sun: WISE 0855-
0714 at a distance of 2.2 pc has a proposed temperature and mass of 250 K and
3-10MJup, respectively (Luhman 2014). Nearby objects that do allow constraints
on their age and, therefore, mass are members of young moving groups (see also
Faherty, this volume). One of them, PSO J318.5-22, was recently detected to be
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a planetary-mass member of β Pic. Depending on the assumed age for β Pic its
mass is estimated to 6.5MJup (age: 12 Myr) and 8.4MJup (21 Myr), respectively
(Liu et al. 2013; Allers, this volume).

To address the question how free-floating planets form, we observed OTS 44,
the lowest mass known member of the Chamaeleon I star-forming region (Cha I,
∼2 Myr, 160 pc). OTS 44 was first identified as a brown dwarf candidate in a
deep near-IR imaging survey (Oasa et al. 1999) and later confirmed as very low-
mass substellar object of spectral-type M9.5 based on low-resolution near-IR and
optical spectra (e.g. Luhman et al. 2004). Its mass was estimated using near-IR
spectra to lie in or very close to the planetary regime (∼6-17 MJup, Bonnefoy et
al. 2013) with an average rounded value of 12 MJup.

2. OTS 44 - a 12 Jupiter mass object with a substantial disk

Mid-IR photometry of OTS 44 by Spitzer/IRAC and MIPS (Luhman et al. 2008b)
indicated the presence of circumstellar material surrounding OTS 44. Recently,
the disk of OTS 44 was detected at far-IR wavelength by Herschel/PACS (Harvey
et al. 2012). We re-analyzed the Herschel flux measurement (Joergens et al. 2014)
and find a slightly smaller value for OTS 44 than Harvey et al. (2012).

We modeled the SED of OTS 44 based on flux measurements from the optical
to the far-IR using the radiative transfer code MC3D (Wolf 2003). We employ
a passive-disk model consisting of a central substellar source surrounded by a
parameterized flared disk in which dust and gas are well mixed and homogeneous
throughout the system. We assume dust grains of astronomical silicate (62.5%)
and graphite (37.5%) with minimum and maximum grain sizes of 0.005µm and
0.25µm, respectively. As there are model degeneracies between different disk
parameters, we conducted a Bayesian analysis to estimate the validity range for
each parameter. See Joergens et al. (2013) for details. Fig. 1 shows the SED and
the best-fit disk model of OTS 44 based on the re-analysis of the Herschel fluxes
(Joergens et al. 2014). We find that OTS 44 has a highly flared disk (β >1.3)
with a disk mass of 3.25×10−5M�, i.e. about 10MEarth.

3. OTS 44 - a 12 Jupiter mass object with significant accretion

We took near-IR J-band spectra (1.1-1.4 µm) of OTS 44 with SINFONI at the
VLT at a medium spectral resolution (R=λ/∆λ ∼ 2000, Bonnefoy et al. 2013).
We discovered a strong, broad, and variable Paschenβ (Paβ) emission line of
OTS 44 in these spectra (Joergens et al. 2013), as shown in Fig. 2 (left, middle).
Furthermore, a prominent Hα emission line is visible in the optical spectrum of
Luhman (2007) as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. Both of these Hydrogen
emission lines exhibit a broad profile with velocities of ±200 km s−1 or more.
We determined the equivalent width (EW) of both lines. The Hα line has a
symmetrically shaped profile with an EW of -141 Å, demonstrating that OTS 44
is actively accreting. The profile of the Paβ line is significantly variable between
the two observing epochs separated by a few days (EW of -7 and -4 Å).

We determined the mass accretion rate of OTS 44 based on the Hα line by
assuming that the Hα emission is entirely formed by accretion processes. We
derived an Hα line luminosity logLHα (L�) of -6.16 for OTS 44 and applied the
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Figure 1.: SED of OTS 44. Shown are photometric measurements (red diamonds)
an upper limit for the 160µm flux (black triangle), the best-fit SED model (blue
thick line), and the input BT-Settl photosphere model (gray dotted line). This
is a slightly revised version of the SED model of OTS 44 in Joergens et al. (2013)
using a revised Herschel flux measurement (Joergens et al. 2014).

Figure 2.: Paβ emission of OTS 44 in VLT/SINFONI spectra (left, middle)
and Hα emission of OTS 44 in a MAGELLAN I/IMACS spectrum (right). The
dashed lines are Gaussian fits to the profiles. From Joergens et al. (2013).

empirical relation between the Hα line and accretion luminosity of Fang et al.
(2009), which is based on logLHα (L�) ranging between -1 and -6. We estimate
an mass accretion rate of OTS 44 of 7.6×10−12M� yr−1.

4. Conclusions

We have discovered strong, broad, and variable Paβ emission of the young very
low-mass substellar object OTS 44 (M9.5) in VLT/SINFONI spectra, which is
evidence for active accretion of a planetary mass object (Joergens et al. 2013).
We determined the properties of the disk that surrounds OTS 44 through MC3D
radiative transfer modeling of flux measurements from the optical to the far-IR
including Herschel data (Joergens et al. 2013, 2014). We found that OTS 44 has
a highly flared disk (β >1.3) with a mass of 3.25×10−5M�, i.e. about 10MEarth.
We also investigated the Hα line of OTS 44 in a MAGELLAN I/IMACS spectrum
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Figure 3.: Artist’s view of the accreting and disk-bearing free-floating planetary
mass object OTS 44. Credit: MPIA / A. M. Quetz.

spectrum and found strong Hα emission with an EW of -141 Å indicative of
active accretion. Both the Paβ and Hα emission lines of OTS 44 have broad
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Figure 4.: Relative disk mass versus central mass of stars and brown dwarfs
including OTS 44 (red diamond). Slightly revised version of similar plot from
Joergens et al. (2013).

profiles with the wings extending to velocities of about ±200 km s−1. The Paβ
emission is significantly variable on timescales of a few days, indicating variability
in accretion-related processes of OTS 44. We estimated the mass accretion rate
of OTS 44 to 7.6×10−12 yr−1 by using the Hα line. A mass accretion rate based
on the Paβ line gives a significantly higher value, and we speculate that part of
the Paβ emission might come from other processes related to accretion, such as
outflows. Furthermore, in the course of studying OTS 44, we fitted a photospheric
BT-Settl model to its optical and near-IR SED and derived a lower effective
temperature and higher extinction than was previously found (Luhman 2007).

We have presented the first detection of Paβ emission for a free-floating
object below the deuterium-burning limit. Our analysis of Paβ and Hα emission
of OTS 44 demonstrates that free-floating objects of a few Jupiter masses can be
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active accretors. OTS 44 can be seen as free-floating analog of recently detected
accreting planetary mass companions that orbit stars (e.g., Bowler et al. 2011,
Zhou et al. 2014) and it plays a key role in the study of disk evolution and
accretion physics in an extremely low-gravity and -temperature environment.
Furthermore, OTS 44 (M9.5) is the lowest-mass object to date for which the disk
mass is determined based on far-IR data. Also interesting in this context is the
mm-detection of an M9 dwarf (Scholz et al. 2006). Our detections therefore
extend the exploration of disks and accretion during the T Tauri phase down to
the planetary mass regime. Plotting the relative disk masses of stars and brown
dwarfs including OTS 44 (Fig. 4) shows that the ratio of the disk-to-central-mass
of about 10−2 found for objects between 0.03M� and 14M� is also valid for
OTS 44 at a mass of about 0.01M�. Furthermore, the mass accretion rate of
OTS 44 is consistent with a decreasing trend from stars of several solar masses to
substellar objects down to 0.01M� (Fig. 5). It is also obvious from this figure that
OTS 44 has a relatively high mass accretion rate considering its small mass. These
observations show that the processes that accompany canonical star formation,
disks and accretion, are present down to a central mass of a few Jupiter masses.
This suggests that OTS 44 is formed like a star and that the increasing number of
young free-floating planets and ultra-cool T and Y field dwarfs are the low-mass
extension of the stellar population.

Figure 6 illustrates how a very young free-floating planetary mass object of
about 10 Jupiter masses, such as OTS 44, cools down while aging and becomes
an L dwarf at about 10 Myr, similar to PSO J318.5-22, and a Y dwarf at ≥1 Gyr,
similar to WISE 0855-0714. This illustration uses a plot of the evolution of the
effective temperature by Burrows et al. (2001). While this might not be the most
sophisticated evolutionary model to date and discrepancies with observations can
be seen in the temperature (see caption of Fig. 6), it nevertheless shows very nicely
the general picture of a substellar object shifting through spectral classes during
its evolution.

Acknowledgements. We thank K. Luhman for providing the optical spectrum of OTS 44
and the ESO staff at Paranal for executing the SINFONI observations in service mode.
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Figure 6.: OTS 44 will become a Y dwarf in 109 years. For this illustration of
the evolution of the effective temperature of a very low-mass substellar object
we used a plot of Burrows et al. (2001). Note that the model temperatures are
hotter than the observationally determined temperatures, which are 1700 K for
OTS 44, 1200 K for PSO J318.5-22, and 250 K for WISE 0855-0714.
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Chapter 17

Dynamical Masses of
Pre-Main-Sequence Binary
Systems

Rainer Köhler1, Hector Hiss1

1Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg,
Germany

Abstract. We present results of our ongoing monitoring program for or-
bital motion of T Tauri binaries. Their companions were discovered in the
1990s. With projected separations of 15 – 42 AU, the expected orbital peri-
ods range from 60 to 250 years. We have collected observations using speckle
interferometry, adaptive optics, and lucky imaging. About 16 companions
have clearly moved since their discovery, about 10 of them show signs of
curvature characteristic for orbital motion. For a few binaries, it is already
possible to solve for a (very) preliminary orbit solution.

1. Introduction

The mass is probably the most important parameter for the structure and evo-
lution of a star. For a pre-main-sequence (PMS) star, it is usually estimated
by the star’s location in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram relative to theoretical
model calculations of PMS evolution. Unfortunately, for stars less massive than
∼ 1.5 M�, these estimates vary depending on the calculations used (e.g. Simon
2008; Hillenbrand & White 2004).

Therefore, model-independent mass determinations are crucial for our un-
derstanding of stellar astrophysics. If we determine the orbit of a binary star
with a known distance, we also get its mass. This is the only way to measure
stellar masses directly, without relying on theoretical models. Binary stars are
therefore valuable test cases for theoretical pre-main-sequence tracks.
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In the 1990s, a number of multiplicity surveys among T Tauri stars have
been performed, providing us with a sample of visual binaries with separations
of 0.1 – 0.3′′ (Ghez et al. 1993; Leinert et al. 1993; Köhler & Leinert 1998). At
distances of 140 pc and projected separations of 15 – 42 AU, the expected orbital
periods range from 60 to 250 years.

We are monitoring a number of close visual binaries in the star-forming
region Taurus-Auriga, with the goal to determine their orbits and ultimately
their masses.

2. Observations

Figure 1.: Images of XZ Tau taken with NACO in the Ks-band in November 2006
(left) and with AstraLux through the SDSS z′ filter in October 2013 (right). North
is up, and East to the left. The separation of the two stars is about 0.3 arcsec.
Note that the field of view of the two images is not the same.

For our monitoring program of close binaries, we used different telescopes
and instruments:

– the adaptive optics (AO) system at the 3 m Shane Telescope of Lick obser-
vatory on Mount Hamilton, California (Bauman et al. 2002),

– the AO-system NAOS/Conica (NACO) at ESO’s 8 m Very Large Telescope
on Paranal, Chile (Lenzen et al. 2003; Rousset et al. 2003),

– the lucky imaging camera AstraLux at the 2.2 m telescope on Calar Alto,
Spain (Hormuth et al. 2008).

Figure 1 shows examples of the resulting images.
We paid particular attention to the astrometric calibration of the cameras.

During each observing run, a field near the trapezium in the Orion Nebula Cluster
was observed. The pixel positions of the cluster stars were compared to the
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Table 1.: Period and mass estimates, based on circular orbit models

Name Period estimate [years] Mass estimate [M�]

BD+26 718B 1200 1.3
FO Tau 170 0.8
FS Tau 3000 21
HD 284135 220 3.3
HK Tau G2 210 0.8
IS Tau 190 1.1
IW Tau 320 1.7
LkHα332 G1 220 0.8
RX J0430.8+2113 72 59
RX J0444.4+1952 68 14
UZ Tau w 420 0.8
XZ Tau 1060 1.0

coordinates given in Close et al. (2012), which in turn are based on HST-positions
of a few cluster stars. We computed the mean pixel scale and orientation of the
detector from a global fit of all star positions. The scatter of values derived from
star pairs were used to estimate the errors.

3. Results

Many of the close binary T Tauri stars in Taurus-Auriga show changes in their
relative positions. However, none of the stars in our monitoring program has
moved enough for a full orbit fit. In order to get an estimate for the binary
periods, we fit circular orbits to the data. The fitting procedure is the same
as described in, e.g., Köhler et al. (2013), except that only orbit models with
eccentricity zero were used. The results for the cases where the fit converged
are listed in table 1. Most of the mass estimates appear plausible, although our
experience with incomplete orbit fits shows that more data can change the result
by a factor of 2 or more.

Some of the estimated
masses (FS Tau, RX J0430.8+2113, and RX J0444.4+1952) do not agree with
the mass expected for a star of their spectral type. In general, this indicates that
more observations are required to determine the orbit.

However, Sebastian Daemgen pointed out during the workshop that this
could also be the result of an overestimated distance to the systems. In particular,
RX J0444.4+1952 might not be a member of the Taurus-Auriga star-forming
region, but a young foreground star. Since the dynamical mass is proportional
to the third power of the semi-major axis (which is proportional to the distance
of the system), a change in distance by a factor of 2 results in a mass that is off
by almost an order of magnitude.

From the spectral type of RX J0444.4+1952, we would expect the system
mass to be about 0.86M� (Daemgen, priv. comm.). The mass depends only
weakly on the age and is nearly the same for an age between 2 and 20 Myr. Our
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Figure 2.: Orbits of the stars that have moved far enough to solve for a prelimi-
nary orbit. The observed positions are marked by their error ellipses. The year of
the first and latest observation is given. The green ellipse shows the best-fitting
circular orbit. The dashed line marks the line of nodes.
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dynamical mass estimate would also be 0.86M� if the distance to the binary was
only about 55 pc instead of the canonical distance to Taurus-Auriga of 140 pc.

The spectral type of the second star with an implausible large mass,
RX J0430.8+2113, is G8 (Wichmann et al. 1996). At this spectral type, the
mass depends strongly on the age. It is about 3.5M� at 1 Myr, but only about
1.2M� at 20 Myr. At a distance of 55 pc, our dynamical mass would be 3.6M�.
However, a star of this mass would be much brighter than observed. The star is
either even closer than 55 pc, or our orbit fit is still far from the true orbit (which
we consider to be the more likely explanation).
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4. Outlook

We will continue to monitor the close young binaries in Taurus-Auriga and other
star-forming regions. The next AstraLux observations are scheduled for Novem-
ber 2014. With astrometric measurements collected in a few more years, we
expect to be able to carry out full orbit fits for some of our targets. By then,
Gaia will have provided precise parallaxes, which will resolve the uncertainty of
the distance.

Acknowledgements. We thank the staff at Lick, Paranal, and Calar Alto observatory for
carrying out the observations.
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Chapter 18

Star-planet interactions

A. F. Lanza
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Via S. Sofia, 78 – 95123 Catania, Italy

Abstract. Stars interact with their planets through gravitation, radiation,
and magnetic fields. I shall focus on the interactions between late-type stars
with an outer convection zone and close-in planets, i.e., with an orbital semi-
major axis smaller than ≈ 0.15 AU. I shall review the roles of tides and
magnetic fields considering some key observations and discussing theoretical
scenarios for their interpretation with an emphasis on open questions.

1. Introduction

Stars interact with their planets through gravitation, radiation, and magnetic
fields. I shall focus on the case of main-sequence late-type stars and close-in
planets (orbit semimajor axis a ∼< 0.15 AU) and limit myself to a few examples.
Therefore, I apologize for missing important topics in this field some of which have
been covered in the contributions by Jardine, Holtzwarth, Grissmeier, Jeffers, and
others at this Conference.

The space telescopes CoRoT (Auvergne et al. 2009) and Kepler (Borucki et
al. 2010) have opened a new era in the detection of extrasolar planets and the
study of their interactions with their host stars because they allow us, among
others, to measure stellar rotation in late-type stars through the light modula-
tion induced by photospheric brightness inhomogeneities (e.g., Affer et al. 2012;
McQuillan et al. 2014; Lanza et al. 2014). Moreover, the same flux modulation
can be used to derive information on the active longitudes where starspots pref-
erentially form and evolve (e.g., Lanza et al. 2009a; Bonomo & Lanza 2012)a.
Combining all the information together, we can study the correlation between

aDetailed tests of the capability of spot modelling to recover the actual distributions of the active
regions have been performed, e.g., for the Sun as a star (Lanza et al. 2007), CoRoT-2, using
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stellar rotation, spot activity, and close-in planets as well as investigate the rela-
tionships between different stellar and orbital parameters as derived by follow-up
observations. A recent result obtained by studying the rotation of Kepler plan-
etary candidates is the paucity of close-in planets around fast-rotating stars. I
shall discuss models to account for this intriguing phenomenon in Sect. 2.

Optical spectroscopy allows us to study the emission of stellar chromospheres
in lines such as Ca II H&K or Hα. Some indication of chromospheric features as-
sociated to close-in planets have been reported. Stellar coronae can be monitored
through X-ray observations and also in that case there have been reports concern-
ing possible planetary effects. Therefore, I shall consider interactions potentially
leading to chromospheric and coronal features in Sect. 3. The high-energy radi-
ation emitted by stellar coronae plays a fundamental role in the evaporation of
the atmospheres of close-in planets, but other kinds of interactions can play a
role as well (cf. Sect. 4.). The presence of close-in planets may affect the evolu-
tion of the stellar angular momentum and this aspect will be briefly discussed in
Sect. 5. Finally, circumstantial evidence for photospheric starspot activity related
to close-in planets will be introduced in Sect. 6., while some general conclusions
will be reported in Sect. 6.

2. Some tidal effects in star-planet systems

A general introduction to tides in stars and planets is provided by, e.g., Zahn
(2008), Mathis et al. (2013), Zahn (2013), and Ogilvie (2014). A remarkable
observational result that has been connected to the action of tides is the dearth
of close-in planets, i.e. with orbital period Porb ∼< 3−5 d, around rapidly rotating
stars, i.e, with a rotation period Prot ∼< 3 − 5 d, among Kepler candidates (see
Fig. 1 and McQuillan et al. 2013; Walkowicz & Basri 2013).

Teitler & Königl (2014) proposed an interpretation based on the tidal evo-
lution of the orbits of close-in planets. Their model included the evolution of
the rotation of the host stars under the action of tides, stellar wind and internal
coupling between the radiative interior and the convection zone. In their model,
the tidal interaction between stars and planets is quite strong with a stellar mod-
ified tidal quality factor Q′∗ ' 105− 106, leading a remarkable fraction of close-in
planets to end their evolution by falling into their hosts.

A different explanation was proposed by Lanza & Shkolnik (2014) by consid-
ering that most of the Kepler planetary candidates have radii Rp ∼< 3−4 R⊕ and
are probably members of multi-planet systems. In such systems secular chaotic
interactions generally develop. They can induce large excursions in the orbital
eccentricity of the innermost planet, while its semimajor axis stays nearly con-
stant (Laskar 1997, 2008; Wu & Lithwick 2011). When those systems reach a
stationary dynamical regime, the distribution function of the eccentricity of the
innermost planets f(e) is predicted to follow a Rayleigh distribution, i.e.:

f(e) ∝ e exp

(
− e2

2σ2

)
, (18.1)

starspot occultations during transits (Silva-Valio & Lanza 2011), and HR 1099, using Doppler
imaging (Lanza et al. 2006).
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where the standard deviation σ depends on the mass of the planets and their
perturbers. In Fig. 2 we plot the observed eccentricity distribution for planets
with a projected mass ≥ 0.1 MJ, i.e., massive enough to allow a sufficiently
accurate determination of the eccentricity from their spectroscopic orbits. Only
values of e > 0.07 have been considered because lower values may be spurious and
result from errors or noise in radial velocity measurements. To reduce the effects
of tides that circularize the orbits, only planets with a periastron distance between
0.1 and 10 AU have been considered as in Wu & Lithwick (2011). Fig. 2 shows
that a Rayleigh distribution function with σ ' 0.2 is not too a bad approximation
to the observed eccentricity distribution. Of course, it includes systems with very
different ages, i.e., for which secular perturbations have acted for different time
intervals, so the stationary theoretical distribution is not expected to match it
accurately.

When the periastron distance of the innermost planet becomes small enough
(∼< 0.05− 0.07 AU), the planet experiences a strong tidal encounter with its host
star and its orbit is shrunk and circularized on a timescale of the order of a few
tens of Myr thanks to tidal dissipation inside the planet itself. Considering a
simple model for the probability of such a tidal encounter, Lanza & Shkolnik
(2014) can account for the observed distribution of the orbital periods of the
planets in the range 3 ∼< Porb ∼< 15 d around main-sequence stars of different ages
as estimated from gyrochronology (Barnes 2007). In their model, the probability
of finding a planet on a close orbit is higher for older stars because there has been
more time for the secular chaos to excite a higher eccentricity of the planetary
orbit before the tidal encounter. Since older stars are slower rotators owing to
magnetic braking, the probability of finding closer planets is higher around slowly
rotating stars.

A limitation of both Königl & Teitler’s and Lanza & Shkolnik’s models is
that the predicted frequency of systems on very close orbits (Porb ∼< 1 − 2 d) is
noticeably different from the observed one. This may indicate that both models
are missing some important process that shapes the distribution of such systems,
e.g., secular perturbations in the case of Königl & Teitler, or a final decay of the
orbits due to tides inside the stars for Lanza & Shkolnik.

The two models require rather different tidal dissipation efficiencies inside
the host stars. A value of Q′∗ ∼ 105−106 as considered by Teitler & Königl (2014),
is expected to produce a detectable orbital period variation (O − C ∼ 5 − 80 s)
in one or two decades in the case of systems with transiting hot Jupiters such as
Kepler-17 (Bonomo & Lanza 2012), CoRoT-11 (Lanza et al. 2011a), or WTS-2
(Birkby et al. 2014). Therefore, a long-term timing of a sample of transiting hot
Jupiters should constrain the efficiency of tidal dissipation in their host stars,
indirectly testing the assumptions of Teitler & Königl’s model. It is important
to observe a sufficiently large sample of systems to be able to disentangle the
tidal orbital evolution from perturbations induced by possible third bodies in the
systems themselves.

In addition to the distribution of the orbital eccentricity of planets with pe-
riastron distance ∼> 0.1 AU, another test of secular chaos may be provided by
the distribution of the projected obliquity of the planetary orbits that can be
measured through the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect. Thanks to the high precision
of the HARPS and HARPS-N spectrographs, this has become feasible also for
planets orbiting slowly rotating, old stars with orbital periods of several days
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(cf. Esposito et al. 2014) for which secular chaos is expected to induce a signif-
icant fraction of highly inclined or even retrograde orbits (e.g., Wu & Lithwick
2011). Considering a sufficiently large sample of such systems, in principle the
predictions of the secular chaotic model for the orbital evolution can be testedb.

Figure 1.: Rotation period vs. the orbital period of the innermost planet for
the sample of candidate transiting planets considered by McQuillan et al. (2013).
The size of the green symbols indicates the radius of the planet as specified in
the legend. The red solid line indicates the lower boundary of the distribution as
determined by McQuillan et al. (2013), while the dashed orange line marks the
locus of synchronized stellar rotation (Prot = Porb).

3. Magnetic interactions in stellar chromospheres and coronae

I shall focus on a few observations and the models proposed for their interpre-
tation. Then I shall briefly consider the star-planet magnetic interactions from
a more general perspective with the help of some recent magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) models.

3.1 Some selected observations

Chromospheric hot spots rotating in phase with the orbit of a hot Jupiter rather
than with the stellar rotation have been reported by, e.g., Shkolnik et al. (2003,
2005, 2008), and Gurdemir et al. (2012). The power emitted by those spots can

bThis possibility has been suggested by Dr. K. Poppenhaeger in a comment to my talk.
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Figure 2.: Distribution of the eccentricity of the planets with mass > 0.1 MJ,
periastron distance between 0.1 and 10 AU, and e ≥ 0.07. The histogram is
based on the data extracted on July 21 2014 from the Exoplanets Data Explorer
(http://exoplanets.org). The semiamplitudes of the error bars correspond to
twice the square root of the number of planets in each bin. The red dot-dashed
line is proportional to a Rayleigh function with σ = 0.2 (cf. Eq. (18.1) in the
present paper and Fig. 6 in Wu & Lithwick 2011).

reach ∼ 1020 − 1021 W, i.e., a few percent of the entire chromospheric flux and
they are not stationary phenomena because they are observed only in 30 − 50
percent of the seasons in the case of HD 179949 and υ And, the systems with
the best evidence to date. The spots are not at the subplanetary longitude, but
are shifted up to ∼ 170◦ in the case of υ And. Several studies have questioned
the reality of the phenomenon, possibly owing to its non-stationary nature (cf.
Poppenhaeger et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2012; Scandariato et al. 2013). Neverthe-
less, the consideration of those hot spots has greatly stimulated the development
of theoretical models for the interaction between stellar and planetary magnetic
fields (see Sects. 3.2 and 3.3).

Another intriguing observation has been reported by Fossati et al. (2013)
who found a very low level of chromospheric emission in WASP-12, WASP-18,
and a few other systems with transiting hot Jupiters as observed in the Ca II
H&K resonance lines. Not only the Ca II H&K lines, but also the Mg II h&k
lines of WASP-12 show no detectable emission in their cores (Haswell et al. 2012).
The explanation proposed by Haswell et al. (2012) and Fossati et al. (2013) is
that the lack of flux in the cores of the chromospheric resonance lines is due to
absorption by circumstellar material probably evaporated from the very close hot
Jupiter having Porb ∼ 1.1 d in WASP-12. However, the possibility that the star
has a very low intrinsic level of chromospheric activity, even lower than the basal
level generally observed in stars of the same spectral type without hot Jupiters,
cannot be completely excluded in view of the lack of detection of photospheric
magnetic fields (Fossati et al. 2010a). Similarly, Pillitteri et al. (2014a) found a
very low level of coronal X-ray emission in WASP-18 that is unlikely to be due to
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circumstellar absorption and suggests a very low magnetic heating of the outer
stellar atmosphere.

The observations of the transit of the hot Jupiter WASP-12 with HST in the
near ultraviolet (≈ 254 − 280 nm) show an earlier ingress and a deeper transit
than in the optical passband, suggesting absorption by some unevenly distributed
circumplanetary gas, with a density enhancement preceding the planet along its
orbit (Fossati et al. 2010b).

Observations of HD 189733, a K-type main-sequence star with a transiting
hot Jupiter on a Porb ∼ 2.2 d orbit, have detected coronal flares occurring im-
mediately after the egress of the planet from the stellar occultation, i.e. in the
phase range 0.55− 0.65, in three different seasons (Pillitteri et al. 2011, 2014b).
Although the statistics is still limited, such observations suggest a possible con-
nection between the frequency of stellar flares and the orbital phase of the planet,
something possibly reminiscent of the chromospheric hot spot phenomenon, al-
though much more transient in nature (cf. Shkolnik et al. 2008, in particular
their Sect. 3.2).

In view of the above observations, the main questions to be addressed by
theoretical models can be summarized as follows:

a) what is the physical process responsible for the energy dissipated in the
chromospheric hot spots ?

b) why are they shifted with respect to the subplanetary longitude ?

c) what is producing the low level of chromospheric emission in some stars
with transiting hot Jupiters ?

d) What is producing the asymmetric transit profile in the UV in the case of
WASP-12 ?

e) Is there any mechanism to account for preferential orbital phases for flaring
activity as suggested by the observations of HD 189733 ?

3.2 Analytic models of chromospheric and coronal interactions

The first, seminal work on the possibility of star-planet interaction was that of
Cuntz et al. (2000). Since that time, more detailed investigations have been
performed, also pointing out similarities and differences with the Sun-planet in-
teractions. In the Solar system, planets are located in a region where the velocity
of the solar wind vw is greater than the local Alfven velocity vA = B/

√
µρ, where

B is the magnetic field in the interplanetary space, µ the permeability of the
plasma, and ρ its density. In this regime, a bow shock forms at the magneto-
spheric boundary in the case of a planet having an intrinsic magnetic field, as
for the Earth. On the other hand, most close-in planets are probably located in
a region where the velocity of the stellar wind is smaller than the local Alfven
velocity (Preusse et al. 2005), leading to a rather different regime.

The first models proposed to account for chromospheric hot spots were based
on the analogy with the Jupiter-Io system. Io orbits inside the magnetosphere
of Jupiter and is a continuous source of Alfven waves that propagate inward and
reach Jupiter’s atmosphere where they dissipate energy producing a hot spot
that rotates in phase with the orbital motion of the satellite. Io is very likely
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not possessing an intrinsic magnetic field, but it has an electrically conducting
body. In this regime, the excitation and propagation of Alfven waves along
the magnetic field lines of Jupiter’s magnetosphere is described by the so-called
unipolar inductor model (for a review see Saur et al. 2013).

The same model has been applied to account for the stellar chromospheric
hot spots and is capable of explaining the large phase lag between a planet and the
associated hot spot thanks to the travel time needed for the waves to propagate
from the planet to the star (Preusse et al. 2006; Kopp et al. 2011). The location
of the planet inside the sub-alfvenic wind region is a fundamental requisite for
this model because in the super-alfvenic domain any Alfven wave excited close to
the planet is blown away by the wind moving faster than its phase velocity and
cannot propagate down to the star. Saur et al. (2013) find that about 30 percent
of hot Jupiters can excite Alfven waves that may reach their host stars with an
available power up to 1018 − 1019 W. Those estimates are based on the typically
measured stellar fields as derived from spectropolarimetry (e.g. Moutou et al.
2007; Fares et al. 2012; Vidotto et al. 2014b) and adopted planetary fields of
the order of that of Jupiter (≈ 10 − 20 G), and are insufficient by 2 − 3 orders
of magnitude to account for the emission of the hot spots as observed in, e.g.,
HD 179949.

A different approach has been introduced by Lanza (2008, 2009, 2012, 2013).
It assumes that in the domain from the outer stellar atmosphere up to the distance
of the planet: a) gravity and plasma pressure are negligible in comparison to the
Lorentz force; and b) the velocities of the plasma and of the planet are much
smaller than the Alfven velocity. Therefore, the system can be assumed to be
in a stationary, magnetohydrostatic equilibrium. In this regime, the equilibrium
is everywhere characterized by the force-free condition, i.e., the Lorentz force
L = J × B = 0, where J = µ−1(∇ × B) is the current density. In other words,
(∇×B)×B = 0. This means that the curl of the field is everywhere parallel to
the field itself and we can write ∇×B = αB, where α is a scalar that is constant
along each field line as immediately follows by taking the divergence of both sides
of the previous equation and considering that B is solenoidal: B · ∇α = 0.

In general, two different magnetic topologies are possible, if the planet has
an intrinsic magnetic field (cf. Fig. 3). When the boundary conditions at the
base of the stellar corona are such that α 6= 0 along the field lines that reach
the planet, the coronal field and the planetary field are topologically separated
because the planetary field is potential, so that α = 0 along its field lines (cf.
Fig. 3, left panel). In other words, if there were a field line interconnecting the
star and the planet, α would be constant along it, but this is not possible given
that α 6= 0 on the star, while α = 0 on the surface of the planet because currents
are not allowed to propagate through its mostly neutral atmosphere. Therefore,
the stellar and the planetary fields are allowed to interact only at the boundary
of the planetary magnetosphere where magnetic reconnection takes place if the
field lines have different directions.

The radius of the planetary magnetosphere Rm is determined by magnetic
pressure equilibrium between the stellar and planetary fields because the ram
pressure of the stellar wind is assumed to be negligible (Lanza 2009). In this
regime, the power dissipated by the reconnection process is:

Pd ' γ
π

µ

[
B∗

(
a,
π

2

)]2
R2

mvrel, (18.2)
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Figure 3.: Left: Magnetic topology consisting of two separated flux line systems
for the stellar coronal field and the planetary field. The red oval marks the do-
main where oppositely directed magnetic field lines of the two systems reconnect.
Right: Magnetic topology with a loop interconnecting the star and the planet
(P).

where 0 < γ < 1 is an efficiency parameter depending on the relative orientation
of the interacting field lines, B∗

(
a, π2

)
the coronal field at the distance a of the

planet’s orbit assumed to be circular and on the equatorial plane of the star
(colatitude θ = π

2 ), and vrel the relative velocity between the coronal and the
planetary field lines that corresponds to the orbital velocity of the planet for a
slowly rotating star. Considering typically measured fields in active planetary
hosts, B∗(R∗) = 10 − 40 G at the surface of the star (r = R∗), and a planetary
field at its poles Bp = 10 G, we obtain for a typical hot Jupiter around a sun-like
star with vrel = 100−200 km/s, Rm ∼ 4−5 Rp and Pd ∼ 1017−1019 W, where Rp

is the radius of the planet (cf. Lanza 2012)c. This is insufficient by 2− 3 orders
of magnitudes to account for the power emitted by hot spots, although a twisted
stellar force-free field can easily account for the observed phase lag between the
spot and the planet (cf. Lanza 2008, 2009).

Lanza (2012) proposed that the perturbation of the stellar coronal field in-
duced by the motion of the planet may trigger a release of the energy previously
stored in the coronal field itself by reducing the magnetic helicity of its config-
uration. Previous order-of-magnitude calculations by Lanza (2009) showed that
the reduction of magnetic helicity associated with the motion of the planet is
a promising mechanism to account for the power released in hot spots. More-

cThe given power range accounts for different stellar field configurations with the lower values
associated with a potential field and the higher ones with non-linear force-free fields.
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over, a periodic modulation of the magnetic helicity is possible in a long-lived
magnetic loop that reaches to the orbit of the planet. This may trigger flares
with the characteristic periodicity of the orbital period as suggested by Pillitteri
et al. (2014b) in the case of HD 189733. The conjectured mechanism is analo-
gous to that proposed for solar flares where the minimum-energy configuration,
corresponding to a potential magnetic field for the given photospheric boundary
conditions, can be reached only when the magnetic helicity of the coronal field
is substantially reduced as a result of the emergence of new magnetic flux, mo-
tions at the boundary, or a loss of magnetic flux associated with a coronal mass
ejection.

The reduction of the magnetic helicity associated with the orbital motion of
the planet will in general drive the field toward a linear force-free configuration,
that is a field with a constant α along all the different field lines (see Lanza 2009,
2012). Some linear configurations are particularly interesting because they have
a rope of azimuthal flux that encircles the star with closed field lines that do not
intersect the surface of the star (see Fig. 4)d. If the planet is inside the flux rope,
the energy released by magnetic reconnection cannot reach the star and no hot
spot is produced. Nevertheless, the intense stellar ultraviolet radiation and the
energy made available by magnetic reconnection can power the evaporation of
the planetary atmosphere (Lanza 2013) that fills the flux rope with a hot plasma
that subsequently cools and condenses into clumps with a typical temperature of
the order of 104 K. They may effectively absorb in the core of the Mg II h&k or
Ca II H&K lines, accounting for the extremely low flux level in the cores of those
lines in the case of some systems with close-in massive planets (see Sect. 3.1).
The formation of an azimuthal flux rope depends on the boundary conditions
and the value of the helicity of the stellar field in the stationary configuration.
This depends, in turn, on the processes that change magnetic helicity and the
dissipation induced by the planet (see Lanza 2009, for details).

On the other hand, when the magnetic helicity of the stellar field is low, the
field is close to a potential configuration and there can be field lines interconnect-
ing the base of the stellar corona with the surface of the planet (cf. Fig. 3, right
panel). These interconnecting loops are continuously stressed by the orbital mo-
tion of the planet, storing energy in excess of the minimum energy corresponding
to the potential field. If such an energy can be dissipated at the same rate it
is stored into the loop, the field can attain a stationary configuration and the
interconnecting loop becomes a persistent feature of the system. The dissipated
power can be easily calculated from the flux of the Poynting vector across the
base of the interconnecting loop at the pole of the planet (Lanza 2013) and is:

Pint '
2π

µ
fAPR

2
pB

2
pvrel, (18.3)

where fAP is the fraction of the planetary surface crossed by the interconnecting
field lines (typically fAP ∼ 0.1 − 0.2, cf. Adams 2011). The dissipated power
reaches 1020−1021 W for the typical parameters adopted above, easily accounting
for the emission of hot spots. The probability of having a stellar axisymmetric

dAlso non-linear axisymmetric force-free configurations can have an azimuthal flux rope, but for
simplicity here we shall limit ourselves to the linear case that represents the minimum energy
configuration for a given total helicity.
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Figure 4.: Meridional section of an axisymmetric coronal force-free field with
an azimuthal magnetic flux rope consisting of closed field lines that encircle the
star. The projections of the field lines onto the meridional plane are shown as
green solid lines, while the projection of the stellar surface is given by the black
semicircle centered at the origin of the reference frame. The unit of measure is
the radius R of the star with the Cartesian coordinates x and z measured from
the origin at the center of the star in the equatorial plane and along the spin
axis, respectively. The filled orange circle marks the position of a planet orbiting
in the equatorial plane inside the azimuthal flux rope.

potential field is higher when the magnetic helicity is low, that is in the phases
of minimum of the stellar cycle when the large-scale field is mainly poloidal
according to solar-like dynamo modelse. This could explain why chromospheric

eNote that a non-axisymmetric field would produce a chromospheric hot spot with a periodicity
different from the orbital period of the planet (see Lanza 2012, for details).
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hot spots are not stationary features since they can be preferentially produced
during the minima of a stellar activity cycle. Note that in the case of F-type
stars magnetic cycles can be as short as a couple of years as observed in the case
of τ Bootis (Fares et al. 2009).

Finally, it is interesting to mention models proposed to explain the asym-
metric and deeper transits of WASP-12 in the ultraviolet. Since the planet is
close to filling its Roche lobe, Lai et al. (2010) proposed that a stream of mat-
ter flowing toward the star through the inner Lagrangian point and tilted in the
direction of the orbital motion by the conservation of the angular momentum
could absorb light in the UV just before the transit when its column density is
the highest. Alternatively, a bow shock may develop in front of the planet due to
its orbital motion inside the stellar corona or wind. This idea has been further
explored by Vidotto et al. (2010), Llama et al. (2011), and Vidotto et al. (2011)
and can in principle provide an estimate of the strength of the planetary field, if
the stellar coronal field intensity is known by extrapolating the field observed on
the photosphere through spectropolarimetric techniques.

3.3 Numerical models

Several results of analytic models have been confirmed by numerical MHD models.
They can include the effects of finite plasma pressure and gravity, and simulate
non-stationary configurations going beyond the very simple assumptions of ana-
lytic models. On the other hand, numerical models cannot fully resolve all the
physically relevant lengthscales of the systems, therefore they include simplified
(sometimes even crude) parameterization of the processes over sub-grid scales.
Nevertheless, the recent progress in the field of stellar MHD simulations (e.g.,
Brun et al. 2014) makes them truly promising to explore star-planet magnetic
interactions as well (e.g., Strugarek et al. 2012, 2014).

Interesting results were obtained by Cohen et al. (2009, 2011a,b) who con-
firmed the possibility of forming interconnecting magnetic loops that can be
stressed by the orbital motion of the planet and suggested that enough energy is
available to account for the chromospheric hot spots in the case of HD 179949
or υ And. Those simulations included a realistic large-scale field geometry as
obtained by extrapolating the field measured on the stellar photosphere through
spectropolarimetric techniques. They were not limited to simple, stationary con-
figurations and were extended to treat time-dependent events such as the inter-
action of a coronal mass ejection with a planet.

Recent work focussed on M-type dwarf stars whose habitable zones are closer
than in the case of the brighter sun-like stars. By extrapolating spectropolarimet-
ric field observations, it has become possible to study the large-scale geometry
of their Alfven surfaces, i.e., the transition surfaces separating the sub-alfvenic
wind regions from the super-alfvenic ones (e.g., Vidotto et al. 2014a). Cohen et
al. (2014) showed that the formation of a bow shock in the super-alfvenic wind
regime helps to protect the planet from the effect of mass loss, even when the
evaporation induced by stellar irradiation is strong, because most of the plan-
etary field lines along which the evaporating plasma flows are bent and closed
back in the magnetospheric tail. On the other hand, in the sub-alfvenic regime,
a substantial fraction of the field lines are open and connected to the wind field
lines, thus the evaporating plasma is free to escape from the planet producing
a significantly larger mass loss. Since the Alfven surface, as reconstructed by
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photospheric field extrapolation, is generally irregular and far from a spherically
symmetric shape, the MHD regime can switch from sub- to super-alfvenic and
viceversa several times along the orbit of the planet. Adding the time variability
of the stellar field (long-term activity evolution and/or short-term stellar activity
cycles) this makes a planet experience rather different regimes during its lifetime.

4. Evaporation of planetary atmospheres

Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003, 2004, 2008), Linsky et al. (2010), and others found
evidence of a deeper transit in the Lyman-α and other far-ultraviolet lines (e.g.,
of SiIII λ120.65 nm, CII λ133.45 and λ133.57 nm) with depths 2−3 times greater
than in the optical bandpass for HD 209458, HD 189733, and WASP-12. A
remarkable time variability has been reported by Lecavelier des Etangs et al.
(2012) in the case of HD 189733. The absorbing material extends beyond the
planetary Roche lobe and has velocities ranging from several tens to ≈ 100− 150
km/s. These observations are interpreted as evidence of evaporation of planetary
atmospheres. Haswell et al. (2012) extended the approach to the near-ultraviolet
lines finding evidence of evaporation in WASP-12b.

The stellar extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) flux (λ ∼< 91 nm) has been identified
as the main source of energy to power the evaporation. It depends on the spectral
type and the rotation rate of the star that determine the overall heating level of
the transition region and the corona emitting in that passband. The flux can
vary remarkably along a stellar activity cycle (at least by a factor of 2 − 3 in
the Sun) and be enhanced during flares. Owing to absorption by interstellar
Hydrogen, it is difficult to measure the EUV flux, so different estimates of it have
been proposed for stars of various ages and spectral types (e.g., Ribas et al. 2005;
Lecavelier Des Etangs 2007; Sanz-Forcada et al. 2011; Linsky et al. 2013).

Recently, Buzasi (2013) and Lanza (2013) proposed an additional source to
power evaporation, i.e., the energy released by magnetic reconnection between
stellar and planetary fields at the boundary of the planetary magnetosphere (cf.
Sect. 3.2 and Eq. 18.2). Reconnection accelerates electrons that are conveyed
down along the magnetic field lines reaching the base of the planetary exosphere,
where they induce evaporation and chemical reactions. An estimate of the min-
imum available power in units of that of the EUV flux (Lecavelier Des Etangs
2007) is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the orbital semimajor axis for differ-
ent configurations of the stellar magnetic field. Specifically, we assume that the
coronal field depends on the radial distance r from the center of the star as
B∗(r) = B∗(R∗)(r/R∗)

−s, where B∗(R∗) is the field at the surface of the star
(r = R∗) and 2 ≤ s ≤ 3 is a parameter depending on the field geometry, ranging
from s = 2 for a purely radial field to s = 3 for a potential field; intermediate
values are associated with force-free fields (cf. Lanza 2012, 2013). Assum-
ing a planetary field comparable with that of Jupiter (Bp = 10 G), a stellar
field B∗(R∗) = 10 G, as indicated by spectropolarimetric observations (Moutou
et al. 2007; Fares et al. 2012), and γ = 0.5, we find that planets closer than
0.03− 0.05 AU experience a magnetic heating greater than the estimated stellar
EUV flux. The corresponding mass loss is therefore significantly increased, al-
though the effect is generally not large enough to completely ablate the closest
planets during the main-sequence lifetime of their host stars (see Lanza 2013).
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Given the remarkable time variability of stellar magnetic fields, we expect
that magnetically powered evaporation is not constant. Kawahara et al. (2013)
suggest that the evaporation rate in the very close transiting object KIC 12557548
(Porb ∼ 0.6536 d) be modulated by the rotation of its spotted star. This could
arise from the rotational modulation of the EUV flux coming from its active
regions, but also a magnetically-induced evaporation may be invoked because
the stellar magnetic field at the boundary of the planetary magnetosphere is
modulated as well.

Energetic electrons accelerated by reconnection and conveyed into the plan-
etary exosphere can produce chemical reactions that lead to the formation of
molecules such as C2H2, C2H4, NH3, C6H6. They have potential astrobiological
relevance and may not be produced with the same efficiency by EUV radiation
because photons have no electric charge (cf. Rimmer et al. 2014a,b; Stark et al.
2014).

5. Star-planet interaction and evolution of stellar rotation

Pont (2009), Brown et al. (2011), and Bolmont et al. (2012), among others,
proposed that tides can spin up planet-hosting stars, especially in the case of giant
planets orbiting slowly rotating late-type stars. A quantitative study, however,
is made difficult by our limited knowledge of the tidal coupling in star-planet
systems and its dependence on the stellar rotation rate (see Sect. 2. and Ogilvie
& Lin 2007). Moreover, some theoretical models predict that the braking of
stellar rotation in late-type stars produced by their magnetized winds can be
reduced thanks to the interaction with a close-in planet (e.g., Cohen et al. 2010;
Lanza 2010).

Brown (2014) compared the ages estimated for stars with close-in planets
by means of gyrochronology and isochrone fitting, but the large intrinsic errors
prevented him from reaching definite conclusions. Some progress should be pos-
sible by applying asteroseismology to improve the determination of stellar ages
(cf. Angus 2014), independently of the rotation rate.

Another approach exploits the presence of a distant, presumably co-eval,
visual companion whose age can be estimated from its X-ray coronal flux. Pop-
penhaeger & Wolk (2014) summarize the results obtained so far and find that
CoRoT-2 and, to a lesser extent, HD 189733, appear to rotate faster than ex-
pected from gyrochronology on the basis of the estimated ages of their visual
companions, respectively.

6. Evidence of star-planet interaction in photospheric activity ?

The possibility that photospheric active regions be associated with close-in plan-
ets has also been considered. Santos et al. (2003) reported the intriguing case
of HD 192263, a K2V star accompanied by a planet with an orbital period of
24.35 d and a projected mass of 0.72 MJ, that showed during some seasons a
photometric modulation with the same period of its planet. This led Henry et
al. (2002) to question the planetary nature of the radial velocity modulation,
but its long-term stability supports the reality of the planet. The coincidence
Prot ' Porb would be easily understood in terms of tidal synchronization of the
stellar rotation with the orbital motion, but the long orbital period makes the
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Figure 5.: Upper panel: ratio of the power delivered by magnetic reconnection
into the planetary atmosphere to the power of the stellar EUV irradiation vs. the
orbital semimajor axis. The parameter s = 2.0 corresponds to a stellar magnetic
field having radially directed field lines (see the text). The horizontal dotted
line marks Pmag = PEUV, i.e., the two sources of evaporation having the same
power. Middle panel: the same as the upper panel, but for a force-free field with
s = 2.5. Lower panel: the same as the upper panel, but for a potential coronal
field (s = 3.0).

tidal interaction remarkably weak in this system. Of course, the possibility that
the stellar rotation period is close to the orbital period of the planet by chance
cannot be excluded, but an alternative exotic interpretation is that the formation
and evolution of starspots are in some way coupled with the orbital motion of
the planet. Further similar cases have been reported.

Walker et al. (2008) studied the case of τ Bootis, an F-type star rotating syn-
chronously with the orbital period of its massive planet (Prot ∼ Porb ∼ 3.3 d). It
showed a long-lived active region that has maintained an approximately constant
phase lag of ≈ 75◦ with respect to the planet for at least ≈ 5 years.

Lanza et al. (2009b) found that in the F-type dwarf star CoRoT-4 the ro-
tation of the photospheric starspots was approximately synchronous with the
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orbital period of the planet (Porb ∼ 9.2 d) and there was a spot close to the sub-
planetary longitude during most of the CoRoT observations covering a time span
of ∼ 60 d. Tides are weak in the CoRoT-4 system because of the long orbital
period and the relatively low mass of the planet (∼ 0.75 MJ).

Another interesting case is that of CoRoT-6, a F9V star that has a planet
with a mass of ∼ 3 MJ and Porb = 8.89 d, while the mean stellar rotation
period is Prot ∼ 6.35 d. Lanza et al. (2011b) found that starspot activity was
enhanced in the active regions when they crossed a longitude that was trailing
the subplanetary longitude by ∼ 200◦ during the ∼ 150 d of CoRoT observations.

A phenomenon reminiscent of such a behaviour was found by Béky et al.
(2014) in the transiting systems HAT-P-11 and Kepler-17. The rotation periods
of those stars are not synchronized with the orbital periods of their planets,
respectively, but are close to an integer multiple of them. Precisely, Prot ∼
6Porb in the case of HAT-P-11 and Prot ∼ 8Porb in Kepler-17. The intriguing
phenomenon is that, in spite of the imperfect commensurability of the mean
rotation and orbital periods, there are starspots that rotate with an almost perfect
commensurable period in both systems. This is demonstrated by the recurrence
of their occultations by the planets at the same orbital phases along datasets
spanning more than ≈ 800 days. The observed recurrence rates of those starspots
are about 2.3 times the values expected in the case of a random distribution of
their rotation rates.

Although a global estimate of the probability that the coincidences reported
above occurred by chance has not been given yet, the cases based on CoRoT and
especially Kepler long-term observations suggest that a close-in massive planet
may in some way modulate the starspot activity in the photosphere of its host
star. Other intriguing observations refer to preferential orbital phases for an
enhancement of the stellar flux variability (Pagano et al. 2009) and a short-term
starspot cycle in CoRoT-2 with a period close to ten times the synodic period of
the planet with respect to the mean stellar rotation period (Lanza et al. 2009a). A
similar short-term spot cycle was observed in Kepler-17, but no commensurability
with the synodic period was found in that case (Bonomo & Lanza 2012).

From the theoretical side, it is difficult to find a physical mechanism to ac-
count for a starspot activity phased to the orbital motion of a close-in planet.
In the case of close active binaries, the strong tides in the almost synchronized
component stars might interact with large scale convection and lead to active
longitudes that rotate almost in phase with the orbital motion (cf. Weber et
al. 2013, for the role of large-scale convection in the formation of active longi-
tudes). Magnetic flux tubes close to the base of the convection zone could also
be de-stabilized by the tidal deformation of the stars producing active longitudes
(Holzwarth & Schüssler 2003a,b). However, it is unclear whether those mecha-
nisms may account for the phenomena observed in planetary systems because the
mass of a hot Jupiter is of the order of 10−3 of the mass of a stellar companion,
so tidal effects are dominated by stochastic convective motions inside the star.
However, numerical simulations of the dynamo action in systems affected by tides
are beginning to be performed and they have the potential to shed light on those
effects (cf. Cébron & Hollerbach 2014).

It has also been conjectured that the interaction between the planetary and
the stellar magnetic fields may modulate the total magnetic helicity of the stellar
field that, in turn, affects the operation of the stellar dynamo (cf. Brandenburg
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& Subramanian 2005). Helicity is mainly dissipated by eruptive processes in the
corona such as mass ejections and large flares, so it is conceivable that a planet
moving close to its star may modulate the occurrence of those phenomena and
indirectly affect the stellar dynamo (see Lanza 2008, 2009, 2011, for details).

7. Conclusions

Star-planet interactions are a fascinating field. I have reviewed some topics that
have mostly impressed me and that are promising for further investigations both
observationally and theoretically. Planetary systems offer the opportunity to test
tidal theories in previously unexplored regimes with extreme mass ratio between
the two bodies, eccentric orbits, and stellar rotation far away from synchroniza-
tion. Tides in multi-body systems can also be investigated. I have discussed
in some detail one application of the tidal models to account for the intriguing
distribution of Kepler candidate systems in the Prot − Porb plane.

Magnetic interactions in systems with close-in planets can take place in a
regime characterized by a local Alfven speed smaller than the plasma (stellar
wind) speed. This allows a perturbation excited by the planet to propagate
down to its host star in a regime not observed in our Solar system. Simple
MHD models predict different magnetic configurations in star-planet systems.
Configurations characterized by an azimuthal magnetic flux rope may store the
plasma evaporating from a close-in planet possibly accounting for the presence of
circumstellar absorption as suggested by the observations of some systems. On
the other hand, magnetic loops interconnecting the star with the planet may be
stressed by the orbital motion of the planet and dissipate powers up to 1020 −
1021 W that may account for chromospheric hot spots moving in phase with
the planet rather than with stellar rotation. The energy dissipated by magnetic
reconnection can play a relevant role in the evaporation of planetary atmospheres,
especially for close-in (∼< 0.05 AU) planets.

Photospheric spots and coronal flares associated with a close-in planet have
been suggested by recent observations. Moreover, the magnetic and tidal interac-
tions between a planet and its host may affect the angular momentum evolution
and the activity level of the star making standard gyrochronology difficult to
apply.

New observations and theoretical models are mandatory for making progress
in this field. A long-term monitoring of an extended sample of targets is neces-
sary to confirm the phenomena suggested by the observations discussed above.
The most severe limitation in the case of CoRoT and Kepler is the scarcity of
bright stars with close-in massive planets, the only systems for which these subtle
effects can be detected. The recently selected space mission PLATO is therefore
particularly interesting because it is dedicated to the detection, characterization,
and long-term (at least 2− 3 yr) monitoring of planetary systems orbiting bright
stars (Rauer et al. 2014). For those stars, asteroseismology can allow us to de-
termine the age with typical errors of 10− 15 percent, thus allowing to test and
calibrate gyrochronology for planetary hosts (cf. Sect. 5.).
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Abstract.
We present an observing method that permits the determination of the

absolute stellar spin axis position angle based on spectro-astrometric obser-
vations for slowly-rotating late-type stars. This method is complementary to
current interferometric observations that determine the orientation of stellar
spin axis for early-type fast-rotating stars.

Spectro-astrometry enables us to study phenomena below the diffrac-
tion limit, at the milli-arcsecond scale. It relies on the wavelength depen-
dent variations of the centroid position of a structured source in a long-slit
spectrum. A rotating star has a slight tilt in its spectral lines, which induces
a displacement of the photocentre’s position. By monitoring the amplitude
of the displacement for varying slit orientations, we can infer the absolute
position angle of the stellar spin axis.

Finally, we present first observational results on Aldebaran obtained
with the Thüringer Landesternwarte high resolution spectrograph. We were
able to retrieve Aldebaran’s position angle with less than 10◦ errors.

1. Motivation

1.1 Introduction

In their earliest variations, stellar formation theory, directly inspired by our own
solar system, predicted that during its formation the star conserved its angular
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momentum, and consequently the spin axis orientation and kept a perfect spin-
orbit alignment if the system happened to host planets. Nowadays, the large
number of misaligned system discovered in the last decades, be it spin-orbit mis-
alignment in cases of exoplanets (Fabrycky et al 2009), or spin-axis misalignment
in cases of binaries (Albrecht et al 2009), imply that stellar formation is more
chaotic than imagined before. Finally, recent simulations converge towards a state
of random distribution of stellar spin axes (Bate et al 2010) in open clusters.

Recent interferometric observations have managed to determine the spin axis
orientation for a handful of early-type fast-rotating stars (Monnier et al (2007)
and deSouza et al (2003)). Indeed, fast rotating stars are theorized to present
cases of gravitation-darkening, i.e. the equatorial latitude of the star is cooler than
the polar latitude. By imaging the oblateness of those stars and the brightness
distribution, it is possible to retrieve the absolution orientation of the stellar spin
axes.

However, this method would not work for slowly-rotating late-type stars
as they neither present gravitational darkening nor oblateness strong enough
to be measured. Hence, we propose an alternative method relying on spectro-
astrometric observations, to determine the absolute position angle of the stellar
spin axis for those late-type slowly rotating stars.

1.2 Spectro-astrometry

Spectro-astrometry is an observing technique relying on long-slit spectra. Taking
advantage of the conservation of the spatial information along the slit spatial
axis, this technique resolves spatial features in the milli-arcsecond scale, well be-
low the diffraction limit of the telescope. Since each slit orientation delivers only
one-dimensional content along that orientation, it is necessary to probe several
slit orientations on sky to unravel the full spatial information. Finally, it is com-
mon to probe anti-parallel slit orientations. By doing so, instrumental artefacts
are identified and can be strongly reduced when subtracting both orientations
(Brannigam et al 2006).

In practice, the spatial information is extracted by measuring the wavelength
dependence of the photocentre of the spectral order. This is either done via
Gaussian fit or arithmetic weighted mean. Both methods are valid and yield
similar results, assuming the spectra were properly corrected for bad pixels. As
a result, the position of the photocentre is measured with sub-pixel precision,
enabling the milli-arcsecond scale information.

Nonetheless the analysis of the position spectrum still requires a proper
understanding of the features one wishes to observe. For instance, spectro-
astrometry was used successfully for mapping the surfaces of giant stars (Voigt
and Wiedemann 2009).

2. The Method

We use in the method the angle conventions defined in the figure 1. The absolute
stellar position angle is deduced from: PAstar = PAslit +ψ. Since the orientation
of the slit on sky is known, the determination of the stellar position angle is
directly linked to the measurement of the angle ψ.

The star is no longer considered as an unresolved point source on the slit,
which means that Doppler effects due to the star’s rotation can no longer be
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Figure 1.: Angle conventions used for the method.
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Figure 2.: Stellar profile in the wavelength-spatial referential taking into account
the Doppler shifts cause by the stellar rotation, and the angle between slit and
spin axis.

neglected. The part of the star coming towards us is blue shifted, and the portion
of the star moving away from the observer is red shifted. While the spatial axis
of the slit conserves the spatial information, the dispersion axis translates these
Doppler shifts into wavelength displacements. Once the two informations are
combined, it is possible to model the star in the wavelength-spatial referential
proper to the spectrograph. As seen on the figure 2, in the wavelength-spatial
referential, the star is no longer a round object, but a slanted ellipse whose
inclination is linked to the angle ψ. As a result, the stellar lines, which are the
result of the convolution of the intrinsic stellar spectrum with the two-dimensional
model of the star in the spectrograph’s referential, are tilted with the angle ψ.

The tilt of the stellar lines follows a sine function of the form : sin(ψ−PAstar).
It is measured as a displacement in the position spectrum at the position of the
stellar lines, i.e. the photocentre of the spectral order is displaced from the
continuum. By monitoring the amplitude of this displacement as a function of
the slit orientation, it is possible to retrieve the absolute position angle of the
star, as illustrated step-by-step in figure 3.
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Figure 3.: Working principle of the method: The stellar rotation induces a line tilt
whose inclination is correlated to the angle ψ as seen in the upper row. The line
tilt is translated in the position spectrum as a displacement from the continuum
as shown in the middle row. The amplitude of the displacement with probed slit
orientation follow a sine curve whose phase yields the absolute stellar position
angle.

2.1 Retrieving the signal in the position spectrum

In some cases, e.g. when the seeing and the spectrograph plate scale are small,
the displacement of the photocentre in the position spectrum at the line position
is visible with the naked eye, and can be directly measured. However, in most
cases, we expect the signal to be drown in a sea of noise. Then retrieving the dis-
placement amplitude becomes a challenge. As a solution, we propose to proceed
to a cross-correlation analysis between position spectrum and the derivative of
the intensity spectrum, i.e. a function of the contrast of the spectrum. By doing
so, we combine the information of multiple stellar lines to enhance the signal. We
then monitor the amplitude of the cross-correlation function as a function of slit
orientation.

2.2 Seeing and instrumental oise

Seeing and instrumental profile are the two main error sources in this method.
The instrumental profile can induce a distortion of the stellar wavelength-spatial
profile, causing a tilt which is no longer correlated to the slit orientation. Fur-
thermore, seeing acts similarly on a shorter timescale. While the instrumental
profile may change over an hour, seeing profile fluctuate in less than a second.

The influence of profile distortions caused by seeing can be kept minimal
by choosing relatively large exposure times. As a result the effects of seeing
are smeared over the spectrum without influencing the stellar profile over that
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Figure 4.: Two observing runs of Aldebaran for two different orientations. In red,
the cross-correlation signal from the target star Aldebaran. In blue and yellow,
the cross-correlation signal measured before and after respectively of the telluric
lines in a reference star. Run 1 and 2 probed respectively slit orientations 202◦

and 130◦.

time scale. On the other hand, disentangling the displacement caused by the
instrumental profile from the one generated by the stellar rotation requires a
special observing technique and additional instrument.

We have developed a differential image rotator, a small instrument to be
inserted between the telescope output and the slit, which splits the input beam
along two polarisations, rotates both beams to anti-parallel orientations, and
projects them both on the slit (Lesage et al 2012). The resulting spectrum
features the same orders twice, one for each beam orientation. As such, the
anti-parallel orientations are taken simultaneously and have seen same seeing
and instrumental profile. With this instrument, it becomes possible to compare
directly the two anti-parallel orientation and be seeing independent.

Additionally we recommend to observe an early-type star before and after
the observing run, while keeping the latter short. By measuring the line tilt
displacement along the telluric lines and comparing it to the line tilt displacement
of the target star, we disentangle the stellar signal from the instrumental profile.
As illustrated in figure 4, when the stellar signal is the strongest, i.e. when the
angle ψ is close to 90◦ or 270◦, the stellar signal (here is continuous red) diverges
from the signal measured in the telluric lines (in blue and yellow stars). However,
if the stellar signal is minimal, i.e. when the angle ψ is either 0◦ or 180◦, then
the signal measured in the telluric lines dominates.

3. Observations of Aldebaran

Aldebaran is one of the very few cool giants whose position angle has already been
measured by Lagarde et al (1995). As such it is an ideal candidate to test the
validity of the method and the instrument. We observed Aldebaran during a 2
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Figure 5.: The amplitude of the photocentre displacement as measured from
the cross-correlation functions for the four slit orientations probed during the 2
nights observation of Aldebaran. In red, the best sine fit. The second night was
characterised by degrading seeing conditions which are reflected by the important
scatter of the points compared to the previous night.

nights observing runs on the Coudé high resolution (R = 60 000) Spectrograph of
the Thüringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg. We used the natural field rotation
of the Coudé spectrograph to probe four different slit orientations on sky during
the two nights. With a pixel scale of 0.51 arcseconds, we expected a photocentre
displacement of the order of 2 to 5% of a pixel for Aldebaran. From each observ-
ing run, spanning about 5◦ on sky, we extracted 10 independent displacement
measurements.

We applied the method described earlier to disentangle the signal from Alde-
baran from the instrumental induced signal. In addition, the exposure time
was kept relatively high, around 200 seconds, considering that Aldebaran is a
V mag = 0.8 star. Figure 5 shows the final step of the analysis, where we fitted
a sine curve to the measured displacements. We retrieved a position angle of
115◦± 4◦ which is in agreement with the angle of 110◦± 5◦ measured by Lagarde
et al (1995).

4. Conclusion

To conclude, we have presented here a method which enables the determination
of the position angle of the stellar spin axis. The method was successfully tested
on Aldebaran, despite non-optimal seeing and instrumental conditions. Applied
to a larger sample of stars, this method would provide a first step in confirming
the chaotic aspects of stellar formation which cannot be measured yet.
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Chapter 20

Predicting the Extreme-UV
and Lyman-α Fluxes Received
by Exoplanets from their Host
Stars
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Abstract.
Extreme-UV (EUV) radiation from the chromospheres, transition re-

gions, and coronae of host stars (spectral types F, G, K, and M) ionize and
heat the outer atmospheres of exoplanets leading to mass loss that is ob-
served during transits and can change the exoplanet’s atmosphere. Lyman-α
emission from host stars controls the photochemistry in the upper layers of
planetary atmospheres by photodissociating important molecules including
H2O, CO2, CH4, thereby increasing the oxygen and ozone mixing ratios im-
portant for habitability. Both the EUV and strong Lyman-α radiation are
largely absorbed by the interstellar medium and must be reconstructed or
estimated to understand the radiation environment of exoplanets. In two
recent papers, Linsky et al. (2013) and Linsky et al. (2014), we have pre-
sented robust methods for predicting the intrinsic Lyman-α and EUV fluxes
from main sequence cool stars. Solar models and satellite observations (HST,
FUSE, and EUVE) provide tests for the feasibility of these methods.
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Figure 1.: The Solar Irradiance Reference Spectrum (SIRS) obtained at solar
minimum (March–April 2008) (Woods et al. 2009). Flux units are Wm−2nm−1

at 1 AU.

1. Estimating the Host Star’s EUV Flux

The solar EUV spectrum (Figure 1) contains emission features produced in the
chromosphere (e.g., H I Lyman and He I continua) and emission lines from the
transition region and corona. Late-type stars should contain the same features,
but the ISM absorbes all of the 40–91.2 nm flux and most of the flux at shorter
wavelengths. The EUVE satellite obtained fluxes at λ < 40 nm for a few nearby
stars.

Semi-empirical models of portions of the solar atmosphere with different
heating rates (e.g., Fontenla et al. 2014) show that the EUV to Lyman-α flux
ratios vary smoothly with the Lyman-α flux. We show these flux ratios in different
wavelength bands in Figures 2-4. These figures also show the available flux ratios
obtained from the EUVE satellite and reconstructed Lyman-α fluxes. These
figures show that: the EUVE/Lyman-α flux ratios have a linear dependence on
the Lyman-α flux for F-K stars and the ratios are constant for the M stars. The
flux ratios for the F-K stars are similar to the solar flux ratios for the same
Lyman-α fluxes.

Figure 5 shows the solar EUV/Lyman-α flux ratios for the 40–70 nm region
where there are no stellar observations for comparison. Not shown are solar flux
ratio plots for the 70–91.2 nm region and the 91.2–117 nm region where there is
good agreement with FUSE satellite observations of 5 stars.
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Figure 2.: Ratios of the 10–20 nm intrinsic flux (corrected for interstellar absorp-
tion) divided by the reconstructed Lyα flux vs. the reconstructed Lyα flux at 1
AU scaled by the ratio of stellar radii squared. The solid line-connected diamonds
are the flux ratios in this passband for the Fontenla et al. (2014) semiempirical
models 13x0 to 13x8 (from left to right). Flux ratios for one F star (cyan), four
G stars (black), four K stars (red), and five M stars (plum) based on EUVE
spectra are shown as ±15 error bar symbols. The dash-dot (black) line is the
least-squares fit to the solar and F, G, and K star ratios. The plum dash-dot
line is the mean of the M star ratios excluding the EV Lac flare and AU Mic
flare data. Flux ratios for EV Lac and AU Mic during flares (blue) are plotted
two ways. The upper left symbols are ratios of EUV flare fluxes to quiescent Lyα
fluxes. Dashed lines extending to the lower right indicate the ratios for increasing
Lyα flux. The symbols at the lower end of the dashed lines are ratios obtained
using the most likely values of the Lyα fluxes during flares.

2. Estimating the Star’s Lyman-α Flux

Photodissociation of H2O, CH4, CO2 and other important molecules in exoplanet
atmospheres is controlled by radiation from the host star at wavelengths short-
ward of 170 nm. The brightest emission line in this spectral region, the H I
Lyman-α line at 121.6 nm, contains as much flux as the 116–169 nm spectrum
of the Sun and as much flux as the whole ultraviolet spectrum (116–305 nm) of
M dwarfs (France et al. 2013). Reconstructing the intrinsic Lyman-α line flux
to correct for interstellar H I absorption is feasible for nearby stars but requires
high-resolution Lyman-α line spectra with the HST/STIS instrument (see Wood
et al. 2005; France et al. 2013).
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Figure 3.: Same as Figure 2 except for the 20–30 nm wavelength interval.

Figure 4.: Same as Figure 2 except for the 30–40 nm wavelength interval.
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Figure 5.: Same as Figure 2 except for the 40–50 nm, 50–60 nm, and 60–70 nm
wavelength bands.

From Wood et al. (2005) and France et al. (2012), we now have intrinsic
Lyman-α fluxes for 45 F5 V to M5 V stars. We first study how accurately one
can estimate the intrinsic Lyman-α flux from the Teff of a star. Figure 6 shows
that the range in intrinsic Lyman-α flux is more than an order of magnitude
at a given Teff . We can narrow this range considerably by including an activity
indicator such as the rotation period (Prot). The scatter about least-squares fit
lines is generally less than a factor of 2 but larger for M dwarfs. The scatter is
further reduced by plotting the Lyman-α flux in the habitable zone rather than
at a standard distance of 1 AU. Note that the intrinsic Lyman-α flux in the
habitable zone for M dwarfs is about 10 times larger than for the Sun.

One can obtain more accurate estimates of the intrinsic Lyman-α flux by
comparison to other emission lines formed in the stellar chromosphere and tran-
sition region. Figure 7 shows the ratio of Lyman-α to the C IV 154.8+155.0 nm
lines. If changes in the magnetic heating rate in a stellar chromosphere mainly
alter the densities but not the thermal structure, then we anticipate that line ra-
tios will depend gradually on line flux with little scatter about the least-squares
fit lines. Figure 7 shows this to be the case for F5 V to K5 V stars but not
the M stars. We believe that the large scatter for the variable M stars is due
to observations of Lyman-α and the UV lines at different times. We find similar
results when plotting ratios of Lyman-α to lines of C II, O I, and Mg II.

Figure 8 shows the correlation of the intrinsic Lyman-α flux with the flux
of the Ca II H and K lines formed in the lower chromosphere. This correlation
provides a tool for inferring the flux of the strongest ultraviolet emission line
from optical spectra. Other UV emission lines and the EUV flux in different
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Figure 6.: Lyman-α flux at 1 AU vs. stellar effective temperature. The stars are
grouped according to stellar rotation period: ultrafast rotators (Prot < 3 days),
fast rotators (3–10 days), moderate rotators (10–25 days), and slow rotators (> 25
days). Rotation period is a rough measure of the magnetic heating rate in the
star’s chromosphere and corona. Host stars of exoplanets are circled and the
quiet Sun is marked as a circled dot. Least-squares fit lines are shown for the
fast, moderate, and slow rotators.

wavelength bands can then be inferred indirectly from the Ca II emission line
fluxes.

3. Future Work

Our objective is to provide accurate fluxes required for computing the photochem-
istry and mass loss from exoplanet atmospheres. The reconstructed Lyman-α
fluxes in the Linsky et al. (2013) paper are being used to construct new atmo-
sphere models of terrestrial and mini-Neptune planets by Rugheimer et al. and by
Miguel et al. We are also writing a paper that will present the complete spectra
(X-rays to IR) for a representative sample of K and M stars including exoplanet
host stars.

Acknowledgements. This work is supported by grants from the Space Telescope Science
Institute to the University of Colorado. STScI is operated by the Association of Univer-
sities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555.
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Figure 7.: Plot of the ratio of the Lyman-α to C IV 154.8+155.0 nm line flux
vs. the C IV line flux at 1 AU. Included are stars between spectral types F5 V
and M5 V, divided into three spectral type bins, the quiet Sun and the active
Sun at two different times. The solar data are indicated by Sun symbols, and the
L symbol refers to a star with low metal abundance [Fe/H] < −0.30. The solid
lines are least-squares fits for each spectral type bin excluding the L stars and
the Sun. The ratio for α Cen A is closest to the solar ratios. The errors bars are
20% for stars using the Wood et al. (2005) correction for missing Lyman-α flux
or 30% for stars using the France et al. (2012) correction for missing Lyman-α
flux.
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Figure 8.: Plot of the Lyman-α to Ca II 3933 + 3968 Å line flux ratio vs. the
Ca II line flux at 1 AU for the M0 to M5 stars. The solar data are indicated
by the Sun symbol, and the L symbol refers to a star with low metal abundance
[Fe/H] < −0.30. The solid lines are least-squares fits for each spectral type bin
excluding the L stars and the Sun.
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Abstract. The extension of the corona of classical T Tauri stars (cTTS) is un-
der discussion in the Astrophysical community. The standard model of magnetic
configuration of cTTS predicts that coronal magnetic flux tubes connect the stellar
atmosphere to the inner region of the disk. Gas accretion from the disk to the star
takes place along those magnetic tubes. Flaring events have been detected in cTTS.
The weakest flares are assumed to have their origin in solar-like magnetic loops.
However, strong, long-duration flares may be related to those long structures con-
necting the star and the disk. Such scenario is supported by some past result based
on the use of hydrodynamic models with the assumption that those strong flares
take place in single or small groups of loops. This assumption is still controversial.
To disentangle this controversy, new independent measurement of the loop length
are needed. We present an approach for determining the length of flaring loops
based on the quasi-periodic MHD oscillations of loop emission after strong flares.

1. Model for magnetic tube oscillations

A longitudinal wave that propagates along a tube of length L with a velocity ct (tube
velocity) shows a period P such that P = 2L/ct. In the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
approximation, the tube velocity satisfies the relation

1

c2t
=

1

c2s
+

1

c2A
(21.1)

where cA = B/(4πnimi)
1/2 (in the c.g.s.) is the Alfvén velocity and cs =

(2γkBT/mp)1/2 is the sound velocity for an ideal gas. Here, ni and mi are, respectively,
the ion number density and the ion mass and B is the magnetic field strength. In the
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sound velocity equation, γ is the adiabatic index, mp is the proton mass (assuming total
ionization for the gas), kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the plasma temperature.

MHD oscillations may be caused by different processes, including spontaneous recon-
nection (e.g. Nakariakov et al. 2010). A particularly interesting process is that proposed
by Zaitsev & Stepanov (1989). According to the authors, the evaporation of chromo-
spheric material during the flare produces a centrifugal force that causes, alternatively,
stretch and contraction of the magnetic tube and triggers Alfvén oscillations of the mag-
netic flux tube that are damped. The relative amplitude of the oscillation follows the
relation for slow magnetoacustic waves

∆I

I
=

4πnT

B2
(21.2)

being n the plasma density, T its temperature, B the magnetic field strength, I the
oscillation intensity and ∆I/I = ∆B/B.

The existence of a relation between the magnetic field and the relative amplitude
of the oscillation permits to determine the strength of the magnetic field at the top of
the coronal loop by measuring the damping of the intensity of the oscillation and the
parameters of the plasma (temperature and density). This approach was applied by
Mitra-Kraev et al. (2005) for the oscillations observed in an X-ray flare of the M dwarf
AT Mic, obtaining B ∼ 100 G and a loop length L ∼ 1010 cm, consistent with the value
obtained assuming radiative cooling and pressure balance (Shibata & Yokoyama 2002).
Recently, Pillitteri et al. (2014) used the same model to determine the length of a flaring
loop in the hot-jupiter host star HD 189733. The authors obtained a length of ∼ 2−4 R?,
suggesting the probable interaction between the star and the planet.

In a purely hydrodynamic (HD) scenario, the warming of the chromosphere at the
loop base is very brief and the loop is not completely filled up with hot material. Blobs of
hot dense material ascend long the tube at supersonic velocities (v > ct) from both sides
of the loop until they encounter at the top and descend again. The process is periodic
until final dissipation and produces oscillations in density detected in HD modeling. In
this case, there is no way to determine the length of the flaring loop, but a lower limit
can be determined assuming the wave is propagating at the velocity of sound in the tube
(v = ct).

2. Application to cTTS in Orion

Figure 1 shows oscillations detected in the X-ray band in some classical T Tauri stars
(cTTS) in the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC). Light curves are from the COUP (Favata
et al. 2005). Rapidly damped slow oscillations are observed in each case. Table 1 lists
results on the loop lengths determined by using Zaitsev & Stepanov (1989)’s method. Our
results are compared to those obtained by Favata et al. (2005) from HD modeling (Reale
et al. 2004). The observed similarity with results from Favata et al. (2005) suggests that
the oscillations are related to Alfvén waves propagating along the reconnected tube.

3. Discussion and conclusions

By using the simple model of Zaitsev & Stepanov (1989) for explaining the appearance
of oscillations in reconnected magnetic loops in cTTS, we determined loop lengths for
those stars that are in agreement with the results obtained by Favata et al. (2005) from
hydrodynamic modeling. In their work, Favata et al. (2005) assumed that the observed
flare light curves come from the ignition of a single loop, according to Reale et al. (2004).
This approach is quite controversial and many authors disagree with it and prefer to
use scalling laws to determine the parameters of the flaring loop (e.g. Aschwanden et al.
2008). The assumption of the single loop scenario yields to long loops in strong flaring
events, with magnetic field strengths similar to those found in similar loops in the Sun.
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Figure 1.: Two examples of oscillations detected in some cTTS in the ONC
(Favata et al. 2005). In both cases, oscillations occur at the top of the rise phase
of the flare’s light curve, but the period of the oscillation differs.

Table 1.: Results of applying the Zaitsev & Stepanov (1989)’s model to several
cTTS in the COUP sample (Favata et al. 2005).

Favata et al. (2005) This work

ID Tpeak L L/R? L L/R?

(MK) (1010 cm) (1010 cm)

43 142 112 (75 - 134) 5.5 100.0 5.0
597 87 22 (0 - 75) 1.6 26.0 1.9
976 270 76 (...) 12.0 30.0 4.7
1608 258 82 (0 - 99) 6.7 108 9.0

Instead, the using scaling laws shorter loops with stronger magnetic fields are predicted.
To disentangle this dichotomy is important in the case of cTTS, in order to validate
or disprove the canonical scenario of the interaction between star and disk (Camenzind
1990). The use of an independent method to measure the length of the reconnecting
magnetic loops can deeply improve in the knowledge of the structure of the corona of
cTTS. In particular, analyzing oscillations like the ones studied in this work we will be
able to determine parameters from flaring loops and compare results with those obtained
by different methods.

Acknowledgements. J.L.-S. acknowledges the Spanish Ministerio de Economı́a y Com-
petitividad for support under grant AYA2011-29754-C03-01.
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Abstract. We obtain medium-resolution spectra in the optical (550-
1000 nm, R∼5400) and the near-infrared (1000-2500 nm, R∼3300) using the
Wideband ultraviolet-infrared single target spectrograph (X-Shooter) at the
Very Large Telescope (VLT). Our sample is compound of 22 brown dwarfs
binary candidates with spectral types between L1 and T7. We aim to em-
pirically confirm or refute the binarity of our candidates, comparing them
to spectral templates and to other brown dwarfs in a color-magnitude di-
agram, for targets that have published parallaxes. We use X-shooter at
the VLT to obtain medium resolution spectra of the targets. We develop
a slightly different analysis depending of the type of binaries we search for.
To find L plus T brown dwarf binaries candidates, we comput spectral in-
dices to select L-brown dwarfs plus T-brown dwarf binaries, and then we
compare them to single and composite template spectra. To find potential
L plus L or T plus T brown dwarf binaries, we first simulate their spec-
tra creating synthetic binaries using combination of single template spectra.
Then we compare them to our set of spectral libraries and composite of
them to test if our method is able to find these binaries. Using spec-
tral indices, we select four possible candidates to be combination of L plus
T brown dwarfs: SIMP 01365662+0933473, 2MASSI J0423485-041403 (T0,
known binary), DENIS-P J0255.0-4700 and 2MASS J13411160-3052505. We
compare these candidates to single brown dwarf template spectra and com-
binations of them, and we select the best matches. All candidates beside
SIMP 01365662+0933473 have decent matches to composite of two single
template spectra. DENIS-P J0255.0-4700 have also good agreements to sev-
eral late L and early T single template spectra. To find L plus L or T plus
T brown dwarfs candidates, test the comparison to templates method use
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before to find L plus T brown dwarf binaries. The test consist on finding
synthetic L plus L and T plus T binaries by comparing with spectral tem-
plates. We conclude that we cannot find L plus L and T plus T binaries
using comparing to single and composite spectral templates, because the
main difference between different L or T spectral types is just the spectral
energy distribution. Optical and near infrared spectra report in this paper
will serve as templates for future studies in any of these wavelengths. In the
near future, Gaia satellite will release high precision parallaxes of more than
one billion of objects in the Milky Way, including hundred of brown dwarfs.
These parallaxes will allow us to detect the overluminosity of brown dwarf
binaries.

1. Introduction

Stars are social celestial bodies. They are normally born in nurseries of sev-
eral entities. After childhood they leave their birth place and settle on the
main sequency. A majority of stars remain in couples or hierarchical sys-
tems. Multiplicity has long been used as a powerful constrain on the star
formation process, and they provide contrains in fundamental parameters,
such of dynamical masses, essential to test atmospheric models. It is well
known that the binary fraction decreases when decreasing mass. This frac-
tion decreases from 80%-60% for O, A, B and G, K stars to 40% for the M
dwarfs (??).

The decreasing trend for binarity seems to be prolonged to the substellar
regime. ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ? and ? estimate the fraction of binarity of
about 20% for L and T brown dwarfs.

? determined that 98% of the brown dwarfs have separations smaller as
20 AU. The peak of the separation distribution of brown dwarfs is ∼ 3 UA,
which is very close to the resolution limit of the high resolution imaging
surveys, as ? pointed out. ? searched for low-mass stars and brown dwarfs
binaries in Chamaleon using the radial velocity method, and concluded that
the percentage of brown dwarfs binary systems with separations below 1 AU
are less than ∼10%. ? determined that the binary frequency of very tight
systems is 2.5+8.6

−1.6%. The fraction of very wide systems, i.e. systems with
separations higher than 100 AU, was estimated by ? and ? among others,
to be quite small ∼ 1%.

Mass is the parameter that determines the evolution of an object. As
brown dwarfs do not burn hidrogen due to their low masses, age for objects is
difficult to estimate. Monitoring binary systems orbits we are able to measure
the dynamical masses empirically. Since the discovery of brown dwarfs, there
have been several programs aiming to derive dynamical masses (???????).
These programs provide feedback to constrain fundamental parameters of
their components, such as age, mass, radius, temperature, etc. and test
evolutionary and atmospheric models.

Atmospheric models allow us to disentangle the effect of varying Teff ,
log g, and (metallicity) M/H on the spectral features. Below Teff ∼ 2600 K,
models predict that clouds of iron and silicate grains begin to form, changing
the opacity (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?).
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? estimated that a fraction of ∼ 6-7% of brown dwarf binary systems
have not been detected yet, as a consequence of observational biased. In this
paper, we aim to find tight brown dwarf binary systems among a sample of 24
objects which were found to have different spectral classification in the optical
and in the near-infrared or peculiar spectra in comparison with objects of
the same spectral type. We intent to contribute to the improvement of the
brown dwarf binaries stadistics, classify our objects in the optical and in the
near-infrared as the same time.

2. Sample selection

We selected a sample of 24 brown dwarfs found in the literature with optical
spectral types between L2 and T7, which have discrepant optical and near-
infrared classification or peculiar spectra. Some of those unresolved binaries
can probably already be guessed from this discrepancy, based on the optical
or near-infrared schemes. Furthermore, we added some know brown dwarfs
binary systems, LHS 102B (L4.5) and SDSS J042348.56-041403.4 (T0) [here-
after SD0423] to calibrate the results and confirm the reliability of our anal-
ysis. Two of our objects had noisy spectra, so we decided not to use them
for our analysis. Therefore, we finally count with a sample of 22 optical and
near-infrared spectra. Our list of candidates and their physical properties
reported in the literature and their references can be found in Table 1.

3. Observations and data reduction

Our targets were observed using X-Shooter (Wideband ultraviolet-infrared
single target spectrograph) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) beteween
October 2009 and June 2010, under programs 084.C-1092(A), 085.C-1062(A)
and 085.C-1062(A). X-Shooter covers a range between 300-2500 nm. The
instrument is separated into three arms: UVB (300-550 nm), optical (550-
1000 nm) and near-infrared (1000-2500 nm). It was operated in echelle slit
nod mode, using the 1.6” slit for the UVB arm, and the 1.5” for the optical
and the near-infrared arms. This setup provides resolutions of ∼3300 in the
UVB and NIR, and ∼5400 in the VIS. We moved the object along the slit
between two positions following an ABBA pattern. Flux detected in the
UVB arm is extremly weak, so that we do not use spectra taken in this
range. Telluric standards are observed before or after every target at the
same airmass. Bias, darks and flats are taken at the beginning of every
night. Arc frames are taken every second day.

The spectra were reduced using the ESO X-Shooter pipeline in version
1.3.7. In the reduction cascade, the pipeline delete the non-linear pixels and
subtracts bias in the optical or dark frames in the near-infrared. It generates
the guess order from a format-check frame, a reference list of arc line and
a reference spectral format table. It refines the order guess table into an
order table from an order definition frame obtained by illuminating the X-
Shooter pinhole with a continuum lamp. The master flat frame and the order
tables tracing the flat edges are created. Finally, the pipeline determines the
instrumental response and science data are reduced in slit nodding mode. In
the case of the data taken in the near infrared, the pipeline did not product
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Table 1.: List of observed targets. Magnitudes are given in 2MASS system.

Name dtrig (pc) SpT OPT SpT NIR Remarks
LHS 102B 13.2±0.7 L5 L4.5 Binary
2MASS J00361617+1821104 8.8±0.1 L3.5 L4 No binarity
2MASS J00531899-3631102 L3.5 L4
SIMP 01365662+0933473 6.0±0.1 T2.5
2MASS J01443536-0716142 L5 Red
2MASS J02182913-3133230 L3 L5.5
DENIS-P J0255.0-4700 4.9±0.1 L8 L9
2MASS J02572581-3105523 10.0±0.7 L8 L8.5
2MASS J03480772-6022270 T7
2MASS J03552337+1133437 9.1±0.1 L5 L3 Young
2MASSI J0423485-041403 13.9±2.1 L7.5 T0 Binary
2MASS J04390101-2353083 9.1±0.3 L6.5
2MASS J04532647-1751543 L3pec Young?
2MASS J05002100+0330501 L4 L4
2MASS J05395200-0059019 12.2±4.5 L5 L5 No binarity
2MASS J06244595-4521548 11.9±0.6 L5pec L5
Gl 229B 5.8±0.4 T7pec MP&Young
2MASS J10043929-3335189 17.0±1.6 L4 L5
2MASS J11263991-5003550 L4.5 L6.5 Blue L
2MASS J13411160-3052505 L2pec L2
2MASS J18283572-4849046 11.9±1.1 T5.5
2MASS J21513839-4853542 T4

a satisfactory response function. In these case, we utilized the telluric star of
the corresponding to every science target in that night to obtain the response
function. We use the non-response calibrated spectrum of the target and the
non-response calibrated spectra of the telluric star. We remove cosmetics
and cosmics from the telluric stars, as well as the H and He absortion lines,
using a Legendre polynomial fit of the pseudocontinuum around the line.
Then we divide the telluric by a black body synthetic spectra with the same
temperature as the telluric star (?). Finally, to calibrate in response, we use
the package noao.onedspec.telluric from the sofware Image Reduction and
Analysis Facility, (IRAF).

To make sure that the flux in the whole near-infrared spectra was cor-
rectly scaled, we calibrated flux of our near-infrared spectra using fluxes given
by 2MASS (Two Micron All Sky Survey). We convolved our near-infrared
spectra with J, H and K filter transmission curves of 2MASS. The resulting
spectra were integrated. Then we calculate the flux in 2MASS for our targets
in the J, H and K bands using 2MASS magnitudes (?). Finally, we calculate
the scaling factor for J, H and K bands and we multiply our near-infrared
spectra in J, H and K filters to have the same flux as the given by 2MASS.
We need to scale the flux from the optical spectra to be continue with the
flux in the near-infrared spectra. In the overlapping wavelengths of the op-
tical and near-infrared spectra, we calculate a scaling factor. This factor is
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calculated as the median of the flux in the overlapping wavelengths of the
near-infrared spectra, divided by the median of the flux in the overlapping
wavelengths of the optical spectra.

4. Empirical analysis

4.1 Finding L plus T brown dwarf binaries

Brown dwarf spectral binaries that are combinations of a L and a T brown
dwarf have been in the past years widely studied (??). The combined spectra
of these type of binaries are expected to show peculiar characteristics, as they
are a combination of two quite different spectra, with different molecules
absortions (?). In L brown dwarf spectra we find NaI, and two KI doublets in
the J-band. In the H-band, appear the FeH absortion from 1.59 to 1.75 µm
and in the K-band, we find the first overtone of band heads of 12CO. In
contrast, in T brown dwarf spectra we find also NaI and KI alkali lines like
in the L-sequence, plus CH4 bands in the range 1.15-1.25 µm. In the H-band
there is CH4 feature at 1.67 µm, and in the K-band we find CH4 at 2.2 µm.
? describe differences of L plus T binaries in comparison with single template
spectra: in general, they show bluer spectral energy distribution in the near-
infrared, and in particular, some spectral features vary, like the CH4 and
H2Oat 1.1 µm which are deeper for binaries and the CH4 feature at 1.6 µm
is stronger in comparison to the 2.2 µm band. Using the differences found,
? and ? define some spectral indices which help to detect L plus T brown
dwarf binaries regarding these peculiar spectral characteristics. Objects that
satisfy two criteria, are consider weak brown dwarf binary candidates, and
objects that satisfy three or more criteria are strong binary candidates.

Calculating these indices was the first step of our empirical analysis,
because just with eight plots we can select those objects from our sample
that are candidates to be L plus T binaries. In Fig. 1 we show the result
of calculating ? and ? indices. Regarding the result of these plot, object
2MASS J01365662+0933473 [hereafter SIMP0136] satisfy four criteria, ob-
jects 2MASSI J0423485-041403 [hereafter SD0423], which is a known binary,
DENIS-P J0255.0-4700 [hereafter DE0255] and 2MASS J13411160-3052505
[hereafter 2M1341], satisfy two criteria. In Section 5., taking into account
the whole analysis and the bibliography, we will further discuss whether,
these objects are strong candidates to be binaries or not.

The next step in the empirical analysis consists on compare our spectra
with several libraries of template spectra. We degrade our X-Shooter spectra
to the resolution of each template before compare and we reinterpolated
library spectra and X-Shooter spectra to the same grid. We used medium
resolution template spectra of L and T field dwarfs (R∼2000 ??). We also
compared our spectra to low resolution templates (R∼120) of the SpeX Prism
Spectral Librarya. From this analysis we find the best matches to single and
composite spectra, previously calibrated in flux to the same distance. To
identify the best matches we use a χ2 as explained in ? and visual inspection.
We show the best match to potential L plus T objects in Appendix 7..

ahttp://pono.ucsd.edu/∼adam/browndwarfs/spexprism/
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After compare to single and composite spectra, we find best matches
to these selected objects. Plots to the following results are available
in Appendix 7.. The best match to object SD0423 is a composite
spectra formed by 2MASS15150083+4847416 (L6) and SDSS125453.90-
012247.4 (T2). The best match to SIMP0136 spectra is the spectrum of
SDSS152103.24+013142.7, which is a single T2 template. Object DE0255
is well reproduced by several single SpeX late L and early T template
spectra: SDSS085234.90+472035.0 (L9.5), SDSS105213.51+442255.7 (T0.5)
and 2MASS0328426+230205 (L9.5), among others. Nevertheless, there
are also good agreements of these spectra to composite spectra:
SDSS103931.35+325625.5 (T1) and SDSS163030.53+434404.0 (L7) and
SDSS035104.37 (T1) and SDSS104409.43+042937.6 (L7). Object 2M1341
is classified as L2 with peculiar spectra. The best matches to this
object are actually combinations of L plus T brown dwarfs templates:
SDSS 175805.46+463311.9 (T6.5) and GJ1048B (L1) and 2MASS 1217110-
031113 (T7) and GJ1048B (L1). Nonetheless, none of the matches are able
to fully reproduce features in the H and K bands.

4.2 Finding L plus L or T plus T brown dwarf binaries

Spectroscopy search of brown dwarf binary pairs L plus L and T plus T
has not been as developed as for L plus T binaries. Differences between
L or T brown dwarfs of different spectral types is mainly in the spectral
energy distribution, but the difference in spectral features is almost neglible,
therefore the search of pairs of binaries with similar spectral types becomes
challenging.

Before comparing to the set of libraries used in Section 4.1, we first
test the effectiviy of our method using synthetic binaries. For this we
choose several L and T single and not peculiar brown dwarfs from the
SpeX library. Then we calibrate their fluxes to the same distance, us-
ing the absolute magnitude-spectral type relation published by ?. We
combine different pairs of L brown dwarfs with L brown dwarfs and dif-
ferent pairs of T brown dwarfs with T brown dwarfs, creating L plus L
and T plus T synthetic binaries. We produce several L plus L brown
dwarf binary pairs: 2MASS01303563-4445411B (L6) [hereafter 2M1303-
4445] and DENIS-PJ220002.05-303832.9B (L0) [hereafter DE2200-3038],
SDSSJ111320.16+343057.9 (L3) [hereafter SD1113+3430] and DE2200-
3038 (L0) , and SDSSJ121951.45+312849.4 (L8) [hereafter SD1219+3128]
and SDSSJ111320.16+343057.9 (L3) [hereafter SD1113+3430]. We create
two T plus T brown dwarf binary pairs: 2MASSIJ1553022+153236 (T7)
[hereafter 2M1553+1532] and 2MASSJ11220826-3512363 (T2) [here-
after 2M11220-3512], and SDSSJ015141.69+124429.6 (T1) [hereafter
SD0151+1244] 2MASSJ04070885+151456 (T5) [hereafter 2M0407+1514]
and a L plus T pair: SDSSJ104409.43+042937.6 (L7) [hereafter
SD1044+0429] and 2M11220-3512 (T2).

We compare L plus L, T plus T and L plus T brown dwarf binaries pairs
mention before to single SpeX templates and find best matches. Our objec-
tive is to test if synthetic L plus L and T plus T binaries can be found by com-
paring to spectral library spectra. Figures showing best matches are shown in
Appendix 7.. For L plus L pairs, 2M1303-4445 (L6) and DE2200-3038 (L0),
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Figure 1.: Spectral index selection. We compare H2O-J vs H2O-K, CH4-H vs
CH4-K, CH4-H vs K/J, H2O-H vs H-dip, and finally the estimated spectral type
using SpeX template spectra vs H2O-J/H2O-H and H2O-J/CH4-K. Numbers
1-22 correspond to the name of our objects.
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SD1113+3430 (L3) and DE2200-3038 (L0), and SD1219+3128 (L8) and
SD1113+3430 (L3), best matches are: 2MASS0345432+254023 (L1) and
2MASS2130446-084520 (L1.5) for L0+L6, 2MASS2130446-084520 (L1.5)
and HD89744B (L early) for L3+L0 and DENIS-PJ1228-1547 (L6±2)
and 2MASSJ14283132+5923354 (L4) for L3+L8, Spex single templates.
In Appendix 7. we show two best matches for every synthetic binary.
For T plus T synthetic binary pairs, 2M1553+1532 (T7) and 2M11220-
3512 (T2), and SD0151+1244 (T1) and 2M0407+1514 (T5), the best
matches are: SDSSJ120602+281328 (T3) and SDSS175032+175903 (T3.5)
for T2+T7, SDSSJ102109-030420 (T3) and SDSS143945+304220 (T2.5)
for T1+T5. Spex single templates. The best match found for the syn-
thetic spectra composed by SD1044+0429 (L7) and 2M11220-3512 (T2) is
2MASS J22541892+3123498 [hereafter 2M2254+3123]. 2M2254+3123 is a
strong brown dwarf binary candidate (?) with T4 spectral type.

From this analysis, we conclude that L plus L and T plus T brown dwarfs
binaries may not be straightforward to detect just by comparing with single
or composite spectral libraries. Therefore, additional data will be necessary
to find these binaries, i.e. parallaxes or high resolution imaging. From our
22 objects sample, there are distances for 12 of the objects, with precisions
around 10%. Color-magnitude diagrams (CMD) showing J-H and J-K in
the MKO (Mauna Kea Observatory) system versus absolute magnitude in
J are presented for these objects (Fig. 2). In Fig. 2, the two known bina-
ries from our sample sand out over objects with their same spectral types,
together with Gl229B. Nevertheless, photometry of Gl229B it may not be
relible enough, because of the proximity of the companion. For the rest of
the objects in the same, it is difficult to extract conclusions, as there are not
clear outliers.

In Table 2 we show all best matches of our objects to spectral libraries
?, ? and Spex libraries. We show the best matches plots in Section 7.. In
Table 2 we do not include those objects for which we did not find a match
to spectra from spectral libraries. For objects 2M0348 (T7), Gl229B (T7),
2M1828 (T5.5) and 2M2151 (T4) we did not find lots of late T template
spectra in ? and ? libraries and in SpeX, which can explain the lack of
decent matches to these objects. Objects 2M0624 (L5:) and 2M1126 (L6.5:)
have peculiar spectra, so we can expect not to find a acceptable match.
Object 2M0355 (L5) is a young object (?), therefore we can expect not to
find a decent match to spectra from field brown dwarfs in ?, ? and SpeX.

5. Revised properties

In this section we aim to revise properties of some of our objects taking into
account our results from Section 4..

5.1 SIMP 01365662+0933473

Object SIMP 0136 was discovered by ? in the SIMP (Sondage Infrarouge de
Movement Propre) near infrared proper motion survey, and it was classified
as a T2.5. ? searched for companions using high resolution imaging with
NACO at VLT with sensitivity of 0.2” (1-40 AU), but no companions were
found. ? detected photometric variability in J and K band with a modulation
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Table 2.: Best matches spectra coming from spectral libraries

Name Best match Library
LHS 102B SDSS 083506.16+195304.4 (L4.5) SpeX
2MASS J00361617+1821104 2MASS 02081833+2542533 (L1) ?
2MASS J00531899-3631102 2MASS 15074769-1627386 (L5) ?
2MASS J01443536-0716142 2MASS 22244381-0158521 (L4.5) ?
2MASS J02182913-3133230 Kelu-1 (L2) ?
2MASS J04390101-2353083 2MASS 15150083+4847416 (L6) ?
2MASS J04532647-1751543 2MASS 15150083+4847416 (L6) ?
2MASS J05002100+0330501 2MASS 15065441+1321060 (L3) ?
2MASS J05395200-0059019 2MASS 18131803+5101246 (L5) SpeX
2MASS J10043929-3335189 2MASS 11463449+2230527AB (L3) ?
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Figure 2.: Color magnitude diagram showing brown dwarfs with measured par-
allax from ? together with our targets.

of ∼2.4 h and an amplitude of 50 mmag. ? calculated the amplitude of the
variability for a object similar to SIMP 0136 (2MASS J21392676+0220226,
T1.5) if it were produced by a companion, but the variability in that case
would be much smaller than the variability found. ? explain this variability
with a mixture of thick and thin patchy iron and silicate clouds covering the
surface of the object.

In Section 4.1 we utilized indices by ? and ? to select potential L
plus T brown dwarf binary candidates. Object SIMP 0136 was selected as
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a strong brown dwarf binary candidate, as it appears in the selected area
of four of the plots in Figure 1. These indices are made to select pecu-
liar spectral characteristics that appear usually in binary L plus T brown
dwarf spectra. Nevertheless, if variability is produced by a mixture of thick
and thin clouds in the brown dwarf atmosphere, similar peculiar spectral
characteristics would appear in brown dwarf spectra. We also compare our
X-Shooter spectra with several single and composite of brown dwarf spectra
of several spectral libraries (?, ? and Spex) and we found a best match
with SDSS152103.24+013142.7 (T2) (see Fig. 5.1), which contradicts also
possibility of being binary.

Parallax for SIMP 0136 is know, but not published (Smart, private
comm.). Utilizing parallax we place the object in a CMD diagram together
with objects published in ? (see Fig. 2) and we compare this object with
objects of similar spectral type. We do not find overluminosity indicating
similar spectral types binaries (see Fig. 2).

5.2 DENIS-P J0255.0-4700

Object DE0255 was discovered by ? and it was classified as a peculiar L6. ?
reported evidence of variability in the optical with a frequency of 6.7 d−1. ?
reported absolute parallax for this object: π = 201.37± 3.89 mas. ? classified
this object in the optical as a L8 and in the near infrared as a L9. Finally,
? searched for multiplicity for this object using NICMOS NIC1 camera on
the Hubble Space Telescope and obtain high-resolution, but the result was
negative.

In Section 4.1 was selected as a weak candidate to be brown dwarf L plus
T binary by ? and ? indices. We compared DE0255 near infrared X-Shooter
spectra to single and composite spectra from ?, ? and Spex libraries. We
found decent matches to both single late L early T spectra and to composite
spectra of late L plus early T spectra.

? published parallax for this object, we plot this object in a CMD
diagram together with objects published in ? (see Fig. 2), as done for
SIMP0136 previously, and no overluminosity is found. Therefore, either
DE0255 is not a binary or it is a very unequal binary system.

5.3 2MASS J13411160-3052505

Object 2M1341 is the less studied object from our sample. It was discovered
by ? using 2MASS data. ? classified as a L2 with a peculiar spectrum.
Finally, ? found also variability of 67 mmag in I-band in a period of two
days.

In Section 4.1 was selected as a weak candidate to be brown dwarf L plus
T binary by ? and ? indices. We compared 2M1341 X-Shooter near infrared
spectrum to ?, ? and Spex libraries. Best matches to this object were
composite spectra of L plus T brown dwarf spectra. The best match were
SDSS 175805.46+463311.9 (T6.5) and GJ1048B (L1) and 2MASS 1217110-
031113 (T7) and GJ1048B (L1). Nonetheless, none of the matches are able
to fully reproduce features in the H and K bands. Parallax for this object
has not been yet published. Therefore, we can not confirm or refute if this
object is a binary.
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5.4 Gl229B

Object Gl229B was discovered by ?, and it was the first T brown dwarf
discovered. It is companion of Gl229A. ? provided spectral types for
Gl229A (M1V). ? classified Gl229B as a T7 brown dwarf with peculiar
spectra. Parallax for this object was published by ? using Hipparcos data
(π = 173.81±0.99 mas). ? confirmed that the system Gl229A and Gl229B
is metal-poor, as ? found before.

We did not find a best match to this object to other object in ?, ? and
Spex libraries. There is no photometry in H band for this object in 2MASS,
due to the proximity of Gl229A. Therefore, we can only plot in the J-K vs
MJ CMD (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 2 Gl229B is found together with much
brighter objects. This could be an indicative of binarity. Nonetheless we
cannot rely on this result as the photometry for Gl229B is contaminated by
the photometry of Gl229A.

6. Conclusions

Peculiar brown dwarf spectra or the divergence in optical and near-infrared
spectral type classification may indicate tight brown dwarfs binary systems.
A proper characterization of these peculiar spectra may help either to un-
derstand the formation mechanisms of brown dwarfs and to calculate the
binarity fraction for brown dwarfs with better precision.

We observed and analyzed 22 optical and near infrared medium resolu-
tion spectra of brown dwarfs with spectral types between L2 and T7. Our
sample of objects had peculiar spectral characteristics or different classifica-
tions in the optical and in the near infrared. Two objects from our sample
are known binaries, that allow us to test our analysis. We performed observa-
tions using VLT/X-Shooter between October 2009 and June 2010. Spectral
resolution of our spectra is R∼5400 in the optical and R∼3300 in the near
infrared.

Among the whole sample, we aim to find first potential L plus T brown
dwarf binaries, because their peculiar spectral characteristics have been
broadly studied. ?? developed a set of spectral indices that allow to iden-
tify potential L plus T binary candidates. We used his method to identify
this objects in our sample. We selected four objects as potential L plus T
binary candidates: SIMP0136 (T2.5), SD0423 (T0, known binary), DE0255
(L9) and 2M1341 (L2, peculiar spectra). Afterward, we compared these four
selected objects with spectral libraries of field brown dwarfs (?, ? and Spex)
and composite spectra of these libraries. We select the best match for every
of this objects with exception of SD0423. Best match for SIMP0136 is object
2MASS J21392676+0220226 (T1.5) and parallax do not reveal overluminos-
ity. Nevertheless, DE0255, is well reproduced for several single late L and
early T brown dwarfs and composite of them, but parallax do nor reveal any
overluminosity. Finally, the spectrum of object 2M1341 is just reproduced
by a combination of the spectra from SDSS 175805.46+463311.9 (T6.5) and
GJ1048B (L1) and the combination of the spectrum of 2MASS 1217110-
031113 (T7) and GJ1048B (L1).
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We studied if it is possible to find also L plus L or T plus T brown dwarfs
binaries using the method of comparing to several spectral libraries. We
created several synthetic binaries of L plus L spectra and several synthetic
binaries of T plus T spectra, previously calibrated to the same distance.
We compared all synthetic binaries to ?, ? and Spex libraries and look for
the best matches to single and composite spectra. Best matches for all the
synthetic binaries created were single spectra, with an intermediate spectral
type between the primary and the secondary from the binary. We result
can be expected, because the main difference between a L0 and a L8 brown
dwarf is the SED, as well as for T1 and T7. As there are not different spectral
characteristics beside the difference in SED, peculiarities in L plus L and T
plus T brown dwarf spectra are difficult to find. In these cases, we need
supplementary parallax measurements or high resolution imaging to confirm
or discard binarity. We also compared the rest of the objects in our sample
to citetMcLean, ? and Spex libraries. In these case, when we find a match
is usually with a single spectra from one of these libraries.

Optical and near infrared spectra reported in this paper will serve as
templates for future studies in any of these wavelengths. In the near future,
Gaia satellite will release high precision parallaxes of more than one billion
of objects in the Milky Way, including hundred of brown dwarfs. These
parallaxes will allow us to detect the overluminosity of brown dwarf binaries.
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7. Appendix

7.1 Synthetic L plus L or T plus T best matches to template spectra
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Figure 3.: Best matches for object 2M1341 (L2, peculiar). Object
SDSS175805.46+463311.9 has T6.5 spectral type, GJ1048B is a L1 and
2MASS1217110-031113 is a T7. In black we show the synthetic T2+T7 spec-
trum, in blue the single best match object and in green residuals.

Figure 4.: Best matches for a L3 (SDSSJ111320.16+343057.9) +
L8 (SDSSJ121951.45+312849.4) synthetic binary.
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Figure 5.: Best matches
for a T1 (SDSSJ015141.69+124429.6) + T5 (2MASSJ04070885+1514565) syn-
thetic binary.
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Abstract. We present the first results of the stellar activity survey with TI-
GRE (Telescopio Internacional de Guanajuato, Robótico-Espectroscópico).
This long term program was started in August 2013 with the monitoring of a
larger number of stars. We aim at measuring the short- and long-term vari-
ability of stellar activity for stars of different spectral types and luminosity
classes, using indicators of different spectral lines (mainly Ca II S-Index, Ca
II IR triplet, Hα and sodium D). A transformation equation of the TIGRE
S-Index into the Mount Wilson S-index was derived in order to compare our
results to the vast body of existing S-index measurements. Furthermore, the
correlation between the S-index and the lines of the Ca II IR triplet has been
studied, based on strictly simultaneous observations.

1. Introduction

Ca II H+K line emission is a very sensitive indicator of stellar activity.
Therefore, this resonance line doublet at 3934 and 3968 Å has become the
work horse for investigating the chromospheric stellar activity of cool stars.
However, this spectral region is difficult to observe for stars of very late
spectral type, since it is quite faint in the spectra of late K and M type stars.
From that practical point of view, it is much more efficient to use some
other stronger lines at longer wavelengths. One possibility is offered by the
Ca II IR triplet, since it is known that the Ca II IRT line depths are indeed
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Table 1.: This set of calibration stars was used to derive the transformation of
the TIGRE S-index onto the Mount Wilson S-index.

Objects and references: (0) Interpolate from time series
from Baliunas et al. (1995), (1) Baliunas et al. (1995),
(2) Hall (private communication)

HD69201 HD232491 HD428072 HD1005631 HD1293331

HD103072 HD259981 HD450671 HD1015011 HD131156A1

HD107001 HD269231 HD614211 HD1065161 HD1371071

HD134211 HD304951 HD729051 HD1423731 HD1423731

HD166731 HD329232 HD753321 HD1150431 HD1586141

HD179251 HD352962 HD755282 HD1153831 HD2010910

HD193732 HD373941 HD897441 HD1156171 HD2079781

HD220491 HD395872 HD957351 HD1245701 HD2163851

HD220721 HD413302 HD973341 HD1248501 HD2170141

correlated with the Ca II H+K emission, (Busà et al. 2007; Mart́ınez-Arnáiz
et al. 2011).

In our study we started with investigating the question, how good and
how sensitive are the Ca II IRT lines as a stellar activity indicator. For such
studies the TIGRE instrumentation and its double-channel (red & blue)
spectrograph is ideally suited, because both the Ca II H+K and IRT lines
are observed strictly simultaneously (Schmitt et al. 2014).

2. Transformation from the TIGRE S-index into the Mount Wil-
son S-index

The Mount Wilson S-index (hereafter SMWO-index) is the most commonly
used and most important activity index in the optical spectral range, thanks
to the decades-long efforts of the ”Mount Wilson HK-Project”. This project
was a long-term monitoring effort to search for chromospheric variations in
solar-type stars (Wilson 1978; Duncan et al. 1991; Baliunas et al. 1995).
Basically, the SMWO-index is defined as the ratio of the sum (i) of the counts
in the Ca II H+K line centre in a triangular bandpasses with a FWHM of 1.09
Å over (ii) two 20 Å pseudo-continuum bandpasses centred at 3901.07 Å and
4001.07 Å(Vaughan et al. 1978; Duncan et al. 1991).

The TIGRE S-index (hereafter STIGRE-index) is calculated from the
blaze-normalised and echelle-order-merged spectra. Here a rectangular 1.0
Å bandpass is used to represent the flux in the Ca II H+K line centres
(instead of the classical triangular bandpass with a FWHM of 1.09 Å; cf.
Vaughan et al. (1978)).

In general, any type of S-index measured with an instrumentation other
than the original instrument has to be transformed to the Mount Wilson scale
by measuring the original set of calibration stars to allow a direct comparison.
This calibration procedure and the linear least-square correlation between
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Figure 1.: SMWO-index vs. STIGRE-index. Upper panel: SMWO-index vs.
STIGRE-index, the solid line shows the best linear fit to convert the STIGRE-index
into SMWO-index. Lower panel: Fit residuals.

our and the original S-index measurements results in a linear equation which
then transforms any STIGRE-index measurement into the respective SMWO-
index values. The calibration stars with very well known SMWO values were
selected from Baliunas et al. (1995) and Hall et al. (2007). More importantly,
these stars are known to be relatively constant in their activity levels and do
not show any periodic activity behaviour either (with the only exception of
HD201091 (see Tab. 1).

All calibration stars have been observed more than ten times with TI-
GRE to obtain a robust average STIGRE value. In Fig. ??, SMWO-index
values are plotted vs. the respective STIGRE-index measurements. A tight,
linear correlation between SMWO and STIGRE is evident. The least-square fit
is represented by the solid line, which defines the transformation:

SMWO = (0.033± 0.003) + (20.3± 0.4)STIGRE. (23.1)

The standard deviation of the residuals is very small (0.02) and the
mean scatter of the residuals between the transformed STIGRE-index and the
corresponding reference SMWO-index is 3.6%.

3. Correlation between the SMWO-index and the Ca II IRT 8542
line of HD131977

To investigate the correlation between the SMWO-index and the Ca II IRT
lines, suitable activity indicator must first be defined for the Ca II IRT lines.
For this purpose, the same definition is used as for the SMWO. Consequently,
we again use ”S” as the name for this indicator, but with the index ”IRT
8542” for the Ca II IRT 8542 line. SIRT8542 is defined as the ratio of the counts
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Figure 2.: Correlation between the SIRT8542-index vs. SMWO-index.

in a 1 Å bandpass centred on the line core over a 20 Å continuum bandpass
centred at 8580 Å. In Fig. 2, the SIRT8542-index values are plotted over the
respective SMWO-index measurements and a clear correlation between both
indicators is evident. However, this graph also illustrates the fact that the
Ca II IRT 8542 line is not as sensitive as the Ca II H&K lines, since it varies
by about a factor of 2 less.

4. Variation in the SMWO-index and the Ca II IRT 8542 line time
series of HD131977

In Fig. 3a, a time series of TIGRE SMWO-index vaoues is shown for
HD131977. The time series was detrended and a Fourier analysis has been
performed using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram. As a result, a periodic vari-
ation of 33.0 ± 0.4 days was found, (see Fig. 3b). In Fig. 3c, the detrended
time series is plotted phase-folded with that period. We interpret the main
peak as the rotation period of that star.

Figure 3.: Left panel: SMWO-index time series. Medium panel: Periodogram of
the detrended time series. Right panel: Phase folded detrended time series.
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The same investigation was performed for the Ca II IRT 8542 line S-
index, see Fig. 4a. In Fig. 4b, the periodogram is shown and again we find a
clear peak at the period of 33.3 ± 0.5 days, showing that these two activity
indicators vary with the same period.

Figure 4.: Left panel: SIRT8542-index time series. Medium panel: Periodogram of
the detrended time series. Right panel: Phase folded detrended time series.

5. Summary and conclusions

In the first year of TIGRE observations at La Luz Observatory La Luz we
were able to take the first time series for a stellar sample of more than 100
stars. This sample includes ≈ 90% of the stars listed in Baliunas et al.
(1995). One result of this initial observing season is the calibrated equation
to transform our STIGRE-index measurements into SMWO-index values. With
this transformation onto the Mount Wilson scale, it is possible to compare
our results with data covering a time-span of several decades and several
thousands of stars.

Furthermore, we have investigated the correlation between the SMWO-
index and the Ca II IRT lines and show that the rotation periods measured
in the SMWO-index series and in the Ca II IRT lines is the same for the case
of HD 131977. Thus we can estimate how the sensitivity of the Ca II IRT
lines to stellar activity compares with that of the Ca II H+K based SMWO-
index. Furthermore, we find that the sensitivity of SIRT8542-index compared
to SMWO is a factor of ≈2 lower, nevertheless, Ca II IRT lines are usable
to measure rotation periods. Through this possibility, a new observation
window can be open to measure the rotation period of very late type stars
(late K and M type stars) since these objects are much easier to observe in
the near IR.

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Jeffrey C. Hall for the Mt. Wilson S-index time
series, which we used for the derivation of the transformation equation from TIGRE
S-index into the Mount Wilson S-index. This project was funded by DFG grant No.
SCHM 1032/49-1
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Abstract. The outflow phenomenon is ubiquitous in star forming regions
and is now known to play an important role in the formation of both young
stellar objects (YSOs) and brown dwarfs (BDs) (Whelan et al., 2012). Ob-
servations of outflows from both stars and BDs are thus essential to our un-
derstanding of the overall star & planet formation process. In 2011 and 2012
we conducted a survey with the IRAM 30 m telescope of the CO emission
in the vicinity of a large sample of BDs and VLMSs to check for molecular
outflows. We followed up three of the most remarkable sources namely MHO
5, BD Tau 6 and FU Tau A with high angular resolution observations with
the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI). These sources were chosen be-
cause their associated CO emission showed clear evidence of an outflow and
/ or their spectral energy distributions (SEDs) showed strong evidence of a
massive accretion disk, that we postulate to be associated with an outflow.
In this paper, we present the first results of our CO(1-0) PdBI investigations
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of the molecular outflows of 2 of these sources, MHO5 and BD Tau 6. The
signal to noise ratio on FU Tau is 3 times less than on the other sources and
the results need more investigation.

1. Observations

Observations have been performed on the IRAM interferometer on a shared tracks
basis from july to november 2012, with 5 or 6 antennas in a rather compact
configuration, yielding a spatial resolution of 2.5′′. The cumulated time on tracks
for the 2 sources presented here was 4.8 hours with 5 antennas and 3.2 hours
with 6 antennas. The median sensitivities are for 0.192 MHz channels and 2
polarisations. The sensitivity reached in 156 kHz channels is 16.8 mJy. For
MHO5, the best sensitivity is achieved in the 5.3 to 3.8 km/s range, and for BD
Tau 6, in the 8.8 to 7.3 km/s range.

2. Results and Discussion

In figure 1 and 2, we show velocity integrated maps of the emission of the 12CO(1-
0) line observed on MHO5 and BD Tau6́. On each image, the central star symbol
is placed at the position of the BD, and we show in the upper right corner the
CO line at the central position to emphasise the velocity ranges where we have
integrated the blue & red emission.

Figure 1.: Left: image of the integrated emission in the velocity range Blue: 4
- 5.5 km/s and Red: 6 - 7.5 km/s for MHO5. In each colour, the contours are
from 20% to 90% of the max (Blue: 0.15 Jy/beam; Red: 0.17 Jy/beam) by 10%;
Right: Optically thin, density scalable model of the MHO5 flow, using a 85 o

opening angle cone oriented at 65 o toward the observer. North is up, East is to
the left.
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MHO5: the source line shows at a velocity close to the one of the sur-
rounding extended cloud emission (≈ 6 km/s), and the central velocity channel
is suppressed by the interferometer. This is not a real problem as the signal we
are looking for is the one in the wings, well outside from the cloud emission. The
velocity integrated blue and red emission appear distributed on an ellipsis with
lobes symmetrical with respect to the central source. This result is more complex
although apparently consistent with the one of Phan-Bao (2011). The estimated
mass in each of the blue / red lobes is ≈ 2 10−5M�. We model the MHO5 emis-
sion in the form of a cone oriented at 65 degree in the plane of the sky. Such an
almost edge-on situation could explain why MHO5 is so dim, and it could also
explain the low radial (blue-shifted) velocity of the OI6300 line of ≈ 20 km/s.
We downloaded this HIRES spectra from the Keck Observatory Archive (KOA),
and the spectra were reduced using standard IRAF routines. This spectra was
originally discussed in Muzerolle et al. 2003, and we discuss here for the first
time the radial velocity of [OI]6300 line.

Many questions remain concerning the validity of our model, as we use a
cone with an opening angle ≈ 80− 90 o, i.e. almost along the plane of the disk.

BD Tau 6: the integrated blue and red emission lobes are almost super-
imposed at ≈ 10′′ to the SW from the central source. This result is surprising,
and is already visible on our lower spatial resolution results obtained during our
30 m observations. The geometry of the emission is difficult to reconcile with an
outflow originating from the central source. We have estimated the integrated
column density present in each of the blue / red emission on BD Tau 6, and find
≈ 6 10−6M� of H2 gas in each lobe. Such a value is of the order of what was
observed in FU Tau by Monin et al. (2013).

In none of the two sources we detect the continuum emission. The upper
limit reached from the sensitivity of these observations is consistent with the one
published by Schaefer et al. 2009 (7.8 mJy @ 2.6 mm).

More complete results will be published in a forthcoming paper (Monin et
al., 2014).

Acknowledgements. We thank the Operators of the IRAM interferometer for their help
during the observations. E.T. Whelan acknowledges financial support from the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft through the Research Grant Wh 172/1-1
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Figure 2.: Superimposition of 30 m (dashed lines) and PdBI (solid lines) inte-
grated emission in the same velocity range: Blue 6 - 7.5 km/s and Red 8 - 9 km/s
for BD Tau 6. In each colour, the contours are from 30% to 90% of the max
(Blue: 0.05 Jy/beam; Red: 0.09 Jy/beam) by 20%.
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Abstract. We help compiling the most comprehensive database of M
dwarfs ever built, CARMENCITA, the CARMENES Cool dwarf Informa-
tion and daTa Archive, which will be the CARMENES ‘input catalogue’. In
addition to the science preparation with low- and high-resolution spectro-
graphs and lucky imagers (see the other contributions in this volume), we
compile a huge pile of public data on over 2100 M dwarfs, and analyze them,
mostly using virtual-observatory tools. Here we describe four specific ac-
tions carried out by master and grade students. They mine public archives
for additional high-resolution spectroscopy (UVES, FEROS and HARPS),
multi-band photometry (FUV -NUV -u-B-g-V -r-R-i-J-H-Ks-W1-W2-W3-
W4), X-ray data (ROSAT, XMM-Newton and Chandra), periods, rotational
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velocities and Hα pseudo-equivalent widths. As described, there are many
interdependences between all these data.

1. Contributing to the CARMENES ‘input catalogue’

The main goal of the CARMENESa instrument is to find exoearths around M
dwarfs by the radial velocity technique (see Quirrenbach et al. 2012, 2014a,b). To
ensure an efficient use of CARMENES guaranteed time, and the highest chances
of success, it is necessary first to select the most promising targets. To achieve
this, we are compiling the most comprehensive database of M dwarfs ever built,
CARMENCITA, the CARMENES Cool dwarf Information and daTa Archive,
which will be our ‘input catalogue’ (Caballero et al. 2013). As part of the target
science preparation, we carry out low-resolution spectroscopy with CAFOS, high
resolution spectroscopy with FEROS, CAFE and HRS (Alonso-Floriano et al.
2014) and direct image to identify M dwarfs at close and wide physical separations
(Cortés-Contreras et al. 2014). With the help of master and grade students
at the Universidad Complutense de Madridb, we are mining public archives for
additional high-resolution spectra and compiling additional information from the
literature on photometry, rotational periods, projected rotational velocity and
chromospheric and coronal activity of these M dwarfs.

2. Photometry of M dwarfs

During his MSc thesis, Gonzalo Holgado compiled photometric data in
the bands FUV -NUV -u-B-g-V -r-R-i-J-H-Ks-W1-W2-W3-W4 from GALEX,
SDSS, Tycho-2, UCAC4, CMC14, 2MASS and WISE archives by using the Al-
adin Virtual Observatory tool. He have developed a software with the Python
programming language in order to study the spectral energy distributions (SEDs)
of our potential targets. Each star was studied individually. We discarded pho-
tometric data that clearly deviated from the general trend of the stellar SED
and of template SEDs of the same spectral type. As a result of the analysis, we
generated cleansed SEDs for almost 400 M dwarfs (see an example in Fig. 1).

For further characterization, he studied color-spectral type and color-color
relations, and compared them with those tabulated by Bochanski et al. (2007)
and Davenport et al. (2014). In addition, he also studied the quality of the
photometric filters by contrasting the proportion of data erased in the cleansed
data, as well as the relevance of the different color indices in order to assign a
spectral sub-type to the stars. Finally, he also quantified the ultraviolet-excess
emission comparing the GALEX near ultraviolet band (NUV ) with the visible
band (V ) and identified active early M dwarfs, such as FF And, HD 79211,
LP 787–52, OT Ser and GSC 02187–00512 (Fig. 2).

ahttp://carmenes.caha.es

bhttp://www.ucm.es/masterastrofisica/
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Figure 1.: Example of SED for the M1.0 V star FF And. The three dotted lines
are the template SEDs for spectral types M0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 V.

3. Mining public archives for high-resolution spectra of M dwarfs

During his MSc thesis, Héctor Mart́ınez-Rodŕıguez downloaded 128 UVES/VLT
spectra from the ESO archive (advanced data products)c of 61 CARMENCITA
stars in eight channels (see representative spectra of channel BLU437 in Fig. 3)
and measured pseudo-equivalent widths (pEW s) of Hα to Hη, Ca ii H&K, Na i
D1&D2 and He i D3. He measured pEW (Hα) of 27 M dwarfs for the first time
and studied its relation to other lines in emission (see pEW (Hβ) vs. pEW (Hα) in
Fig. 4). He applied a cross-correlation technique to determine rotational velocities
(v sin i). M stars with low Hα emission and slow rotation were used as templates
and to calibrate the relation between the cross-correlation function (CCF) width
and v sin i (see Montes et al. 2000; López-Santiago et al. 2003, 2010). By using
this method, the student measured v sin i of 24 stars (7 new) and identified wrong
values published in the literature.

A grade student (Manuel Llamas) continued this work by downloading 67
FEROS + 2 HARPS spectra from the ESO archive of 59 CARMENCITA stars
determining also pEW (Hα) and v sin i in the same way. In his CCF analysis, he
has identified double and triple peaks in some stars that result to be double-line
spectroscopic binaries (GJ 1284, G 272–145, LP 675–076, HG 7–206 and G 050–
001) or even spectroscopic triples (LP 653–008). Of them, only one (GJ 1284)
was previously known to be an SB2 (Torres et al. 2006).

chttp://archive.eso.org/eso/eso_archive_adp.html
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Figure 2.: NUV –V vs. spectral type diagram. Red dots are the mean value
for each spectral sub-type. Yellow squares are the early M dwarfs with NUV –V
excess.

4. X-rays emission in M dwarfs

During her MSc thesis, Esther González-Álvarez searched for information from
X-ray data (ROSAT, XMM-Newton and Chandra) using the NASA HEASARC
archive (High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center)d, the SIM-
BAD astronomical data base and several publications (e.g. Hünsch et al. 1999;
Sanz-Forcada et al. 2011). She studied each star individually to avoid assign-
ing the X-ray emission to a wrong source. Many cases had nearby contaminant
sources that hampered the identification of the emitting source. After this de-
tailed study, she added new X-ray count-rate and hardness-ratio data of 188
M dwarfs to CARMENCITA. She calculated X-ray fluxes and luminosity ratios
LX/LJ for 770 stars in total and investigated its variation with spectral type (see
Fig. 5) and rotational velocity (see Fig. 6). She corroborated with a large sample
that close binaries (red dots in Figs. 5 and 6) are more active than single stars
and that X-ray saturation starts at v sin i ≈ 5 km s−1.

5. Activity and rotational periods of M dwarfs

During his MSc thesis, Diego Hidalgo ransacked dozens of publications and com-
piled rotational photometric periods for 217 CARMENCITA stars (e.g. the

dhttp://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/archive.html
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Figure 3.: Representative UVES/VLT spectra (from M1.5 V to M6.5 V) of chan-
nel BLU437.

MEarthe project, Irwin et al. 2011), rotational velocities (v sin i) for 420 (e.g.
Jenkins et al. 2009; Reiners et al. 2012), pEW (Hα)s for 1766 (e.g. Hawley et
al. 1996; Lépine et al. 2013; Alonso-Floriano et al. 2014), and membership in
young moving groups (e.g. Montes et al. 2001; Torres et al. 2008; Shkolnik et al.
2012) for 44. He studied the relation between spectral type, Hα activity level (see
Fig. 7), close multiplicity, rotational period (see Fig. 8) and v sin i, from where he
identified three stars with large inclination angles i = 79o.3 to 81o.6: DT Vir AB,
BD–21 1074 A and FFAnd.

ehttp://www.cfa.harvard.edu/MEarth/
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Figure 4.: pEW (Hβ) vs. pEW (Hα) diagram.

Figure 5.: LX/LJ vs. spectral type diagram (M0 V to M9 V). Blue dots are single
stars and red dots binaries with separations less than 5 arcsec.
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Figure 6.: Same as Fig. 5, but for LX/LJ vs. rotational velocity (v sin i) diagram.
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Figure 9.: David Montes in front of his CARMENES poster during the CS18
meeting.

Figure 10.: David Montes during the poster pop-up presentation of the splitter
session: “Portraying The Hosts: Stellar Science From Planet Searches”.
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Figure 11.: The four master students (E. González-Álvarez, D. Hidalgo, G. Hol-
gado and H. Mart́ınez-Rodŕıguez) during the presentation of their MSc theses at
the Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Master in Astrophysics.
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Abstract.
The last few decades have seen the discovery of many 10–100 Myr-old

stars in moving groups within 100 parsecs of Earth. The present membership
of these groups, however, is still incomplete at the lowest masses. We have
initiated a program, the GALEX Nearby Young-Star Survey, or GALNYSS,
to search for the missing low-mass stars. GALNYSS has combined ultraviolet
data with near-IR surveys, as well as kinematic information, in order to
identify over 2000 candidate young low-mass stars near Earth. Spectroscopic
followup is ongoing, and results thus far confirm the youthful nature of many
stars among the GALNYSS sample. This suggests that our technique is
capable of revealing the populations of low-mass stars that are presently
missing from the nearby young moving groups. We present an overview
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of our survey to date and highlights from the latest contributions to our
knowledge of the low-mass membership of nearby, young stellar associations.

1. The GALEX Nearby Young-Star Survey

Over the last few decades, many young (10–100 Myr-old) stars have been iden-
tified in moving groups located close to Earth (<100 pc). For direct imaging
searches of extrasolar planets these stars represent excellent targets and as such
they will be continuously observed during the coming decades as new imaging
systems and larger telescopes are commissioned. However, the census of young
stars among these groups is still incomplete at the lowest masses. To find the
missing population of young stars in young moving groups near Earth, we have
initiated the GALEX Nearby Young-Star Survey (GALNYSS). With ultraviolet
(GALEX) and near-infrared (WISE & 2MASS) color selection criteria, estimated
photometric distances, proper motions, and a UVW velocity analysis we have
identified over 2000 candidate young, low-mass stars spread across most of the
sky (see Figure 1). Our methodology and sample is discussed in Rodriguez et al.
(2013). We have thus far published low-mass candidates to several nearby moving
groups: TW Hydrae (Rodriguez et al. 2011), Tucana-Horologium (Rodriguez et
al. 2013), and β Pictoris (Rodriguez et al. 2014). On-going work is being carried
out to determine radial velocities and measure signatures of youth for additional
candidates to these and other young moving groups.

2. LDS 5606: A Dusty M-dwarf Binary in the β Pictoris Moving
Group

One of the latest GALNYSS results has been the identification of LDS 5606 as a
β Pic moving group member (Rodriguez et al. 2014; Zuckerman et al. 2014). This
is a wide pair of M5 dwarfs with a kinematic distance estimate of 65 pc. Radial
velocity measurements place the stars in the β Pic moving group and both stars
show signatures of youth, such as Li absorption.

Spectroscopic observations of LDS 5606 revealed a large number of emission
lines, particularly for the A component (see Figure 2). Very strong Hydrogen
and Helium lines can be seen and indicate on-going accretion. We also detected
[OI] emission that likely traces OH photodissociation and disk photoevaporation
by UV and/or soft X-ray photons from the central star (Zuckerman et al. 2014).
LDS 5606 is one of several GALNYSS M-dwarfs that will be observed with our
XMM GO program (D. Principe, PI) to characterize its X-ray properties.

In addition to rich optical emission-line spectra, LDS 5606 shows infrared
excesses due to dusty circumstellar disks. The SEDs of both components reveal
warm dust (200 K) around both stars and very warm dust (900 K) around the A
component. In this and other respects, LDS 5606 appears to represent an older
analog to the wide M-dwarf binary TWA 30 (Looper et al. 2010a,b). However, the
components of TWA 30 show weaker H and He emission lines, and their spectra
are instead dominated by forbidden transitions. Sharply contrasting viewing
geometries — nearly edge-on for both TWA 30A and 30B, vs. more nearly pole-
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Figure 1.: GALNYSS stars (grey) in Galactic coordinates compared to several
known moving groups (Torres et al. 2008).

on for the two components of LDS 5606 — can explain the differences between
these two binaries (Zuckerman et al. 2014).
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Abstract.
We have done time-series analysis to search for pulsations in a sample

of four M dwarfs -plus one M giant that seeped in our selection criteria -
observed in short-cadence within Kepler (Koch et al. 2010) Guest Observer
(GO) program. High-cadence sampling (Gilliland et al. 2010) is essential to
detect the shortest pulsations predicted theoretically in the 20 min range and
to enable high time-resolution analysis of flares. Three of the targets present
stellar activity and two rotational modulation. We find that white light flares
are present in the M dwarfs with rotational periods less than 20 days, and
that their energy-frequency relations are comparable to traditional flare stars.
The rapidly rotating M4 GJ 1243 shows the strongest and more frequent
flares. Pulsations have not been found to a detection limit of several parts
per million.

1. Pulsations Analysis

Kepler SAP short-cadence light curves of our targets (see Table 1)were detrended
with a 3σ clipping to a point-to-point deviation of the two point difference func-
tion to remove outliers, following Garćıa et al. (2011). The SAP flux in e-/s was
converted to relative flux in ppm and a 1-degree polynomial was fitted. Then, the
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light curves were appropriately binned to perform a cubic spline interpolation to
remove the variations caused by activity and obtain a zero-centered flux.

The Fourier Transform analysis was performed with Period04 (Lenz & Breger
2005). A frequency was considered significant if its amplitude SNR ≥4 in a 2 c/d
box around the considered peak.

Table 1.: Targets

KIC Other ID KEP Sp. Type
ID mag Rot. Period (d)

002424191 11.880 M giant
004142913 GJ 4099 10.910 M1 ; 30 d
004743351 13.806 M0 ; 10 d
008607728 LP 230-6 13.410 M1 ; 30 d
009726699 GJ 1243 12.738 M4 ; 0.593 d

1.1 Results

Most of the frequencies found significant are matched to some of the artifacts
described in Baran (2013) (see Table 2) or to the artifacts caused by the long
cadence (LC) sampling. Frequencies found in the 320-500 c/d range, equivalently
periods in the 3-5 min range, significantly change amplitude with time and thus
cannot be attributable neither to pulsations, or to Solar-like oscillations as they
lack their characteristic Gaussian profile. KIC 9726699, or GJ 1243, is a well
known active M4 dwarf whose rotational period has been measured to be 0.593 d
(Savanov & Dmitrienko 2011) and that we recover here, along with its 2 to 6
harmonics.

We encourage further searches for very low amplitude oscillations in M
dwarfs, as supported by theory (Rodŕıguez-López et al. 2014). More short ca-
dence high-precision photometry within Kepler K2 mission and spectroscopic
variability searches as those carried out by the Cool Tiny Beats Survey (see
Anglada-Escudé et al. (2014) and Berdiñas et al. (2014) in these proceedings)
are essential to unveil M dwarfs pulsations.

1.2 Flares Analysis

Kepler’s precision and broad filter allows hot white light flares to be detected
in M dwarfs against the red photosphere. Figure 1 shows four days of data for
the fully convective star GJ 1243. White light flares are frequent. We identify
and measure the strength of the flares by subtracting a running median light
curve consisting of five rotation periods. For the slower rotating stars, a simple
polynomial suffices to model the underlying rotational light curve. Figure 2 shows
the cumulative flare frequency for the three M dwarfs with meaningful numbers
of detected flares. The much higher flare rate of the fully convective M4 GJ 1243
is due to its rapid rotation.

The main uncertainty in comparing the flare rates of the stars is systematic
errors in the flare energy calibration. GJ 1243 is well studied with a trigonometric
parallax (11.8 +/- 0.4 pc; Harrington & Dahn (1980)), but the other M dwarfs
have uncertain distances and correspondingly uncertain energy calibrations. Gaia
parallaxes and improved spectroscopy will allow the energy scale of the flares to
be better constrained.
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Table 2.: Spurious frequencies

Freq. Artifact KIC ID
(c/d)
8.48 0.5*16.98 (spurious) 2424101
19.92 ’wide 20+ artifact’ 2424101
31.42 ’wide 20+ artifact’ 2424101, 8607728
31.68 ’wide 20+ artifact’ 2424101, 8607728
153.46 ’W artifact?’ 8607728
219.52 0.5* 8/LC 2424101
293.63 6/LC 8607728
342.56 7/LC 4743351, 8607728
391.54 8/LC 2424101, 4142913, 8607728
440.48 9/LC 2424101, 47, 8607728
644.81 ’U artifact’ U17b 9726699
680.58 U18b 9726699
716.25 U19b 9726699
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Figure 1.: Left: A four day time series for GJ 1243. Note the white light flares
and periodic spot rotation. Kepler short cadence photometry allows the flares to
be resolved in time. Right: Frequency of observed white flares as a function of
their energy for three M dwarfs.
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Abstract. Using spectra taken by the robotic telescope ”TIGRE” (see
Fig. 1 and the TIGRE-poster presented by Schmitt et al. at this conference)
and its mid-resolution (R=20.000) HEROS double-channel echelle spectro-
graph, we present our measurements of the solar Ca II H&K chromospheric
emission. Using moonlight, we applied the calibration and definition of the
Mt. Wilson S-index, which allows a direct comparison with historic observa-
tions, reaching back to the early 1960ies. At the same time, coming from the
same EUV emitting plage regions, the Ca II H&K emission is a good proxy
for the latter, which is of interest as a forcing factor in climate models.

Our measurements probe the weak, asynchronous activity cycle 24
around its 2nd maximum during the past winter. Our S-values suggest
that this maximum is the lowest in chromospheric emission since at least
60 years – following the longest and deepest minimum since a century. Our
observations suggest a similarly long-term (on a scale of decades) low of the
far-UV radiation, which should be considered by the next generation of cli-
mate models. The current, very interesting activity behaviour calls for a
concerted effort on long-term solar monitoring.
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Fig. 1: TIGRE, formerly the Hamburg robotic telescope, with its R≈20.000 double-channel

(red&blue) spectrograph is now operating from Guanajuato, Mexico. “TIGRE” (Telescopio

International de Guanajuato, Robotico Espectroscopico) is a joint project of the Universities of

Hamburg, Guanajuato and Liège.

1. S-index: A way to bridge the decades

Most measurements, whether space- or ground-based, suffer shifts or drifts when-
ever the instrumentation or calibration equipment is changed. In that respect,
Olin Wilson’s S-index of the chromospheric activity, seen as emission in the Ca II
H&K line cores, is a perfect choice. Our solar S-values, taken from lunar spectra,
are calibrated by the same list of stars used by the Mt. Wilson team (see e.g.
Duncan et al. 1991). For a more detailed description of this process, see Schröder
et al. (2012) and the poster on first TIGRE-results presented at this conference
by Mittag et al.

While Baliunas et al. (1995) never saw the Sun in any of its minima touch
the basal flux S-level of inactive (“flat”) main sequence stars (visible in the survey
of Duncan et al. 1991 as a cut-off at around S=0.150), in 2008/9 the Sun did!
In the minima of the 1970ies and 1980ies the smoothed S-values hovered above
0.160, distinctly larger than the S-values of “flat activity” stars with only basal
chromospheric emission. By contrast in 2008/9 it averaged around 0.155 and on
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some plage-free days even got down to 0.150 (see Fig. 2 here and Schröder et
al. 2012 for more details)!

Fig. 2: The extraordinary minimum of 2008/09 had a number of very inactive, even plage-free

days, during which the Sun reached its basal flux level of S≈ 0.150.

2. The dismal activity of cycle 24

Hence, the present cycle no. 24 was anticipated with much interest. The installa-
tion of TIGRE (formerly the Hamburg robotic telescope) in Guanajuato, Mexico
(see poster on TIGRE by Schmitt et al.) last year allowed us to spectroscopically
monitor the Sun (using the Moon) over the period of autumn 2013 to spring
2014, which covers the 2nd maximum of this cycle. This activity maximum was
driven by the southern solar hemisphere and came 2 years later and out of phase
with the peak of northern activity. It brought the largest sunspot groups and the
strongest flare activity of the current cycle, slightly exceeding the activity of the
sharp first maximum in December 2011 driven by the northern solar hemisphere.

Fig. 3 illustrates the active appearance of the solar chromosphere in the
Helium line at 304 nm on a typical day in May 2014 (right, by SDO), con-
trasting with an entirely inactive day without even a plage as in February 2009
(SOHO-EIT. Indeed, our S-values from the past winter should about represent
the strongest chromospheric emission of cycle 24. Nevertheless, in the spectrum
of the entire Sun, Ca II H&K emission has not really increased that much:
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Fig. 3: Several times, the solar chromosphere in the extraordinary minimum showed no sign of

activity (left, SOHO-EIT, 304 nm), not even a plage, and the solar S-index reached its basal

level of 0.150. Compare this to the rich chromospheric appearance in January 2014 (right,

SDO, 304 nm)! Nevertheless, the S-index then rose to only between 0.170 and ≈0.175.

Fig. 4: The solar chromospheric emission in the core of the Ca II K line at basal flux level

(S≈0.15, as several times in 2008 and 2009) and at modest activity (S≈0.17) typical for the

maximum of cycle 24.
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In Fig. 4 we compare the hardly visible chromospheric emission in the core of
the Ca II K line of such an inactive day (S≈ 0.15) with a typical active day
(S≈ 0.17) in the past winter. Smoothed over a month or so, our S-values of
those months (see Fig 5) peak around only 0.172. That was the average over
the whole previous cycle 23 (Hall et al. 2007), which saw a smoothed peak
about S≈0.19.

3. Climate consequences of a historic underachiever?

The relatively weak past cycle 23 compared in strength to cycle 20 of the
1960ies, which was the first solar activity cycle recorded by S-values from the
Mt. Wilson team (see Fig. 6 from Baliunas et al. 1995). By contrast, cycles 21
and 22 of the 1970ies and 1980ies were about the strongest of the whole past
century. They seem to compare only with cycle 19 of the 1950ies and so
represent the solar output around the past Gleissberg (or “grand”) maximum.

Fig. 5: The second maximum of cycle 24 in 2013/14 produced the best disply of sunspots and

flares. Nevertheless, our smoothed, well-calibrated S-values peak around only 0.172.

Fig. 6: S-values of cycles 20-22 reported by Baliunas et al. 1995: averages of cycle 21 and 22

exceeded 0.20. By comparison the current chromospheric emission is extraordinarily low, well

underscoring the weak cycle 20.
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Compared to those cycles 21 and 22, the chomospheric emission around the
maximum of present cycle 24 is closer to the solar minimum emission of the
1980ies (compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 6)!
The Ca II H&K emission of the active Sun stems from the same plages and
hotter plasma as does the EUV and near-UV radiation. The latter and its
variation is of much impact to stratospheric conditions and plankton growth
and so constitutes a climate forcing factor.
We regard Ca II H&K emission as a valuable proxy to the chromospheric UV
and EUV radiation. While the latter can nowadays be observed with
space-based instruments like SOLSTICE, such observations do not offer any
direct comparison with data from 50 years ago.
Looking ahead, an average < S > value for the whole cycle 24 will probably fall
between 0.160 and 0.165 (minimum years: 0.150-0.160, maximum years:
0.165-0.175). Consequently, we must regard the current decade as being under
“eternal solar minimum conditions” by 1980ies solar UV radiation standards.
See Schmidt et al. (2010) for such climate models with the HARMONIA code.
Approaching a new “grand” minimum, even lower UV forcing must be expected
for the next 1-3 decades.
Obviously, here is an urgent need to study amplification mechanisms, mainly
known as “top-down” for the stratospheric impact and “bottom-up” for the
ocean surface water warming. These seem to give UV forcing, despite its small
share of total irradiation, an impact on local climate patterns, i.e. the Jet
stream and North-Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and the southern
El-Niño-la-Niña Oscillation.
Certainly, the 1980ies solar UV spectrophotometry still used by most climate
models is now outdated. Consequently, a concerted effort by the solar-stellar
community is required to provide up-to-date solar data for future climate
models.
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Abstract. We investigate the surface brightness contribution of the very
well known active SB1 binary II Pegasi, to determine the star spot filling
factor and the spot temperature parameters. In this context, we analyze 54
spectra of the system taken over 6 nights in September - October of 1996,
using the 2.1m Otto Struve Telescope equipped with SES at the McDonald
Observatory. We measure the spot temperatures and spot filling factors by
fitting TiO molecular bands in this spectroscopic dataset, with model
atmosphere approximation using ATLAS9 and with proxy stars obtained
with the same instrument. The same dataset is then used to also produce
surface spot maps using the Doppler imaging technique. We compare the
spot filling factors obtained with the two independent techniques in order
to better characterise the spot properties of the system and to better assess
the limitations inherent to both techniques. The results obtained from both
techniques show that the variation of spot filling factor as a function of
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phase agree well with each other, while the amount of TiO and DI spot
filling factors disagree by an order of magnitude.

1. Introduction

II Peg is a very well known active SB1 type RS CVn binary that has been
classified by Rucinski (1977) and Vogt (1981). Berdyugina et al. (1998)
determined that the primary component of the system is a K2IV sub-giant,
while the unseen secondary component is an M-dwarf. They also obtained the
orbital period, inclination, and the projected rotational velocity of the system
as P = 6.72 days, i = 60, and v sini = 22.6 km/s, respectively. Regarding the
activity behavior of II Peg, several studies have been performed by means of
photometry, Zeeman Doppler Imaging, Doppler Imaging (hereafter DI), and
molecular band analyses techniques, the most recent one by Xiang et al. (2014).
These studies have revealed that the system has a large cool star-spot coverage
showing complex migration behavior.
Among the techniques mentioned above, molecular band analyses have
remarkable advantages as being more sensitive to cooler spots and detecting
these features regardless of their distribution, even on slowly rotating stars
(O’Neal et al. 2004). In this study, we investigate the surface brightness
contribution of II Peg using TiO band analysis and DI, and present the results
together with the comparison of these techniques.

2. Data

For both DI and TiO band analyses of II Peg, we used 54 time-series spectra
obtained between the nights September 28 and October 3, taken from 2.1m
Otto Struve Telescope equipped with SES (McCarthy et al. 1993) at the
McDonald Observatory. These data are also used by O’Neal et al. (1998), in
which the details can be found. We obtained the spectral resolution using the
FWHM values from arc spectrum as around R ∼ 54000, which corresponds to
the value of 5.5 km/s per pixel.

3. TiO Band Analysis

The TiO analysis is simply based on the determination of spot filling factors
(fs) and spot temperatures (TS) by fitting the depths of the TiO bands near
7055Å and 8860Å. The whole point of the technique is to simultaneously
determine spot filling factor and temperature, so both are left as variables. In
order to perform the modeling, we construct empirical models to represent the
unspotted (quiet) photosphere and spots. The construction of these models are
carried out in two different ways. First by fitting them using model
atmospheres (ATLAS9) and the second using proxy (template) spectra of
standard inactive G-K type (photosphere) and M type (spot) stars. Samples of
the models together with observed spectra of II Peg for 7050Å and 8860Å band
heads are given in the left and right panels of Fig. 1, respectively. The
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systematic difference between spot filling factors determined from proxies vs.
models might come from using very low gravity red giants as spot proxies. The
(non-existent) M subgiants would have smaller TiO band depth for the same
effective temperature, so would need more area on the star to give the same
TiO band depth in the combined spectrum.

Figure 1.: Left Panel: Fits to 7055Å region of II Peg spectrum #21 using proxy
stars (top) and ATLAS9 models (bottom). In both cases, assumed TS = 3425
K and assumed TQ = 4750 K. Right Panel: Same as left panel but for 8860Å
region of II Peg spectrum #41.

To model each II Peg spectrum, we used different nonspot and spot comparison
stars (proxies and models from ATLAS9) spanning the temperature range (3000
K ≤ TS ≤ 4000 K) over which the TiO-band technique is valid. Each possible
pair of comparison stars was used to fit the active star spectrum, and an fS was
computed assuming those two temperature components. For each nonspot
comparison star used (i.e., each assumed TQ), we plot the relation between each

assumed TS and the resultant fS for both the 7055Å and 8860Å bands (a
sample is shown in Figure 2). Therefore, the certain TS and fS values are
determined, where the two relations intersect.

4. Doppler Imaging

We applied the LSD routine (see Donati et al. 1997 for details) to obtain high
S/N profiles of each spectrum in the time series. We used the linelist extracted
from the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD) (Kupka et al. 1999). During
the preparation of the linelist, several wavelength regions were removed. These
correspond to strong chromospheric emission lines (e.g. Hα, Na D), the artefact
and excess illumination (see Şenavcı et al. 2011), and strong telluric regions. We
obtained S/N values between 700 - 800, which are lower than expected. This
may be due to our spectral range (6500Å - 8900Å) including several telluric
lines and molecular bands, rather than photospheric absorption lines. In
addition, due to the lack information of molecular bands in VALD database
(e.g. depth), we couldn’t take into account the molecular bands in our linelist.
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Figure 2.: Left Panel: Fits with ATLAS9 models for II Peg spectrum #41. Aster-
isks: fits to 7055Å TiO bands with given spot temperature models. Diamonds:
fits to 8860Å TiO bands. The computed TS and fS values are taken where the
two curves cross. TQ was assumed to be 4750 K for these fits. Right Panel: Spot
filling factor fS vs. spot temperature TS for all II Peg spectra. Plus signs: fits
with proxy stars. Diamonds: fits with ATLAS9 models. Uncertainties for spot
filling factor and spot temperature are about 0.05 - 0.08 and 125 K, respectively.

The surface maps of II Peg were obtained using the imaging code, DoTS
(Collier Cameron 1997). DoTS implements a maximum entropy regularised
iterative algorithm to obtain fits to the observed time series spectra. Images
with spot filling factors are derived from a two-temperature model. To produce
accurate spot surface maps of stars, it is necessary to fine-tune the fundamental
system parameters (see Şenavcı et al. 2011 for details). Inaccurate system
parameter measurements introduce artefacts into the surface reconstructions
(Unruh 1996). In this context, we used preliminary system parameters derived
by Berdyugina et al. (1998) and Xiang et al. (2014), which are in accordance
with the LSD profiles we obtained. We then fine tune some of the parameters
(e.g. EW, R, Vγ) to obtain the most accurate maps of II Peg. Best fit system
parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1.: System parameters

T0 P q i Vγ R1 K1 vsini
(HJD-2400000) (days) (M2/M1) (deg) (km/s) (M�) (km/s) (km/s)

43033.47 6.72422 0.5 60 -29.3 ± 0.5 3.25 ± 0.03 38.66 22.6

During the preparation of line intensity (EW) lookup tables, we used the
photospheric temperature as TPh = 4750 K and spot temperature as TS = 3425
K, together with the corresponding limb darkening coefficients. The resultant
map (left panel) and fits to some LSD profiles (right panel) are given in Figure
3. The final chi-squared value after MEM iterations is χ2 = 1.0.
The pixel resolution of 5.5 km/s provides us the minimum resolvable spot size
as around 22 deg, which is in accordance with our resultant map. As can be
seen from Figure 3, there is a strong polar spot and 3 prominent spot regions
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Figure 3.: Left Panel: 16 sample LSD profiles covering the full orbital phase
(0.067 - 0.957). Right Panel: Surface brightness distribution of II Peg, using 54
time series spectra of the system.

located around the equator. This map, is very similar to that obtained by
Xiang et al. (2014). We obtain a spot filling factor of 6.2% for the spot map of
II Peg as shown in Figure 3. In the next section we compare this value with
those obtained from TiO band fitting.

5. Results and Discussion

We investigate the surface inhomogeneities of the RS CVn type system II Peg,
using TiO analysis and DI. TiO analysis yields an average spot filling factor of
0.5 and 0.6 with proxy stars and model atmosphere approximation, respectively.
Doppler maps, on the other hand, is in accordance with other DI studies of the
system and give a spot filling factor of 0.062. Our value is also typical of spot
filling factors obtained for other active cool stars using Doppler imaging (typical
spot filling factors <0.1). However, DI is only sensitive to the inhomogenously
distributed spots with sizes larger than the resolution limit of the technique.
TiO band fitting reveals the underlying level of cool spots that cannot be
detected using DI alone (Solanki 1999).
We also compare the variation of spot filling factors with phase, in order to look
for a correlation of fS value obtained using two techniques. To do this, we first
estimate the average phases of observations and then calculate the
corresponding spot filling factors from TiO analysis and DI. Since the fS value
obtained from TiO analysis (convolved synthetic spectra) is nearly 10 times
greater than that is obtained from DI, we normalized the spot filling factor
values to unity, in order to perform a better comparison of two techniques (Fig.
4). It is clear from Figure 4 that the variation of spot filling factor with phase
from two techniques are quite compatible with each other. This indicates that
the most spotted phases are the same regardless of the technique, so the large
spots detected by DI are also associated with an underlying larger filling factor
of small, cool spots below the resolution limit of the DI technique. As a result,
it can be said that, a considerable amount of spot coverage is hidden in a spot
map from DI. However, performing TiO analysis together with the DI give a
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Figure 4.: Spot filling factor fS vs. phase for the average phases of II Peg spectra.
Red plus signs: fS values from DI. Diamonds: fS values from TiO analysis using
ATLAS9 models.

more complete picture of the spot properties as well as the brightness
distributions on the surfaces of cool stars.
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Abstract.
We present 16 photometric color-MK relations using the U. S. Naval
Observatory Fourth CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC4). These relations
estimate distances to nearby red dwarfs at the ∼15% accuracy level using
photometry from the Two-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) and the
AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey (APASS). A sample of nearby stars
from the Research Consortium On Nearby Stars (RECONS) group along
with a supplemental list of very red stars all having accurate trigonometric
parallaxes are used to generate the relations. Color, proper motion, and
existing literature sources are used in an attempt to attain a clean sample
of red dwarfs while limiting the amount of contamination from background
giants. From this sample, we find 1761 candidate nearby M dwarfs
estimated to be within 25 pc. Of this sample, 339 have no previously
known published parallax or distance estimate and five of these are
estimated to be within 10 pc. The nearest distance estimate of 5.9 pc was
found for a star with V magnitude of 10.5. That several hundred new stars
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have been revealed so close to the Sun illustrates once again that there is
considerable work yet to be done to map the solar neighborhood.

1. Introduction

Nearby stars represent the best candidates for detailed studies of stellar
luminosity and mass functions, as well as stellar activity, ages, multiplicity, and
exoplanets because they are the brightest members of their classes of stars.
Candidate nearby stars are often selected by proper motion for follow-up
studies to confirm proximity. One primary goal of the Research Consortium On
Nearby Stars (RECONS) effort is to identify and characterize all stars within 25
pc of the Sun. This work represents an initial phase of candidate identification
that permits trigonometric parallax investigations by, e.g., the Cerro Tololo
Inter-American Observatory Parallax Investigation (CTIOPI; Riedel et al. 2014,
and references therein).
The U. S. Naval Observatory Fourth CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC4;
Zacharias et al. 2013) contains more than 100 million sources and has
incorporated photometric data from both the American Association of Variable
Star Observers (AAVSO) Photometric All Sky Survey (APASS) and the Two
Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS). The astrometric data in the catalog is a
compilation of original observations coupled with results from large proper
motion surveys (e.g., Lépine & Shara 2005). In this work, we search the UCAC4
to identify candidate nearby stars where a full discussion can be found in (Finch
et al. 2014).

2. Photometric Distances

To obtain photometric distances for UCAC4 sources, we generated a new set of
16 photometric color-MKs relations using (a) BV gri optical photometry from
APASS, (b) JHKS near-infrared photometry from 2MASS, (c) nearby red
dwarfs with high-quality trigonometric parallaxes from the RECONS effort, and
(d) a set of M dwarfs with spectral types M6.0 V to M9.5 V within 25 pc that is
referred to as the supplemental sample in Henry et al. (2006). MKs magnitudes
were calculated for all calibration stars and compared to the suite of
photometric colors available (BV griJHKS). A minimum color range of one
magnitude was required for a given color to be reliable thus reducing the 28
possible relations to 16. A second-order fit was used for all relations and the
coefficients of these fits, as well as the applicable color range, are listed in Table
1. Not all calibration stars had useful data in all wavebands so the number of
stars used is different for each color relation and ranges from 102 to 141.

3. UCAC4 Trawl for Nearby Stars

A series of cuts were applied to the UCAC4 catalog to identify 25 pc candidate
members.
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Table 1.: Details of the 16 Photometric Distance Relations

Color Range Stars Used Coeff. 1 Coeff. 2 Coeff. 3 rms

Color [mag] [number] [× color2] [× color] [constant] [mag]

V–J 3.1 – 7.0 118 −0.14260 +2.551 −1.0870 0.40
V–H 3.5 – 7.7 118 −0.13910 +2.657 −2.3950 0.41
V–K 4.0 – 8.0 118 −0.12390 +2.523 −2.4720 0.42
V–i 1.4 – 3.9 113 −0.33800 +3.663 +0.9571 0.38
B–J 4.2 – 9.0 140 −0.08928 +2.188 −2.6330 0.37
B–H 4.9 – 10.0 141 −0.09372 +2.347 −4.0930 0.39
B–K 5.0 – 10.0 141 −0.08031 +2.174 −3.8580 0.39
B–i 2.8 – 6.0 102 −0.13570 +3.091 −1.6910 0.38
g–J 3.9 – 7.8 113 −0.13290 +2.693 −2.8800 0.39
g–H 4.2 – 8.4 113 −0.11760 +2.796 −4.2560 0.41
g–K 4.5 – 8.8 108 −0.13480 +2.637 −4.2120 0.41
g–i 2.2 – 4.5 105 −0.13340 +3.619 −1.0110 0.39
r–J 2.9 – 6.2 107 −0.11530 +2.383 +0.2988 0.41
r–H 3.4 – 6.8 107 −0.28630 +2.502 −0.9758 0.42
r–K 3.5 – 7.1 102 −0.19210 +2.353 −1.0590 0.42
r–i 1.0 – 3.0 105 −0.26210 +3.237 +2.9860 0.41

– Target must have photometry in at least two filters in the APASS catalog,
with photometry errors (apase) ≤ 0.10 mag.

– Target must have photometry in all three JHKS filters in the 2MASS
catalog, with photometry errors (e2mpho) ≤ 0.10 mag.

– Target must not have a UCAC object flag (objt) = 1 or 2, indicating it is
near an over-exposed star or a streaked object.

– Target must have a valid, non-zero proper motion.

– Target must have a Lyon-Meudon Extragalactic DAtabase (LEDA) galaxy
flag (leda) = 0 and a 2MASS extended source flag (2mx) = 0 – both
indicate a point source.

The remaining number of candidates after the cuts was 25,865,591. The
photometric distance relations were then applied to these candidates requiring
that (a) at least seven of the 16 relations were used, and (b) distances were
estimated to be within 25 pc to produce a list of candidates numbering 381,054.
This candidate list was then cross-checked with literature sources to find
spectral types and previous distance estimates (either via trigonometric parallax
or photometric). Dozens of known giants were extracted via this literature
search and were used as empirical checks for the next two constraints imposed
on the sample to minimize giant contamination.
We implemented the J −KS vs. V −KS color-color diagram coupled with the
boundary constraints defined in Riedel (2012) that isolate regions of suspected
dwarfs vs. those of giants. Figure 1 illustrates these boundaries with known
dwarfs and giants overplotted in the left panel and the entire unknown sample
of 381,054 (as a surface density plot) in the right panel. Box 1 contains
candidates that are most likely M dwarfs while Box 2 contains M dwarfs with
significant giant contamination. The number of candidates within both boxes
was reduced to 4424.
As a second constraint to minimize giant contamination, we implemented a
reduced proper motion cut using the proper motions from UCAC4. Reduced
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proper motion is a useful tool for separating dwarfs from giants and takes the
following form.

HV = V + 5logµ, (30.1)

where µ is given in arcseconds per year. The reduced proper motion diagram
with our known giants and dwarfs is plotted in the left panel of Figure 2 as well
as the empirical boundary between the two samples. The unknown sample is
plotted in the right panel of Figure 2. Once this criterion was implemented,
another 2408 candidates from the sample of 4424 were removed yielding a
sample of 2016 candidate nearby stars. After removing duplicate entries from
this sample, a total of 1761 candidates remained.
From this sample of 1761 candidates, 669 have published trigonometric
parallaxes, 749 have published photometric/spectroscopic distance estimates,
and 4 are known giants. The remaining 339 candidates are new potential 25 pc
members. A by-eye examination of these 339 candidates was performed using
Aladin and revealed that 101 did not show any detectable proper motion.
Further investigation of the epoch spreads of the plates indicated that all but
six of the 101 targets had less than one arcsecond of total proper motion
between the two epochs.
Finally, as is evident in Figures 1 and 2 a handful of bona fide M dwarfs have
been eliminated by our selection criteria. Of the 181 known M dwarfs, a total of
eight were omitted thus resulting in a ∼4% loss. This loss is acceptable given
that we aim to obtain a clean sample of M dwarfs with minimal giant
contamination.

4. Results

A total of 339 candidate nearby stars within 25 pc have been identified by this
effort, including five estimated to be within 10 pc. A sky distribution plot is
shown in Figure 3 and illustrates that the majority of the new discoveries are in
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Figure 1.: Left: Color-color plot showing the regions (shaded boxes) where
dwarfs are expected vs. those of giants and overplotted are the known giants
(stars) and the known dwarfs (circles). Right: Same plot as left except now
overplotting the sample of 381,054 candidates (as a surface density plot).
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Figure 3.: Aitoff sky projection illustrating the 339 new nearby candidates (stars).
The Galactic Plane (blue curve) is also shown for reference.

the southern hemisphere, likely the result of historical undersampling relative to
the north. Follow-up trigonometric parallax efforts are needed to confirm
proximity.

4.1 Local Statistics

By evaluating the sample of 669 candidates recovered in this work that have
previous trigonometric parallaxes, we find that 532 have distances within 25 pc
and 110 are beyond 25 pc – a success rate of 84%. We then infer that ∼285 of
the 339 new candidates are likely within 25 pc. To estimate the impact this new
nearby candidate sample has on the local statistics, we use the RECONS 25 pc
Database. As on 01 January 2014, there are 2169 systems known within 25 pc
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based on accurate trigonometric parallaxes (i.e., parallax errors less than 10%).
Therefore, 285 new members of the 25 pc sample represent an increase of 13%.
We expect ongoing astrometric efforts (e.g., USNO, CTIOPI) as well as
European Space Agency’s Gaia astrometric mission will verify proximity for
these targets as well as to better populate the sample of M dwarfs within 25 pc
overall.

5. Conclusions

We use the UCAC4 catalog, which compiles previous astrometric efforts in
addition to original astrometric results as well as the photometric catalog of the
APASS, to identify new nearby M dwarfs within our 25 pc horizon of interest.
To aid in this effort, we developed color-MKS relations using the UCAC4
catalog cross-matched with known M dwarfs that have accurate trigonometric
parallaxes. We also utilize color-color and reduced proper motion diagrams to
better permit giant discrimination. The final sift revealed 339 candidate new
nearby stars within 25 pc, including five within 10 pc. All tabular data from
this survey, as well as additional details related to the survey, can be found in
Finch et al. (2014).
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Abstract. The large majority of stars in the Milky Way are late-type
dwarfs, and the frequency of especially low-mass exoplanets in orbits
around these late-type dwarfs appears to be high. In order to characterize
the radiation environments and habitable zones of the cool exoplanet host
stars, stellar radius and effective temperature, and thus luminosity, are
required. It is in the stellar low-mass regime, however, where the predictive
power of stellar models is often limited by sparse data quantity with which
to calibrate the methods. We show results from our CHARA survey that
provides directly determined stellar parameters based on interferometric
diameter measurements, trigonometric parallax, and spectral energy
distribution fitting.

1. “Why?” and “How?”: Introduction and Methods

Essentially every astrophysical parameter of any exoplanet is a function of its
equivalent host star parameters (radius, surface temperature, mass, etc.). You
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Figure 1.: Habitable zones are calculated based on our empirical values of stellar
radii and effective temperatures. This plot shows the system architecture of the
GJ 876 system. The HZ is shown in grey. Planets b and c spend most or all of
their orbital durations in the HZ. For scale: the size of the box is 0.8 AU × 0.8
AU. Adapted from von Braun et al. (2014).

only understand any exoplanet as well as you understand its
respective parent star. The main purpose of the presented research is to
directly characterize exoplanets in orbits around their hosts and to produce
empirical constraints to stellar models. We use infrared and optical
interferometry, coupled with spectral energy distribution fitting and
trigonometric parallax values, to get estimates of stellar radii and effective
temperatures that are as model-independent as possible. For more details, see,
e. g., Boyajian et al. (2013) and von Braun et al. (2014). For transiting planets,
using literature photometry and spectroscopy time-series data allows for the
determination of model-independent planetary and stellar masses, radii, and
bulk densities (e. g., von Braun et al. 2012).

2. “So What?”: Results

Our results provide empirically determined values for stellar radii, effective
temperatures, and luminosities. They confirm the well-documented discrepancy
between predicted and empirical radii and temperatures (e.g., Torres et al. 2010;
Boyajian et al. 2012, 2013) and can thus provide constraints to improvements to
stellar models. They can furthermore be used to establish relations to predict
stellar sizes based on observable quantities, like stellar broad-band colors, for
stars too faint and/or small to be studied interferometrically (Boyajian et al.
2014). In addition, any individual system’s circumstellar habitable zone (HZ) is
a function of stellar radius and effective temperature (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2.: Empirical H-R Diagram for all stars with interferometrically deter-
mined stellar radii whose random uncertainties are smaller than 5%. The diam-
eter of each data point is representative of the logarithm of the corresponding
stellar radius. Error bars in effective temperature and luminosity are smaller than
the size of the data points. Exoplanet host stars are shown in red; stars that are
not currently known to host any exoplanets are shown in grey. Stellar radii data
are taken from Baines et al. (2008, 2012, 2013); Bigot et al. (2006); Boyajian et
al. (2008, 2012, 2013); di Folco et al. (2004, 2007); Henry et al. (2013); Kervella
et al. (2003); Ligi et al. (2012); Richichi et al. (2005); van Belle et al. (1999); van
Belle & von Braun (2009); von Braun et al. (2011a,b, 2012, 2014); White et al.
(2013).

3. “And what have you done for me lately?”: Status

Over the course of the last 5+ years, we have been using the CHARA
interferometric arrray to directly determine the stellar parameters of over 100
main-sequence stars and of around 30 exoplanet host stars, with a particular
emphasis on cool stars (Fig. 2).

Acknowledgements. We would like to sincerely thank the organizers for a phantastic
conference. We furthermore express our gratitude to the poster judges for their thumbs
up on our work. This research has made use of the Habitable Zone Gallery at
hzgallery.org (Kane & Gelino 2012).
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Figure 3.: Thank you, organizers and poster judges!
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